
danni delite 

 

danni delite: licks the lips in a bit more than a seductive manner to Myls, then picks up the empty 

glass, walks to the bar, and sets the glass upon the bar, then moves to have a seat and drapes the 

towel over my legs, and reties the bikini top 

mylstoknowhere: smiles at danni  

danni delite: Yeah, seems to work loose in the water, must be the horsepower of the jets 

danni delite: Maybe you can tie it so it doesnt come loose ? 

mylstoknowhere: i could ? but...... wink 

danni delite: smiles.... 

danni delite: I think that is the "Let's just take the top  off and be done with it" look. 

mylstoknowhere: double slip knot? danni 

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm readin my mind danni wink 

mylstoknowhere: after tiein the top sits next to danni sooo all nice and relaxed now? 

danni delite: steps into the changing room, comes out in boy shorts with the LAB emblem on the 

right butt cheek, and a matching top with LAB emblem above the right breast....and with sneakers on 

the feet 

mylstoknowhere: grins at the thought of danni dancing 

danni delite: sips at the drink, leaves it at the bar and steps toward one of the dance stages, climbs 

onto it, places a hand around the pole 

mylstoknowhere: gets up moves to a much closer seat at edge of stage 

danni delite: sways a little to the music and rests against the pole 

mylstoknowhere: smiles at the look in danni's eyes as she rests agaisnt pole 

danni delite: glides a hand up one side, across the tummy and continues to move a little 

mylstoknowhere: gazes at her hand sliding up and across her tummy & daydreamin  

danni delite: rests the head against the pole and sways once more... a hand glides across the 

tummy and down between the legs 

mylstoknowhere: oooooh myyyyyy as i watch her hand slide 

D r a z: smiles as danni rocks those hips and strokes the thighs  

danni delite: sways a little more to the music, steps away from the pole and spins, rocks the hips 

and looks back over a shoulder 

hdroadking296: sure has a cuite butt 

mylstoknowhere: winks at her while she looks back  

danni delite: grabs the pole and sways the butt to the music, rocks it left, then right and spins  and 

backs to the pole and continues to grind into the pole 

danni delite: continues to sway runs a hand along the tummy then spins and struts to the wall and 

gyrates the hips 

mylstoknowhere: stares and grins at that butt ! 

D r a z: smiles as danni interprets the music with her sensual body  

danni delite: struts back with a shake of the hips and rolls them again, then grabs the pole, drapes 

a leg around it and leans back, jiggles the shoulders 

danni delite: rolls the shoulders, lifts and spins on the pole, places the back to it and sways again 

mylstoknowhere: <<daydreams that leg wrapped round me   

danni delite: runs a hand up a leg, on the body, and tosses the head and spins, grinds into the pole 



mylstoknowhere: grrrrrrrrowls from my belly watchin her grind that pole 

danni delite: turns, rests for a moment.... 

danni delite: steps away from the pole and slows the sway but grinds a little harder 

D r a z: watches  as danni   grinds  the pole  and holds still  her body vibrating  

danni delite: runs the hands into the hair, spins on the feet and continues the grind and sway 

dirtyoldman23: oh my hi danni, smiles 

danni delite: tosses the hair, grinds into the pole again and runs a hand up the midsection, then 

one hand between the legs 

reforger2002: loud whistle 

dirtyoldman23: grins this is a delite 

D r a z: the sensuality of danni  showing in her every touch  

mylstoknowhere: grrrrrrrrowls deeply at her between her legs 

danni delite: closes the eyes, drops the head and continues the deliberate rock of the hips...takes a 

step and rocks the other direction 

mylstoknowhere: rock it girl 

danni delite: steps and throws the hips the other direction... 

danni delite: spins and rocks slowly, thrusts the hips right, then left 

danni delite: rolls the hips and looks back, runs a hand up the butt and gives it a smack 

dirtyoldman23: applauds wildly 

mylstoknowhere: << head jerks to the left and right followin her hips 

danni delite: spins and rocks again, one hand cups between my legs as I grind a little on it.... 

reforger2002: puts a $50 in her tip jar 

D r a z: watches those hips  ........... and mesmerised by the hand  

danni delite: takes a quick breath, then moves to the music...steps forward and rolls the hips, then 

rocks them right, then left 

danni delite: spins and leans over, shimmies the butt, runs a hand up it and smacks again 

dirtyoldman23: my hand sweating as i hold my drink tightly 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss at her smackin her own butt 

hdroadking296: puts a cnote on te edge of the stage 

danni delite: spins and backs to the pole, reaches above with both hands and glides on the 

pole...licks the lips and runs the tongue slowly over them 

danni delite: drapes the leg around again and spins, grabs the pole and rocks left, then right 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm licks my lips tooooo 

danni delite: tosses the head back and leans back and shimmies the shoulders....and quickly rises, 

struts off the stage toward Myls, drags a nail under his chin while backing away 

danni delite: gives a little shimmy, then a hard sway left, then right 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh grinsssss at her touch 

danni delite: spins and blows him a kiss, moves back to the stage 

dirtyoldman23: lucky dog lol 

D r a z: grins at danni the perfect tease 

mylstoknowhere: blows a kiss back 

danni delite: grabs the pole and swings, and rocks the hips again and grinds into the pole, head 

back and mouth open 

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm Draz a purrrrfect tease 



danni delite: rubs on the pole then spins and runs a hand over the midsection, sways against the 

pole and rocks the hips hard before stepping away 

danni delite: lowers to the floor and rests back....and pauses 

danni delite: begins a shoulder sway, then the arms....raises up and moves side to side 

D r a z:  smiles watching  as those breasts jiggle in the lights  

danni delite: slowly raises...struts to the pole, grabs and works the hips 

danni delite: rolls them, rocks them...then a little side to side shimmy 

mylstoknowhere: << keeps a perfect gaze on her shoulders and breasts as they sway 

with arms raised 

danni delite: sways again, grabs the pole and slowly lowers, rolls the hips on the way down, then 

on the way up 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh work those hips girl im thinkin 

danni delite: spins again, rests to the pole and slides against it, legs slightly spread, one hand 

gliding along the inner thigh 

danni delite: stands and grabs the pole, sways and rocks again, tosses the head back, then spins 

and grinds into the pole 

mylstoknowhere: oooh such lucky fingers  

D r a z: watching as the fingers leave marks on the inside of your thighs 

mylstoknowhere: and lucky pole tooooooo 

danni delite: drags the nails up the inner thigh, then down the other....giveng Myls a wink, then 

closes the eyes and arches to the pole, sways side to side 

mylstoknowhere: smiles at her wink 

danni delite: spins again, grabs the pole, raises and lowers, hips swiveling left, then right 

danni delite: drapes the leg around, leand back, jiggles the breats and sways the shoulders 

D r a z:  that butt  swinging low and side to side 

danni delite: rolls it again, the smacks it, drags the hand up then on my side 

mylstoknowhere: grrrrrowls a throaty growl  

danni delite: sways a little slower but snaps off the hips with the down beat of the music 

danni delite: slows a little more and rests to the pole....lowers the head.... 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm such a sweet look 

danni delite: takes a deep breath and exhales...steps from the stage 

mylstoknowhere: stands and WOOOOOHOOOOO applauding loudly !!!! 

danni delite: takes a long drink from the margarita and takes the perfunctory bow 

mylstoknowhere: yay Danni !!!!! 

D r a z: stands and applauds loudly  ,,,,,,,and whistles ..........wow great dance danni ...ty 

mylstoknowhere: you deserve that long drink !! 

danni delite: thank you so much 

mylstoknowhere: nooooo thank you!!!! 

danni delite: takes a seat and takes another deep breath...blushes and smiles to the guys 

dirtyoldman23: wonderful dance, ty danni 

danni delite: thank you Dirty, very nice of all of you, thank you 

D r a z: grins ..expertly done danni 

dirtyoldman23: tw, i just wish i could have stood up to applaud, bluses 

dirtyoldman23: yw* 



mylstoknowhere: <<< takes a deep breath exhales slowly tries to slow his heat beat !! 

danni delite: Maybe next time Dirty 

dirtyoldman23: smiles well i am sure the next time something will pop up again 

danni delite: We will just have to take a chance on that...you never know what may pop off or 

loose. 

dirtyoldman23: smiles 

danni delite: notices the cut away portion of the top and the boy shorts 

mylstoknowhere: << doesnt tie knots very well  

mylstoknowhere: well at least not on tops wink 

D r a z: smiles at danni ......hope there will be many times 

 

Websterace 
 

websterace3: downs my drink 

websterace3: starts  to sway to the music 

websterace3: does the two step weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *smiles and tosses webster a cowboy hat* 

websterace3: puts my cowboy hat on 

websterace3: that drink has got me going  

websterace3: walks to the bar 

websterace3: spins around weeeeeeeeeeee 

websterace3: tips my hat to the ladies 

kate3000: the boy scouts and the girl guides mmmmm 

websterace3: like being guided he he 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *whistlesssssss take it off,,,,smiles at kate see it works everytime* 

kate3000: so cool web 

websterace3: climbs up on to the bar 

kate3000: excellent rodeo winks back 

websterace3: slides over to the pole  

websterace3: spins around the pole weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

kate3000: omg its gonna happen  

websterace3: starts to shake my hips side to side 

sweet_rodeo_girl: that pole will never be the same 

websterace3: glabes the pole and slides up and down 

kate3000: whip it up web 

kate3000: burn the floor  

sweet_rodeo_girl: shake it webbbbbbb 

websterace3: wraps a leg around the pole and spins around weeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

abd-misstress: hi 

aishiaa: hello abd 

websterace3: moves my hips to the beat 

kate3000: making me shiver and tremble web 



sweet_rodeo_girl: i need some ice  

websterace3: looks over at Kate and rODEO AND WINKS 

websterace3:  oops 

kate3000: smile back 

websterace3: my fingers are wandering 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *moves clsoer to the bar and kate ..whispers hes getting good* 

Will 158: wanders in and smiles 

websterace3: unbuttons my shirt as I spin around  

websterace3: moves my hips in and out 

kate3000: mmmmmm 

websterace3: leans down and looks Rodeo and Kate in the eyes smiles 

websterace3: just for you two wooooooooooooo hooooo 

kate3000: such a firm ass  

websterace3: then truns around and shakes my butt in front of them weeeeeeeeeeeee 

websterace3: swings my arm in the air wooo hoooo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *bounces ice off websters butt ...* 

kate3000: web superb 

kate3000: i catch that ice in my mouth mmm 

websterace3: takes my shirt off 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *smiles and hopes tim didn't see what i said* 

websterace3: swings it around 

kate3000: can i stand this excitement lol 

D r a z: turns the fan on kate  

kate3000: web smokinggggggggggggggggg 

websterace3: smiles at kate 

kate3000: ta draz 

websterace3: dropes my shirt on kate 

kate3000: woohoo 

websterace3: woooooooo hoooooooooo and shakes my butt for her 

kate3000: now drop those boxers  

D r a z: stands by with the big hook 

kate3000: keep spinning web work that pole man 

kate3000: slide up and down 

kate3000: lube it up  

websterace3: undoes my belt and whips it around 

websterace3: grabes the pole and spins weeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

kate3000: wolf whistles 

websterace3: pulls my self up the pole and wrapesa leg around it 

kate3000: choke that pole web 

kate3000: work it baby 

websterace3: then spins down woooo hoooo 

kate3000: bravo web 

1stSPS: did they grease the pole for you web? 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *smiles ty web* 



websterace3: ty Kate get off the pole and slides across the bar 

kate3000: great job 

aishiaa: lol hes skiding down it not riding it gees klolo 

websterace3: climbs down off the bar 

kate3000: i can see u enjoyed that web 

websterace3: you and Rodeo made it easy ty you 

kate3000: hi dirt 

kate3000: web thank uuuuuuuuuuuuuu 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *smiles up at webster see that was easy* 

D r a z: wwooo  hoo well done webster 

sweet_rodeo_girl: and Draz didn't have to use the hook 

 

 

i_am_maddy 

 

i_am_maddy: smiles.... sheds to lingerie  

joyful lia: ty  

i_am_maddy: flexing onto tiptoes and arcs spine  

hdroadking296: watches maddy 

andrea_33: turns the lights down  

andrea_33: and the spot on maddy  

i_am_maddy: struts to the pole  

i_am_maddy: mmmmm looks up at it.... rolls shoulders  

joyful lia: relaxes with driver , watching maddy 

i_am_maddy: handstands against it ankles wrapping as I curl myself up its length.... raising my 

torso to grip higher along the bar  

andrea_33: hi blk  

hdroadking296: waits witth antisapation 

andrea_33: anticipation  

hdroadking296: ya there u go 

andrea_33: giggles  

i_am_maddy: getting a feel for it.....  

i_am_maddy: unhook ankles as I grip in hands.... toes walking between my outstretched arms as I 

curl to raise myself to its top... mmmmmmmm turns and crawls down the length facing down  

andrea_33: she got a feel for me,........... mmm super  

i_am_maddy: half way I hook my knee and release all hands as I hang and swing headfirst into a 

tuck and handstand out  

i_am_maddy: lands lightly on feet as I step and place the pole behind me.... hips pumping to this 

wild beat... as I shim the pole....  

i_am_maddy: swings around the pole using my knee to grip the pole.... waves upside down to 

scoot 

i_am_maddy: mmmmmmmm pushes the pole behind me as I lay along it... grips with hands behind 



my back  

scotman_1: Wow, She Is athletic 

i_am_maddy: takes a berth and begins the walkout.... thrusting my pelvis as I shimmy a walk.... 

grips hard and squeezes my bottom to control the movement.....  

i_am_maddy: bites my lip as I reach 90 degrees then continues so am facing the bar.... beams as I 

look out... fuk I did it!!! 

andrea_33: it doesnt get any better than this  

i_am_maddy: it's bloody hard doing a 180 walkout  

andrea_33: claps loudly  

i_am_maddy: flips myself back to facing down 

i_am_maddy: fuk I gotta do that again  

joyful lia: claps for maddy 

joyful lia: whistles 

scotman_1: ouch 

321driver: very nice. clapping 

i_am_maddy: blows out n carefully steps out from the bar.... hips shimmying as I reach 90 then 

walks forwards to reach the bar... switching grip as I control my body....   

andrea_33: claps and cheeres  

joyful lia: giggles..as we clap 

i_am_maddy: beams as I launch off - lands neatly  

i_am_maddy: I love the verticle crawls too  

i_am_maddy: shimmies up and curls so am facing down... holds in hands only... knees along the 

bar...  

andrea_33: maddy is a professional artist and we are so fortunate to have her here at lady anns  

i_am_maddy: crawls with a wiggle hands releasing and gripping to hold myself up  

joyful lia: we sure are 

321driver: nods in agreement 

i_am_maddy: reaches the floor and flips out Into a 1/4 turn handstand and tuck -  

i_am_maddy: no no guys  

i_am_maddy: I just have been pole dancing since I was 16 

joyful lia: it shows maddy..smiles 

andrea_33: omg yes  

joyful lia: and it was classy, not one of those like strippers do 

321driver: like watching sexy athletic balet 

joyful lia: yep..good way to put it ,smiles 

i_am_maddy: blushes ohhhhhhhhh guys.  

i_am_maddy: I rarely pole here  

i_am_maddy: hey cafs 

i_am_maddy: wb driver  

andrea_33: its always a special treat when maddy dances  

joyful lia: thats the first time i have been here to see her dance..smiles 

i_am_maddy: blushes crimson  

joyful lia: ty maddy 

andrea_33: smiles at maddy , bravura performance as usual  



andrea_33: hi eighty  

EightyThreeSix: hello andrea 

joyful lia: snuggles into driver  

321driver: holds lia close and tight 

joyful lia: grins 

joyful lia: hello eighty 

EightyThreeSix: hello lia 

i_am_maddy: oh god I hope drazzie doesn't publish it  

joyful lia: lol..it was great maddy 

i_am_maddy: horrified  

321driver: was terrific 

i_am_maddy: blinks mmmmmmm yeah but.... 

i_am_maddy: laughs  

joyful lia: see,lol 

321driver: maddy rocks! 

joyful lia: lol..she sure does 

i_am_maddy: ggls... I'm crazy blushing here !!! 

joyful lia: hey blame andrea..lol 

i_am_maddy: yes!!! Andrea turned me on so hard I had to dance  

joyful lia: see,lol 

321driver: nice Andrea. thank you 

joyful lia: lol 

 

 

sara 

 

sara a9: It was a lot of fun doing it 

sara a9: I think they enjoy other things a lot more 

dirtyrpgirl: oh i love it in the cage sara !!! 

sexykay39: sissy just like to be nakie lmao.................ooops 

dirtyrpgirl: and on stage at the pole too 

sara a9: turns and sways the hips a little, gives them a roll.... 

dirtyrpgirl: yeah i do sissy !!!....wooohoooooooooooo 

D r a z: the dancing is a great mood setter 

D r a z:  smiles watching sarahs hips  

sexykay39: see guys  sara is swaying her lovely hips..............you wanted to see dancing 

dirtyrpgirl: i'm watching !!! 

Baggervance454: like to see danicing 

sara a9: gives them another roll, then runs a hand slowly on the butt....for visual appeal 

dirtyrpgirl: go sara !!! 

D r a z: smiles look at  the curve of that  butt 

sexykay39: oh the visual is quite appealing...................you got that down perfect sara 

sweetie.... 



dirtyrpgirl: uh uhhhhh sissy !!! 

sara a9: walks to the cage, looks back, turns and sways again while holding onto the bars of the 

cage 

sexykay39: gets comfy with my drinks and watches sara at the cage............... 

D r a z: winks at sara and opens  the cage door 

sara a9: kicks off the shoes and turns again, rests against the cage and sways once more....lowers a 

little and raises 

sara a9: hands run along my sides, up the body and over the breasts 

dirtyrpgirl: turns some on my barstool watching the cage................ 

D r a z: smilesand picks up  the shoes  and watches those hands  

Baggervance454: watching closely 

sara a9: head rests back against the cage, hands continue to circle on my body, then slowly steps 

into the cage 

dirtyrpgirl: here ya go bagger !!!..........bull !!!.............y'all wanted a nekkid girl !!! one 

nekkied girl cumin up !!!....wooohoooo 

D r a z: closes te cage door and takes the shoes to the bar 

sara a9: sways again, hands run over the body, then peers between the bars, looks at 

Bagger...smiles and gives a seductive lick of the lips 

dirtyrpgirl: gonna be THAT kinda saturday night i think Draz....winks 

sexykay39: watches the door closing..........smiles at the beautiful sexy one inside..... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee tooo !!! 

Baggervance454: smiles back  

sara a9: moves inside the cage, spins and reaches for the top....pulls it up slowly and 

pauses....leaves it midway and looks through the bars once more 

sara a9: steps away, pulls the top off and dangles it out the cage, then drops it....and turns to sway 

again, hands move on the hips 

D r a z: smiles watching sara ,.,that provocative look 

dirtyrpgirl: sways to the tune as i cross my long legs...leaning back to the 

barstool...letting my foot tap to the beat as i watch sara 

Baggervance454: eyes glued to Sara 

sara a9: leans over, runs the hands up a leg while rolling the hips, then the other leg and sways the 

butt 

dirtyrpgirl: wooohoooooooooooooo sara !!! 

sexykay39: sways to the beat and enjoys the lovely view..... 

D r a z: picks up  the top .....getting a closer look at those swinging hips  

sara a9: stands, hooks the shorts and slowly slides them down....to panty level and pauses and 

spins, spins again 

sexykay39: you go girl.............. 

D r a z: smilesseeing the  slowstrip .. andthat hot butt  

sara a9: pushes the shorts down....bends over and ways again, runs a hand up a leg, then stands, 

kicks the shorts out the cage 

sara a9: rests against the cage, peering through the bars, a hand runs along a side 

sara a9: steps back and spins, moves inside the cage, hands running over the body, cupping my 

breasts 



sexykay39: mmm such lovely ample perky breast................ 

sara a9: reaches back, looks through the cage bars....loosens the bra and slides it partially off 

D r a z: catches  the shorts and puts them with tr top and shoes behind the bar  

sara a9: slips one strap down, then the other 

sara a9: tugs a little on the bra, shows a bit of boob 

sara a9: tugs a little more.....showing more 

D r a z: eyes on those jiggling breasts   ast hey become exposed  

sexykay39: sara is in the cage lia sissy............. 

sara a9: then tugs it off and tosses it from the cage 

sara a9: spins again and struts in the cage, turns to the audience, sways the hips, runs a hand 

teasingly between the legs 

Bee_passionately_blue: Wow, nice colour choice for you.  

D r a z: catches the  bra seeing  the bare breasts ......mmmm just perfect 

D r a z: smiles watching saras hands up the legs  

sara a9: moves again on my hand, then sways and spins, leans over.....rolls the hips then smacks 

the left butt cheek 

sexykay39: mmmm nice ass sara........love the hips.................. 

sara a9: runs a hand over the right....lightly smacks it, then stands, hooks the bikini panty and tugs 

it a few inches down 

sara a9: spins and sways the hips tugs a little more 

Baggervance454: watching and trying to control myself so Draz doesn't boot me out 

D r a z: smiles watching  sara as she tans her   butt ................. woo hoo ......now thats a 

whole nother thing 

sara a9: leaves the panty there for the moment, moves slowly in the cage, a hand runs up the body, 

then cups a breast and lightly squeezes 

D r a z: smiles watching those hands cupping breasts  

sara a9: the other hand sneaks again between the legs, then inside the panty for a brief 

moment....the eyes close...a soft moan comes out 

sara a9: spins again and leans against the far side of the cage, rolls the hips and sways them again 

D r a z: smiles as we watch  saras mouth form an O in moan  

sara a9: turns again, walks to the front of the cage, presses to the cage and slides against a bar 

D r a z: smiles as theb reasts press thecage   

sara a9: spins a little and keeps moving on the bar....again the mouth forms the O and another soft 

moan comes out 

Baggervance454: oh yes Ladies 

sexykay39: such a lucky cage tonight................... 

dirtyrpgirl: omgggggggggggggg sara !!! whewwwwwwwwwwwww...damn that is soo 

sexy !!! 

sara a9: pushes the panty down a little more...nearly exposed...and moves again on the bar o the 

cage 

joyful lia: sara has some killer moves,smiles 

D r a z: grins at sara  as she moans  

trisha_29: dayummmm she is good 

dirtyrpgirl: yes she does lia !!! 



sexykay39: yes she does..........and those moans are mmmmmmmm yummmy 

dirtyrpgirl: aint she baby !!! 

trisha_29: squirms a little....mmhmmm she is 

joyful lia: we should of been recording this for training,lol 

dirtyrpgirl: either that?................or we some HORNY ASS bitches !!!!!!.........lmaoooo 

sara a9: drops the head back, steps away one foot, tugs the bikini panty and tears it off, then tosses 

it from the cage 

sara a9: moves back and sways, spins and leans over..smacks the butt, then circles a hand on the 

butt before another smack is given 

Baggervance454: so nice 

D r a z: smiles as pick up the panties and get a close look before taking back to the bar 

with the other clothes 

dirtyrpgirl: woohooooooooooo lia !!! look at you !!!! 

trisha_29: catches them flying panties with my other hand....woohoo! 

sexykay39: Draz may i have a double jd please.............................. 

sara a9: stands and moves the front of the cage...presses against it, boobs between the bars and a 

hand runs teasinginly between the legs 

dirtyrpgirl: trish is fast !!!...laughs 

trisha_29: sweet jezus! 

sara a9: sways the hips very slowly, lets the hand press and circle 

dirtyrpgirl: holy hell sara !!!!...woohoooo 

sexykay39: mmm look at those lovely breast....hot dayum............... 

sexykay39: sway those hips baby.................hell yea 

joyful lia: where h as sara been hiding all this time? 

dirtyrpgirl: ya know....if i wasnt bi......................i would be NOW...dayummmmmmmm 

sexykay39: lol lia sissy..... 

joyful lia: i hear ya dirty 

trisha_29: lmao thats my line babygirl! 

sara a9: steps away and sways again, runs the hands up and down the body, spins and rolls to the 

tune 

sara a9: looks back, gives the head a toss 

sara a9: moves to the front of the cage, presses to it and runs up and down on it 

sexykay39: funny all these guys was wanting a dance and they are getting it and they 

cant speak lmao 

D r a z: smiles watchin sara as she works the cage  

sara a9: steps away then presses back to cage with the butt and wiggles and grinds on the bars 

joyful lia: lol..they must be in shock kay sissy 

dirtyrpgirl: the guys are still here?...laughs 

sara a9: looks back over a shoulder, licks the lips...and caresses a breast 

D r a z: grins watching those swaying hips    and the hand  

sara a9: steps to the center of the cage and rolls the hips to the piano beat....runs a hand over the 

body 

sexykay39: they are here just dont look their way lmao............ 

dirtyrpgirl: Draz!!!..uhmmmmmmmmm i'm gonna need a towel over here!!! 



joyful lia: D better just pass them all out,lol 

sara a9: leans over, runs a hand between the legs....rocks on it and looks out the cage at the 

audience...and lets out another soft moan 

trisha_29: laughs....slides my hand down to check to see how wet them panties are 

D r a z: watches the hands traveling where hands yearn  to be  

sara a9: slowly stands....spins and rolls the hips, sways around in the cage and gives the butt a 

shimmy 

sara a9: spins, rests against the back of the4 cage.....a hand runs between the legs, the other 

caresses a breast 

D r a z: grins watching  both hands  

trisha_29: lmaooooo 

sara a9: the eyes close...the head falls back....the hands run up the body, down the sides....then 

stepping to the front of the cage.....presses and grinds on the bars 

Baggervance454: oh yess we are here 

sara a9: tosses the hair...licks the lips and the eyes close as the mouth goes into that pouty O 

D r a z: walks around testing for life from the guys  

joyful lia: oh my, when the eyes close and the head goes back..that does it for me,lol 

sara a9: steps away and rocks the hips, struts about in the cage, tosses the hair and rocks the hips 

to the beat 

sara a9: spins around...smacks the butt and brings the hand up the side.... 

dirtyrpgirl: and the hair toss...omg...soo sexy 

joyful lia: grinsssss 

D r a z: watches the butt redden as the hands slap 

sara a9: walks to the front of the cage, looks through the bars.....puts a finger into the mouth and 

sucks on it...then works the finger slow in and out of the mouth... 

sara a9: pulls the finger out...spins and touches to the butt... 

D r a z: grins as we see  the finger slipbetween the lips 

sexykay39: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm yes sara...............nice and slow 

dirtyrpgirl: i could so fuck to this tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

sara a9: spins again..sways to the tune....hands move all over my body 

sara a9: steps to the front of the cage and pauses....licks the lips, then lowers the head.....stops 

sara a9: takes a couple deep breaths and lets them out... 

dirtyrpgirl: gund has to be sounding like a little gremlin over there by now!!!! 

joyful lia: lol..sureeee  ya are 

D r a z: watches as sara stops and breathes  

sara a9: steps to the center of the cage, takes a bow and smiles 

sara a9: spins and wiggles the butt one more time....just for the fun of it..... 

trisha_29: wooohoooooooooooo sara!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: whispers to my baby.......look at "boners are us"...over there...laughs 

joyful lia: whistles and clapsssssssssssssssss 

D r a z: wo hoooooooo ..stands and applauds sara and walks over with a LAB robe and 

opens the door 

trisha_29: omg lmaooooo babygirl 

sara a9: smiles...nods in appreciation 



sexykay39: sashays over and slips bills into the cage....................very nice sara 

sexykay39: you were wonderful............. 

trisha_29: amazing sara!!!!!!! 

sara a9: thank you Kay....very sweet of you 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps up standing on my barstool...................whistling ...yelling and 

applauding.....wooooohooooooooooo sara !!!! 

D r a z: Bravo sara ...............great danace 

dirtyrpgirl: that was sooo awesome girl !!!! 

sara a9: picks up the bills, steps from the cage and lets Draz slip the robe on, ties it off 

sara a9: thank you everyone... 

Bee_passionately_blue: wohoo! Great dance. 

D r a z: winks ,,,,,,,ty sara  

sexykay39: you are welcome...........it is you we must all thank......................damn that 

was the hottest dance i have seen............... 

sara a9: Fantastic tune...makes it very easy 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm this aint her first rodeo !!!...that was hot 

sara !!!! 

sexykay39: whew..........made me have to drink extra tonight lol..... 

D r a z: grins ty sara ..........  

sara a9: takes a seat at the bar..now I think I will have something Draz 

Baggervance454: buys Sara whatever she wants from BAr 

dirtyrpgirl: i want sara !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

sara a9: awwww...thank you Bagger 

sara a9: winks at Dirty 

D r a z: places all of  sara's clothes in a LAB carrier  bag for when she wants them 

D r a z: wipes the bar and   looks over  at sara ....what can i get  you ? 

 

 

 

Trisha 

 

 

trisha_29: tuuuuuuuuuune! 

trisha_29: raises my hands in the air....fingers snpping....hips rolling with the beat 

D r a z:  watches as trisha bumps those hips to  the beat .........  

mylstoknowhere: oooooooh myyyyy eyeing trish with arms raised high !!! 

trisha_29: grabs the edge of the bar....rolling my body with the music 

D r a z: watchs  the bubble bum  grind  to  the tune  

Gabriela92: back in time to watch Trisha's body roll. 

trisha_29: grins...pushes from the edge of the bar...walking over to the stage....hips 

snapping with the beat....stepping up the steps...reaching out to grip the shiney 

pole....running my fingers up and down it slowly 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm bearclaw AND  watchin my baby !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 



mylstoknowhere: eyes flick back & forth with the hip snaps & grinssssss 

trisha_29: kicks my shoes off to the side....little bare feet shifting to straddle the 

pole....grinding my hips slowly....bending way back...the edges of my hair sweeping 

against the stage...holding the pole with one hand...my other hand sliding up the side of 

my neck...running my fingers through my long dark hair........... 

Gabriela92: here we go.... woooo!!! 

mylstoknowhere: woooohooooo  

D r a z: growlllllsss  as we watch trisha on the pole 

trisha_29: pulls myself back up.....gripping the pole with both hands as the beat 

changes....rocking my hips back and forth....working my ass down to the stage floor and 

rolling it back up...reaching back and giving it a hard smack....jiggling my asss quickly 

with the beat 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh watchin the ass slap 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm damn baby !!!!!!!!!!!!!....shivers watching 

you smack that ass hard 

trisha_29: grips the pole tight with one hand....grinding my crotch right hard against the 

pole....ass jiggling hard....making each cheek bounce  

mylstoknowhere: biggg smile 

dirtyrpgirl: wow 

D r a z: smiles ,,,,,,,,lookat that bubble bum  

trisha_29: spins and backs my ass against the pole....rubbing it up and down ...breasts 

bouncing....dropping my ass down...hands on my knees...pulling them apart...slithering 

my fingers up the inside of my thighs....pushing back up to stand back agains the pole 

trisha_29: grins....pushes off the pole....eyes scanning the room 

dirtyrpgirl: omgbaby...licking my lips seeing you move your fingers like that...................so 

hot !!!!!!!!!!! 

mylstoknowhere: grinssssss at her runnin her fingers up her thighs & scannig the room  

Gabriela92: forms my mouth into a little "O" and draws in a quick breath watching 

Trisha's moves. 

trisha_29: winks at my babygirl....struts over to myls....turns my back to him....bending 

forward a bit....jiggling my ass right back against him....giggles and steps away just as 

quickly 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssssss 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh tease 

D r a z: watching trisha as she pushes away from the pole .......... and teases myls  

dirtyrpgirl: tossing myls a handkerchief to wipe the sweat from his brow 

mylstoknowhere: was needed 

dirtyrpgirl: hehee,thought so 

trisha_29: winks at myls and moves back over to hop up and sit on my spot 

mylstoknowhere: winks at trish 

D r a z: laffs Bubble yum bum, baram bam baram 

trisha_29: lol every time i hear this song now i can hear draz singing it to us....lol 

D r a z: laffsssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: stnda and cheers and applauds trisha.... 



mylstoknowhere: those hot cheeks got me heated  

D r a z: woo hoooooooooooo  trisha  

trisha_29: ty babygirl....ty draz 

lostdad50: yahooooooo trisha 

dirtyrpgirl: whooooooooooooooooooohooooooooooooooooo that was so erotic 

babyyyyyyyyy 

Gabriela92: awesome, Trisha!!! 

mylstoknowhere: joins in with dirty WOOOOHOOOOO claps loudly  

Gabriela92: swings towel overhead, cheering 

D r a z: bravo trisha  ............. 

trisha_29: lol was just a teaser...lol 

 

dance 2 

 

trisha_29: mmmmm now THIS is a good song! 

trisha_29: this is a song that requires a whole lot of kneeling on the bar top thighs spread 

wide...leaning forward...back arched...head tossed back....hips slowly dragging forward in 

a slow deliberate roll 

trisha_29: whew 

D r a z: whew 

D r a z: indeed 

Will 158: smiles  .. quietly appreciating the view 

joyful lia: lol..lordy 

kelli-: we could do that trisha LOL 

trisha_29: grins 

Will 158: has another sip of scotch feeling the warmth go slowly down 

trisha_29: stretches my leg out...hooks the stool with my foot...pulling it close and 

slithering down to straddle the back of the stool...wrapping my legs around the legs of 

the stool....circling and rolling my hips forward with the beat 

joyful lia: puts on my pervin shades 

D r a z: winks at trisha  

trisha_29: lifts my ass a bit off the seat of the stool....winks back at draz....pressing my 

ass back....popping each ass cheek in sync with the beat...giving it a quick shimmy 

trisha_29: drops my feet down to the floor...pushing at the back of the stool...making it 

drop to the floor between my spread legs...bending forward....reaching back and running 

my hands up the back of my legs as i slowly pull myself back up to stand....stepping away 

from the fallen over stool....hips snapping left and right as i eye up the shiney pole....... 

Will 158: feels a small bead of sweat rund down my forehead 

D r a z: smiles as we get treated to trisha's sensuality ...........yeah she can shake it 

,,,phew 

trisha_29: grabbing the bottom of my button up shirt as i make my way to the 

pole...tearing it open..buttons flying off...pulling the top from me and tossing it...dark tan 

body clothed in just a little lace red bra and boy shorts....reaching to grip my fingers 



around the cold steel of the pole....straddling against it...rolling my hips slowly to grind 

the crotch of the boy shorts against the pole........ 

D r a z: smiles as trisha   as she grinds to the pole  

ElCoyoteLaffs: catches the buttons without taking my eyes of trisha 

Will 158: feels my nostrils flare as trisha's skin take on a glowing sheen 

trisha_29: drops my perfectly curved ass down to the stage floor...holding tight to the 

pole....stroking my hand up and down the pole as my hips roll...ass bouncing up and 

down...working my way back up to stand...feeling the coldness of the pole rub against 

the crotch of my boy shorts....one hand pressed to the flat of my tummy...fingers 

spread...slightering up between the swell of my breasts....... 

trisha_29: releases the pole and spins to press my back against the pole....both hand 

slithering over my long tan body....arching my back off the pole....feeling the steal 

against my warm skin....shifting and spreading my stance...tossing my head back....my 

body rolling and moving with the beat....sliding my back down the pole...dragging my 

nails up the inside of my warm thighs....... 

kennyw_3: i see trish is going to the dark side today lol 

Will 158: inhales catching the faint scent of trish's cologne 

D r a z: watching every part of trisha as she slides and shakes  

trisha_29: slides my back up the pole....hips snapping with the beat...rasiing my hands 

and sliding my fingers back through my hair....dropping back down...falling forward and 

catching myself on my hands...tossing my head back...hair flying back...pushed up on my 

knees...thighs spread wide...hips pumping up and down against the stage floor with the 

beat..... 

D r a z: trisha gas herfreak on    for sure ,,,,,,such a sight # 

D r a z: alll eyes on trisha as she dances  

trisha_29: pushes up on my arms...spinning and landing on my ass....grins and eyes up 

will....hopping up to my feet and strutting towards him...hips snapping....stopping in front 

of him...straddling over one thigh....dropping my hips down and grinding lightly against 

the top of his thigh....running my fingers back through my hair...breasts thrust 

forward....sliding my fingers down the side of my neck...down over the fullness of my 

breasts encased in the red lace bra...giving them a tight squeeze.... 

Will 158: softly sighs and holds very still    ...  feeling her hot breath sooooo close 

hdroadking296: im ok howbout urself  

trisha_29: grins and just as quickly lifts my hips and pushes off his thigh...turning my 

back to him...giving my ass a shake in the little red boy shorts...looking back over my 

shoulder and blowing a kiss....skipping off to the changing room 

D r a z:  stands and applauds trisha ........BRAVO BRAVO 

D r a z:   well done trisha hugssssssssssssssssssss 

Will 158: Catches the kiss and pockets it ... dayum   .. clap clap clap  

kelli-: very well done  

kelli-: applaudes 

trisha_29: come back out in my little shorts and tank top....ty draz hugsssss 

trisha_29: ty will 

trisha_29: ty kelli 



trisha_29: ty el 

D r a z:  wooo  hooo ..laffs ,,,,,,no warning .....hope the music worked for  you trisha  

trisha_29: lol oh it did draz...it did....lol 

kelli-: huggzzzz trisha 

trisha_29: hugssssss kelli 
D r a z: that was a supreme dance.....well done trisha 

 

 

 

 

Dirty’s  Solo dances 

 

dirtyrpgirl: ba ba ba bad to the bone !!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: sways to the tune 

sweet_rodeo_girl: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh yeaa dance dirtyyyyyyyyy 

dirtyrpgirl: shakes my hiney as i move some as i stand behind a barstool 

tracybaby2: i am not confused only watching  

joewillie12: then the longer you are here the more you are confused,,and that explains 

it..cold beer please!  

dirtyrpgirl: with my hands on the back of the barstool...i shimmie down....rolling and 

bouncing my butt and sway my hips 

xx-bobo-xx: takes a seat behind dirty to watch the show 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's a show not to be missed. 

dirtyrpgirl: that sax just piercing through my body as i snap my head back and fling my 

hair left to right as i stay down low 

dirtyrpgirl: my arms stretched to the back of the stool...............squating behind 

it....letting my butt shake and move 

Ivan_Skavinsky: And an incredible movement it is. 

dirtyrpgirl: slowly i slink back up and stand as the tune finishes 

D r a z: heres dirtys new theme song 

dirtyrpgirl: woohooooooooooooo Draz !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: runs over and turns the volume up !!! 

xx-bobo-xx: with the shine draz has on the floor gd job u had panties on dirty lol 

dirtyrpgirl: snaping my hips...... 

dirtyrpgirl: the beat so exciting................so pulsating................. 

D r a z: shes dirty..............dirty and young  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Not so much as the accompanying visual. 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling my butt cheeks hang out from the bottom of my tiny tight cutoff jean 

shorts 

dirtyrpgirl: tosses the "p" on the bar for any future need that may arise 

D r a z: laffsssssss 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Keep it safe, Draz. 



D r a z: dirty an young  ,.,.,.,.,.,.she got no shame  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Thank goodness. 

dirtyrpgirl: moves to the support pole at the left end of the bar 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands grab it as i lean back and lower my body some......pushing my 

backside out as i start to roll and thrust my tummy towards the poll 

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my hips over and over......letting the crotch of the cutoffs almost 

touch the pole....................then seductive roll back away from it 

D r a z: knocks me off  my feet when she wears them tight  pants  

D r a z: dirty and young 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I think I could do with a support pole. 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hands slide down the pole as i bend at my waist...................further 

and further i drop my head..............untill my butt is pointing up and out 

dirtyrpgirl: my tight firm alabaster cheeks revealing my tanned thighs as the shorts ride 

up higher 

D r a z: woo hoo  duirty ............. claps  to the beat watching dirty dance  

dirtyrpgirl: reaching back with my right hand..........rubbing my butt cheek with the palm 

of my hand........then raising my hand........i spank my ass 

Ivan_Skavinsky: That section round your thighs must be very thin, Dirty.  I'm trying to 

establish the thread count. 

dirtyrpgirl: shuffels my feet on the floor as i hold to the pole...letting butt get closer to 

Ivan, so he can count 

dirtyrpgirl: rolling my hips so my ass moves up and down letting him see the tiny patch of 

jean fabric covering my crotch 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I couldn't do that visually, Dirty.  I would have to take the garment off 

and weigh it. 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles and stands.............spinning with my back to the pole as i look at you 

D r a z:  looks and does a rule of thumb  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,wooo hoo 

Ivan_Skavinsky: What's the thumb rule, Draz? 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my hips with my fingers at the button on the front of the 

jeans...poping it open 

dirtyrpgirl: then lowering the zipper slowly.......... 

D r a z: watchs the ZIPer drop 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I'm only staring at the engineering tolerances, Dirty. 

D r a z: winks at dirty danceing hips 

dirtyrpgirl: opening the front of the cutoffs.......................smiling to Ivan as my powder 

blue cotton panties start to appear 

dirtyrpgirl: then...i shimmy my hips as i lower the cutoffs down to my 

thighs..................my back pressing to the pole as i push them lower....feeling them slide 

over my knees 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to Draz as they fall to my ankles 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's getting rather hot in here, Draz. 

D r a z: winks at  dirty as they fall to the floor .......one hellova show 

dirtyrpgirl: stepping my right leg out,,,,and as they cutoffs fall to my left ankle...i kick my 

leg up and watch as the tiny cutoffs fly over to Ivan 



Ivan_Skavinsky: With one lucky snatch, caught left-handed. 

dirtyrpgirl: ther ya go Ivan...weigh away !!....giggles and tugs my panties up 

D r a z:  smiles watching dirty  dance and tease .....lets rock this joint like its meant  to be 

!! 

dirtyrpgirl: the midriff cutoff tee i have on lets my tummy show from the bottom to the 

top of my panties 

dirtyrpgirl: skips over to Ivan in just the tee and panties...i take his ale and sip it....licking 

my lips after i sip it and then set it back to the bar 

D r a z: the more i stare ....... the less she hides  

D r a z: allnight long ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,shes gonna shout 

dirtyrpgirl: walking to the barstool next to Ivan and sits on it...watching you pour the 

vodka..........my little butt on the barstool......my panties tight 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Try to conventrate on the vodka glass and fail completely. 

dirtyrpgirl: i dont see why you guys think it is getting hot in here?...im quite cumfy in just 

panties and a tee....giggles 

D r a z:  laffssssssssss 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks im all comfy too 

 

 

dirtyrpgirl: sways to the tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

mylstoknowhere: grooves to the tuneeeee 

dirtyrpgirl: jams on the guitar..........dman he can make that thang talk !!!!! 

D r a z: watchs  dirty sway ............sings along  

dirtyrpgirl: damn even...giggles 

trisha_29: bangs on the..........triangle 

mylstoknowhere: lol 

dirtyrpgirl: shimmeys down all sexy as i wink to Draz 

D r a z: laffs trisha ...........as i shake my maraccas 

trisha_29: lmaoooooo shakes my boobs as draz shakes his maraccas 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my panty clad ass hang from the back of my skirt...............rolling my 

hips 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmmmm 

daviddirects: rather see boobs shake than maraccas 

D r a z: watches  that serious hiney shake around  

Will 158: perks up, watching the ladies cavort 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my hands up and down my chest....paying close attentin to my 

breasts 

ratherbe: << pays close attention to your breast to dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: stands back up slowly...spnning around as i roll my body..............pushing my 

hiney out.................then letting my hips snap foward............. 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands in my hair from under my neck 

mylstoknowhere: oooooooh my head snapped as your hips did mmmmmm 



dirtyrpgirl: and jeff beck too !!! he is going out on tour very soon...with motley crew ,i 

think 

dirtyrpgirl: falling softly to a table...resting my hands on it as i arch my back and lift my 

backside...................just swaying my ass left to right to the beat..............hangin my 

head,hair in my face 

trisha_29: tilts my head.....watching my babygirls ass sway...mmmmm mmmmmmm 

mmmmmmm 

mylstoknowhere: ooooooh my 0_0 watchin that ass sway to the rythmn 

ratherbe: watches dirty ass sway to the beat  

mylstoknowhere: i had a crazy woman to grrrrrrrrrr 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding my suede shin high hi-heel boots out to spreading my legs as i lean to 

the table 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my shoulders move seductively to the beat..............the right side of 

the peasents blouse falls down,exposing my right shoulder 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh soooooo sexxxxxy dirty girl 

karate820: smiles watching dirty 

Will 158: <eyes twinkle watching dirtygirl  

D r a z: smiles watching dirty as the blouse falls away to the blues 

trisha_29: my godddddddddd she is sexy....kicks my feet up to rest on the steering wheel 

of the hooverround 

dirtyrpgirl: turning...i lean back and lay on the table...my feet barley touching the 

floor....................as i rub my hand to my tummy...lifting the bottom of the top........... 

Will 158: Careful Trisha   .. folks will get the idea you getting all hotted up  <grins>  

dirtyrpgirl: my other hand pushing my hair from my face,letting it hang from the back of 

the table 

Will 158: CLAPS   .. nice medley Draz  

mylstoknowhere: theres a beat to drive the feet 

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm we do heh heh heh 

dirtyrpgirl: opening my thighs...pushing the hem of my skirt between 

them.........................then....................kicking my legs up over the table and holding them 

high in the air............tapping my boots in the air to the beat....................my little white 

panties exposed as is my belly ans shoulder as i hold my legs by the back of my thighs 

mylstoknowhere: go dirt go mmmmggrrrrrowlssssss 

Will 158: <sips my beer  .. taking a big swallow following dirtyg's panties with my eyes>  

dirtyrpgirl: spining my legs down and under me....................i put my feet to the table and 

stand slowly................. 

dirtyrpgirl: pumping my arms back and forth at my hips...to the beat..............spreading 

my stance on the table......and just sways my hips 

D r a z: watches as dirty stands , andsways .....eyes on her hips 

mylstoknowhere: such a good beat toooooo let it go dirty 

karate820: keep it going dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: my right hand falls to the hem of my skirt....slowly i lift the right side high 

above my hips..............exposing my upper thigh....................my panty ..................rocking 

my head left to right 



dirtyrpgirl: my left hand falls to the left side of my skirt.................swishing it back and 

forth to the beat.......................... 

mylstoknowhere: the beat the blues are filling her to the soul grinssssssss 

D r a z: grins as i look at  the thighs as they become exposed  

trisha_29: sways back and forth a bit watching dirty dancing....wooooohooooooooooooo 

babygirl!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: then standing on the edge of the table.....my feet so close to the 

edge.......................... 

Will 158: Catches DG's eye and salutes tipping the brim of my hat  ,, mmmm nice  

dirtyrpgirl: i jump up and out backwards.........doing a backflip.............................. 

trisha_29: she is gorgeous! 

daviddirects: watching dirty's sexy dance...hanging onto trisha 

dirtyrpgirl: landing with my right knee to the floor................my left foot tapping to the 

new beat.......................tucked on my knees tightly...........rocking my head 

again........................ 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my upper torso sway to the tune....................... 

karate820: damn what a sexy woman 

dirtyrpgirl: then....................stands up quickly..................dancing in place as i look around 

the room...................... 

D r a z: smiles watching dirty as she sways ,.....energised like a sex panther ready to 

pounce 

karate820: tries to make eye contact 

dirtyrpgirl: dancing over to myls....................letting my hips snap and thurst to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: wb myls...shakes my head as i danc over to trish and david................... 

mylstoknowhere: thx dirty 

trisha_29: pulls david's arms around me tight...rocking my shoulders...grinning as she 

comes closer 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands to the handlebars oh the hoverround................blowing my 

baby a kiss as she sits on david's alp 

daviddirects: looks up at dirty...smiling...holding onto trish 

trisha_29: giggles...leans up and smooches my babygirl....leans back into david 

dirtyrpgirl: pushing my ass out behind me as i let the front of the peasants blouse fall 

open......my perky bare breasts barely peeking out to them 

trisha_29: mmmm mmmm mmmm damn babygirl 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my legs shift sharply..............thrusting my butt cheeks 

out....left..............then right 

dirtyrpgirl: gripping the handle bars tightly as i squat down ...and grind the crotch of my 

panties to the front tire 

mylstoknowhere: eyeing those butt cheeks mmhmm 

D r a z:  dirtyrpgirl: dancing over to myls....................letting my hips snap and thurst to 

the beat 

bottom lip watching dirty 

daviddirects: damn dirty...watching her grind 



dirtyrpgirl: laying my chin on the handlebars as i look at you both.....licking my peach 

colored lipstick............... 

ghost_rider_1976: looks over at dg........um..........damn i came at the right time  

dirtyrpgirl: then as i sway my hips i stand back up and twist and set my butt on the 

handlebars..........falling back into my baby's lap..........the skirt riding high above my 

hips...exposing my white lace panties again..as i look at my baby and lift up and kiss her 

dirtyrpgirl: kicking my right leg up as we kiss 

trisha_29: mmmmm....kisses my babygirl 

ghost_rider_1976: whew 

dirtyrpgirl: then kisses david after trish 

dirtyrpgirl: spinning on my left hi-heel 

daviddirects: kisses dirty...smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: setting my foot back down....lifting myself with my hands and stands up and 

looks around the room again................................. 

ghost_rider_1976: whats that nelly song...........oh ya..........it's getting hot in here! 

D r a z: mmm watching dirty as she moves to the blues  

dirtyrpgirl: looks to will...........you up for it?...giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: grinding my butt back to the hoverrounds handlebars 

ghost_rider_1976: damn when i die i wanna come back as those handle bars........ 

ghost_rider_1976: JUST saying 

dirtyrpgirl: falling back into david......ohhhhhhhhhhhhh james?.....take me that away 

!!!...giggles and holds my legs out.....the crotch of my panties open and exposed 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo damn........about falls off the handlebars laughing 

dirtyrpgirl: turns and facing david and my baby...............thanks for the ride !!! lifts my 

skirt and runs my fingers to the crotch of my panties.............forming a moist cameltoe 

trisha_29: grins at my babygirl 

daviddirects: smiles..watching those fingers... 

D r a z: looks at  dirtys ............hoochie cootie  

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my hips exaggeratedly...................tracing my outer lips to the fabric 

with two fingers  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles and winks to Draz 

D r a z: laffs and winks with a sparkle in my eyes  

dirtyrpgirl: turns and faces Draz.....................stepping my right foot over my 

left..........then left over right as i strut down the bar to Draz........................ 

D r a z: winks watching dirty get closer# 

dirtyrpgirl: my eyes on his the whole time as i stop just in front of him as he stands 

looking so hot in his tux....................lifting my right leg and laying it over his left shoulder 

daviddirects: Hello Sony 

D r a z: smiles as i stroke the thigh  looking in dirtys eyes  

dirtyrpgirl: reaching for the back of your head......my fingers mussing up your well 

groomed hair as i rub the crotch of my panties to your face 

D r a z: laffs as i get muffed   looking up  

dirtyrpgirl: letting my left leg and foot keep time to the tune as i .......well lets call it 

dance?...for Draz.....giggles 



trisha_29: lmao draz 

dirtyrpgirl: leanng back ...the heel of my boot digging into Draz's back and shoulders as i 

rub my cameltoe up and down slowly.......the skirt above my hips 

dirtyrpgirl: you can lead a camel to your mouth.......but can i make it lick 

!!!!..................smiles 

D r a z: watches as the thigh moves as my handstrokes the thigh 

dirtyrpgirl: in one smooth move...i put my left leg over Draz's right shoulder and ease my 

body to the bar...................laying on my back....ass off the bar as i grind my panty 

covered crotch to his face................... 

dirtyrpgirl: humping my hips up and down.................. 

dirtyrpgirl: licking my lips as i look through my legs at Draz 

D r a z: smilles loking downat  dirty   and   her humping hips    

dirtyrpgirl: dropping my legs to the side of the bar...sitting on the top with Draz between 

my open thighs............then kissing him deeply 

dirtyrpgirl: you know what? 

D r a z:  kisses  dirty as i look in her eyes 

dirtyrpgirl: i sure love being here !!!......kisses your nose  

D r a z: lafsfsss.........and i love  you being here  too 

websterace3: we enjoy haveing you here Dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands on Draz's hips as i dance to the tune..................rubbing my body up 

and down as i wiggle my hiney 

trisha_29: lol you done amazing babygirl....soooooooooooo sexy!!!!!! 

D r a z:  great    danceing dirty  ...........   

mylstoknowhere: stands and woooot wooooots and claps to dirty loudly  

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwww thank you soooo much baby !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: thankies Draz !!!....smiles....gives nessie a tight squeeze over you slacks. 

bending down saying...thank you too nessie !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: thankya myls !!!!!!..................smiles 

mylstoknowhere: smilessss back 

D r a z: smies  you are welcome dirty .........hope the tunes fitted your mood  

dirtyrpgirl: omggggggggggggggggg yessssssss Draz !!! fucking perfect !!!!!! 

hugsssssssssssssssssssssssssss you soo tight 

mylstoknowhere: grate set Draz ^5 

D r a z: hugssssssss  dirty  ,,,,,,,,,  ty  myls   

dirtyrpgirl: yes it was myls...i couldnt have made any better selections !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: damn...they made me feel ....so sensual !!!..... 

mylstoknowhere: nope me either awesome selections 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmm and u were toooooooooooooo 

websterace3: sits in my booth sipping my water 

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwww thankies myls..........kisses your cheek 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssssss but alll the thankies go to you !!!  

 

dirtyrpgirl: sways some as i shake my hiney to the tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 



dirtyrpgirl: dancing around the bar.............going from pole to pole...just spining around 

each one 

trisha_29: grins and watches my babygirl 

D r a z: winks watching  dirty 

trisha_29: turns my head slowly and looks at steve......do you REALLY wanna go there 

with me? 

steve33_3: smiles at dg shakin it 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to Draz...letting hair fly back...stopping at one pole...holding it with 

both hands...shimmey's down......my thighs open to the pole as i arch back 

steve33_3: and also starts to shake it 

trisha_29: wooohooo babygirl!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: pressing my body to the pole now as i play air guitar 

D r a z: smies loking at the spread legs  

dirtyrpgirl: clmaping my thighs to the pole as i guitar solo 

steve33_3: maybe....    

Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles watching DG 

D r a z: got a lot of living to do ..looking at  dirty   

steve33_3: drops jaw watching sexy dg and the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding up sensualy the pole now....letting the pole rub in between my 

legs......pushing my little floral thin strapped sundress cling to my crotch 

dirtyrpgirl: then.....................i just fall back quickly and catch my balance...and dance to 

the next pole 

D r a z: smilles as  the sundress clings an d rides up 

steve33_3: caught in a stunning moment still watching dg 

trisha_29: neither thank you bee...im good for now 

steve33_3: needs a drink and heads over to the bar 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my butt snap left to right as i approach the next pole...holding onto it 

and spinning and spinning around it...stretching my right arm out 

trisha_29: damn babygirl....whew! 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: mmm nice to see dg poledancing  

dirtyrpgirl: stops spinning...turns with my back to the pole.................grinding my butt to 

it as i lean foward....................letting my hair hang in my face...............putting my fingers 

to the floor.....and my ass in the air, as i wiggle it to the pole 

D r a z:  watches she’s dirty and young !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: slapping may hand to the beat on the floor 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting my head to look at Draz..my hair in my eyes as i wink to him 

D r a z: winks back at dirty ................shes like fire and ice .............. shes worth the chase  

steve33_3: bangs onthe stage with excitment looking at dg  

dirtyrpgirl: rising slowly......my hands over my head and holding the pole.................lifting 

my left leg high in the air.....................spinning on my right foot in 3" heels....letting the 

hem of the dress ride up my leg and the little white lace string bikini panties beging to 

expose 



Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles your girl knows how to dance trisha ...as do you from what ive 

seen 

trisha_29: she sure does dukes....she is amazing at everything she does! 

D r a z:  she got  no shame ,................ dirty and young  ......... she puts on a hellova show  

dirtyrpgirl: bumping my butt to the pole behind me..............kicking my leg up even 

higher...the hem of the dress bunching to my waist,,,,,,,all of my panties exposed now 

trisha_29: mmm mmmmm mmmmm  

dirtyrpgirl: grabbing my ankle with my hand....................standing on one leg....letting my 

head lean back to the side of the pole as i screammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm dirty 

and 

youuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuungggggggggggggggggggggggggggg 

D r a z: smiles as the dress rides high   ...........dirty and young  

steve33_3: woooooo! rising my glass dg tapping my foot to the beat and head boobin to 

the tune 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my body slide down the pole slowly...................my hand still on my 

ankle as my ohter leg bends at the knee 

steve33_3: wow! great dancing dg 

dirtyrpgirl: dropping to my hiney on the floor....putting both feet down, and knee's at my 

chest................the front of the panties tight to my bald mound 

dirtyrpgirl: the dress above my hips and showing all 

D r a z: shes hotter than hell .......shes in demand 

trisha_29: grins watching .....she sure is hotter than hell! 

dirtyrpgirl: pushing my hair back oput of my face with my hand 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling to Draz and my baby 

trisha_29: winks  

steve33_3: shes making the devil sweat' 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding back up the pole...i turn to face it............rubbing my breasts to the 

pole from under the dress................my feet in an open stance 

Bee_passionately_blue: wb 

dirtyrpgirl: squating down..............and starts to hump the pole 

steve33_3: is excited and is slaping the stage to the beat 

D r a z: winks at dirty ............ rocking so hard ........... hotter than sin 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing the front of my white lace panties rub to the pole...up and 

down....................up and down.....up and down 

asianloving1112: whoa very nice 

dirtyrpgirl: reaching back i slap my panty clad ass !!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: not once.................but twice !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: see's andrea and jumps up from the pole and runs and jumps into her 

arms...the dress i have on moving in the breeze.............. 

dirtyrpgirl: hugsssssssssssssssss andrea so tight !!!.........hiya lover !!!!....putting my hands 

to her sexy ass as i kiss and squeeze her tight 

andrea_33: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmsooooooootight............love those hands...........  

dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i kiss all over andrea's face.....soo good to see you again sweetie !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: cant keep my hands off a YOU !!!!...giggles 



dirtyrpgirl: winks to Draz......smiliing 

andrea_33: laughs  

D r a z: woo ho  thanks for the dancing dirrty hugggggggggsssssss 

 

Dirty with Kelli  (cage dance) 

 

dirtyrpgirl: shakes my hiney as i feel this tune run throught my body 

dirtyrpgirl: looks to the stage.................? 

kelli-: smiles at dg 

Harold_Rarius: watches dirty and Kelli shake to the tunes  

dirtyrpgirl: letting my right leg...move to the beat as my hips start to snap 

dirtyrpgirl: bobbing my head left to right 

kelli-: holds hands high.. body swaying 

ethan_ca_80: watching the ladies 

trisha_29: tuuuuuuuuune!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: swings kelli' 

dirtyrpgirl:  hands in mine...lol 

ghost_rider_1976: good slow dancing song in the bars  

kelli-: gets off my ass  

dirtyrpgirl: and lets my hair hang in my face as i shake my ass to the tune 

kelli-: holds your hands and copies you 

dirtyrpgirl: meeeeeeeeeeeeeeee kelli? 

kelli-: moves in back of you .. holds your hips and we move together 

ghost_rider_1976: smiles looks like i came in at a good time 

kelli-: shake it dg 

mrcountry_1: watches the shaking 

dirtyrpgirl: looking over my shoulder.....swaying my hips with yours as i lift my arms high 

in the air 

ghost_rider_1976: beautiful women......two of em dancing together 

ghost_rider_1976: so hey its a good Friday night 

mylstoknowhere: damn right ghost 

dirtyrpgirl: kissing at your cheek as i lower my behind and push it back to you...moving 

my hands down to my knees 

mrcountry_1: just enjoying the music and my hook ale, nice scenery too 

dirtyrpgirl: tossing my hair back into my face as the music stops 

D r a z:  here we go people ............dancers on stage  

kelli-: shakin my head infront of dg 

dirtyrpgirl: then flings it back as i stand back up 

D r a z: gouing to be hellova show  

kelli-: watchin 

mrcountry_1: it sure is gonna be draz, go girlssssss 



kelli-: dancin hard 

kelli-: hands up 

mrcountry_1: watchin kell- as she watches  

kelli-: hands out to dg 

dirtyrpgirl: spinng around to face kelli.........my hands on her hips as they sway........and 

slowly squating to her body 

D r a z: lets rock this joint  .the way its meant  to be  

kelli-: hands on your shoulders 

dirtyrpgirl: my face at her crotch as i hold her hands...looking up at her 

kelli-: moving in close 

mrcountry_1: takes seat at table closer to the stage 

kelli-: skin tight lil yoga shorts not hiding much  

blonde_genius: lol....shushes Rocket up with a nice long kiss teasing his tongue... 

ethan_ca_80: wow  

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my knees as the short skirt rides up my thighs...showing the pink 

lace panties i have on 

ghost_rider_1976: sweet! 

D r a z: skynyrd 

dirtyrpgirl: then ....i jump up and play air guitar 

ghost_rider_1976: hehehe go dg  

dirtyrpgirl: arching my body back as you dance 

kelli-: air drums 

kelli-: breaks into wild dance 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: body moving one way.. hips and ass the other 

ghost_rider_1976: watches all the wild hair flying 

dirtyrpgirl: snapping my hips as i put my hands to your chest....inches from your 

breasts...not touching 

kelli-: whew.. smiles at the boys 

ethan_ca_80: smiling back 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss at kelli 

kelli-: watching your eyes 

D r a z: winks at  kelli and dirty  

mrcountry_1: looks across at kelli- smiles and winks 

kelli-: shimmy my lil boobs 

ghost_rider_1976: winks at kelli and dg..........boys see what i meant by beautiful 

women?  

kelli-: watching dg  

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my upper body towards you...then slowly leaning back ...letting my 

hips sway to the tune 

kelli-: moves in straddling your leg 

kelli-: one arms around your waist 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm feeling you...putting both of my hands to 

your tight firm ass over your yoga shorts 



kelli-: dirty dancing .. grinding on your tight 

kelli-: thigh 

dirtyrpgirl: black velvet myls 

kelli-: backs up and dances with you 

dirtyrpgirl: pulling kelli tight to my thigh....feeling the hem of the short white pleated 

skirt ride up higher and higher 

mylstoknowhere: watchin and grining at the grindin 

ghost_rider_1976: whew good way to spend a Friday hehehe 

ethan_ca_80: moves closer to the front 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm as the music changes......i take kelli's 

hands in mine 

kelli-: gets in your face as the music changes 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting them above her head 

dirtyrpgirl: kissing you as the tempo changes 

dirtyrpgirl: running my long fingers up and down your sides over your tight top 

kelli-: dances easily .. hands in yours over my head.. the cropped tank moving 

reeeaaalllyy high 

dirtyrpgirl: making your sweet breasts show from the top 

kelli-: closes eyes .. head back .. hair flowling with the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: stepping my long right leg foward........my right hand at your lower back now 

D r a z: smiles as i watch the girls on the stage  

kelli-: moves my body against you 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying you in my arms as i look into your eyes 

kelli-: hips moving in small thrusting moves against you 

D r a z:  insatiable  both of them 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling my crotch rub to your left leg as you sway so beautifuly 

mylstoknowhere: speechless as a gaze 

kelli-: my face inches from yours 

ghost_rider_1976: two of the most beautiful women i know 

kelli-: eyes locked 

ghost_rider_1976: just sayin 

dirtyrpgirl: your nipples poke from the top........looking so lovely as i kiss you softly again 

kelli-: hands move slowly up your body 

Will 158: sips beer quietly enjoying watching the revelry. 

kelli-: deepen the kiss 

ghost_rider_1976: I think the temperature just rose!  

kelli-: lots of tongue 

dirtyrpgirl: my hand moves to the back of your hair as we kiss deeply 

kelli-: hands move to the back of your short skirt 

mylstoknowhere: turns fan in ghost's direction 

dirtyrpgirl: out hips swaying in unison....almost as we are one,we are so tight together 

ghost_rider_1976: lmao 

kelli-: feel me find the button 

kelli-: skirt loosens around your waist 



dirtyrpgirl: smiling at you................... 

kelli-: steps back as the music changes 

kelli-: holds your hands high 

mylstoknowhere: girls are too hot for a fan dont want to cool them off so u get it ghost 

wink 

dirtyrpgirl: nodding to you.....stepping back and spinning....the skirt falling to the floor as 

the haltertop clings to my body and my lace panties show a moist cameltoe 

dirtyrpgirl: kicking the skirt behind me 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmm pick lace panties 

kelli-: moves in close behind you 

kelli-: hands around your waist 

dirtyrpgirl: falling back to you as you get close 

kelli-: hand move around you 

dirtyrpgirl: my long legs stretching out as you hold my body 

kelli-: fingers wide on your body 

dirtyrpgirl: my head at your shoulder ....turning to kiss you neck,under your chin 

al_olderguy: <quietly enjoying the girls dancing 

kelli-: hands move over you 

ghost_rider_1976: oh god........no comment lmao 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting my right leg high  in the air....supporting my bosy with my left leg and 

your body 

dirtyrpgirl: body ^...giggles 

kelli-: holds you as you lean back  

dirtyrpgirl: whew..it is getting hot in here!!!...lol 

D r a z: grins was my eyes wander through the tangle of limbs 

kelli-: tugs the haulter top off over your head 

kelli-: twirls it around  

kelli-: dancin hard away from you 

dirtyrpgirl: falling to my knees on the stage floor...my feet at my panty covered butt 

kelli-: huge grin on my face 

i_am_maddy: slips in silently  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles as i am in my pink lace bra and panties 

kelli-: dancing around infront of you 

ghost_rider_1976: pink lace bra?  

dirtyrpgirl: standing up...i slide back to the brass pole 

ghost_rider_1976: damn 

kelli-: smiles as I watch you 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my ass up and down the pole as i watch you dance in front of me 

dirtyrpgirl: motioning to you with my right index finger as my hair hangs in my face 

kelli-: runs and jumps up on the pole above you 

kelli-: leans waaaayyy back .. my legs holding the pole 

kelli-: kiss you upside down 

D r a z: a spiderman kiss 



dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm moves left to right under 

you.....squating on the stage floor under you 

kelli-: giggles at your surprised look 

mylstoknowhere: checkin out that squat  

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my knees open left to right...my panties sliding into my cracks 

D r a z: they are  both naughty little girls and they know it and I like it that way 

kelli-: drops down on my hands and flips to my feet.. dancing back to you crouched down 

like I'm about to attack  

dirtyrpgirl: my hands on your ass as you hover above me 

kelli-: hahaha 

ghost_rider_1976: lmao Draz 

ghost_rider_1976: I think most of us like it that way  

kelli-: dancing with my back to you 

kelli-: closer 

kelli-: closer 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding back up the pole with my butt and back pressing to it 

kelli-: leaning 

dirtyrpgirl: wraping my arms around you...my hands cupping to your breasts 

kelli-: backing into you trapping you between me and the pole 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: swaying and bumping against you 

kelli-: ass swaying 

dirtyrpgirl: our bodies swaying so sexy together to the beat 

kelli-: leaning back into your arms 

mylstoknowhere: soooo  sexxxxxy 

dirtyrpgirl: looking over youe shoulder.............down your tight body.....nibbling on your 

collarbone 

kelli-: turns to face you... one hand against the pole 

kelli-: swaying .. moving .. slinky S moves 

dirtyrpgirl: as the music changes...moving my hands down to the bottom of your 

top...raising it slowly up higher 

kelli-: hands rise  

dirtyrpgirl: wigging it from your body as i lift it up........ 

mylstoknowhere: oooooh yeaaaaaaa 

dirtyrpgirl: watching as it musses up your hair 

kelli-: kiss your mouth as you pull it off me 

D r a z: smiles as  bluesy  trumpet  says it all ..........so sexy 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss with Draz 

dirtyrpgirl: then tossing it back behind me.....seeing it float and fall to the stage floor 

kelli-: tight lil bandeau .. thin material not hiding much 

dirtyrpgirl: admiring the bandeau..and the tight yoga shorst 

kelli-: obviously enjoying the dance 

dirtyrpgirl: showing off your sexy curves 



mylstoknowhere: obviously 

al_olderguy: nice curves everywhere.... 

kelli-: slinky body moves as I move down your body 

D r a z: its gorgeous ,,,,,,,,,,,and its torture ..... oooo yes 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning down and rubbing my face to your chest....as i lift my right leg to your 

hips and grab your backside with both hands,.,,,kneading the hot flesh over the shorts 

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my head left to right with the new beat 

kelli-: holding your head against me moving my body against you 

ghost_rider_1976: smiles  

dirtyrpgirl: pulling your crotch to mine as my hands dig into your behind 

kelli-: hips thrusting .. dirty dancing hard into you 

dirtyrpgirl: whispring to you softly...this song....does things to 

meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

mylstoknowhere: and toooo meeeeeee 

D r a z: we can all see what too 

kelli-: whispers back.. fuck the song.. I'M gonna do things to you 

dirtyrpgirl: shifts from the pole...quickly moving behind you 

dirtyrpgirl: pushing you to the pole....pressing your body to it as i dance tight to you 

kelli-: holding to pole over my head.. body crushed tight to the pole 

kelli-: legs wrap the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: exageratedly rubbing my cortch to your behind....dropping and lowering my 

body...as if we were having sex 

dirtyrpgirl: my ass cheeks almost completely hanging out of the little panties 

mylstoknowhere: growls build from belly  

ghost_rider_1976: lol myls 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands rubbing through your hair as i dance tightly behind you 

dirtyrpgirl: turns you and walks you down the stage steps....and stopping at the cage 

mylstoknowhere: fuel for you kelli wink 

dirtyrpgirl: shall we? 

kelli-: halding your hand.. pulling you into the cage 

dirtyrpgirl: as we get inside..i reach back and undo the clasp of my bra 

kelli-: dancing around you 

dirtyrpgirl: slipping out of it...and tossing it to you...shaking my bare breasts  

mylstoknowhere: watches as bra come off 

kelli-: bandeau falls to the floor.. no straps 

ghost_rider_1976: lmao myls 

dirtyrpgirl: watcnhing you as you move seductively around me 

dirtyrpgirl: my fingers in the waitband of my panties....tugging them up high 

kelli-: holding my hands over my little boobs 

dirtyrpgirl: rolling my hips as i gaze into your eyes hungerly 

mylstoknowhere: watches panties gettin up into her ....... 

dirtyrpgirl: my pussy lips hanging from the panty fabric 

al_olderguy: <enjoying the lack of clothing in the cage 

mylstoknowhere: oooh my  



dirtyrpgirl: my nipples so hard and extending from my breasts 

kelli-: face to face.. dancing seductively inches from your face 

dirtyrpgirl: taking your hands and putting them to the waistband of my panties 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my hips as your fingers hold to the panties 

kelli-: slowly runs my fingers down the back of your waist band 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands on your shoulders 

kelli-: curling 

kelli-: pushing 

dirtyrpgirl: take then off of me...i whiusper....in a soft growl 

kelli-: runs my fingers around to your hips 

kelli-: slowly pushing them down 

dirtyrpgirl: moving my hands to hold onto the cage bars behind you 

kelli-: pushing them off your hips 

ghost_rider_1976: whoa 

dirtyrpgirl: biting my lip as you slide the panties down lower and lower 

dirtyrpgirl: lifint my right leg....watching you as my pussy becomes exposed 

kelli-: moves around in back of you  

kelli-: pushing them down your thighs 

kelli-: releasing them as they drop to the cage floor 

mylstoknowhere: oooooh my  

dirtyrpgirl: falling to the cage bars...my breasts rubbing to them as i arch my body as my 

panties come off 

mylstoknowhere: gets up and walks to cage 0_0 

kelli-: pressing you against the bars from inback of you 

dirtyrpgirl: my tight hiney pushing out as my body arches foward 

kelli-: dancing against your ass 

kelli-: hands move up your body 

kelli-: find the front clasp 

dirtyrpgirl: looking back over my shoulder at you as i hold onto th the cage bars 

kelli-: swift .. twist  

al_olderguy: hmmmmmm 

kelli-: lets it go 

kelli-: kisss you as you look back at me 

kelli-: smiles at the boys 

dirtyrpgirl: savoring the sensual kiss as my naked body quivers in the cage 

D r a z: smiles back 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssssss back 

ghost_rider_1976: smiles back 

dirtyrpgirl: biting at your bottom lip 

mylstoknowhere: while standin at the cage 

mark949: smiles at the ladies 

kelli-: looks like the vets cemetary on the fourth of July.. lots of flag poles but no 

movement 

dirtyrpgirl: omggggggggggggggg...lmaoooooooooooooooo 



mylstoknowhere: ooooh its wavin at you !!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: bangs my head to the cage as i laugh 

ghost_rider_1976: salutes........ 

kelli-: slowly dances back 

D r a z: clatters  my maraccas 

kelli-: hands high 

dirtyrpgirl: turns, facing you..pressing my naked body back to the cage 

kelli-: small boobs bouncing to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: my bare butt to the bar 

kelli-: moving back toward you 

dirtyrpgirl: pushing your hair from your face as you dance 

mylstoknowhere: wants to reach up and pinch bare butt... but knows better  

kelli-: grins 

dirtyrpgirl: running my hands to your shoulders 

ghost_rider_1976: its tempting....... 

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm 

kelli-: holds my hands high 

kelli-: gives myls "the look" 

dirtyrpgirl: slowly working my hands up your bare arms 

dirtyrpgirl: locking my hands into yours 

mylstoknowhere: grinssssss devilishly at kelli 

ghost_rider_1976: but its good to watch 

dirtyrpgirl: turns and snaps my head to myls 

mylstoknowhere: time to back away from cage i think ? 

dirtyrpgirl: looking sternly at you 

dirtyrpgirl: yesssssssssssssssssss it is...... 

kelli-: unless you want to get bit 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you 

D r a z: stands by the cage with two LAB robes ..................BRAVO  BRAVO ........ WOW 

GIRLS  

dirtyrpgirl: hugsssssssssssssssss kelli 

ghost_rider_1976: applauds and throws roses 

kelli-: huggsssssssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: and lets her out first 

mylstoknowhere: only was a thought i wasnt gonna dirty honest !! 

ghost_rider_1976: beautiful 

D r a z: slips a robe on kelli 

al_olderguy: yeah!!  applauds 

ghost_rider_1976: that was beautiful girls 

kelli-: takes the small robe  over my shoulders 

mylstoknowhere: wooooohooooo and applauds loudly  

dirtyrpgirl: following behind her, taking one of the robes from draz...thank you...kissing 

your cheek 

D r a z:   slips a robe on dirty as she leaves the cage ........  



kelli-: thank you Draz 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you ghost....smiles 

D r a z: SO hot  you two 

kelli-: smiles at the guys 

dirtyrpgirl: thank You Draz !!! 

ghost_rider_1976: hon no thanks needed that was hot 

ghost_rider_1976: both of you........whew........damn 

kelli-: kiss Draz 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you as well myls 

mark949: stands up , applause 

mylstoknowhere: smilessss back a thank you  

kelli-: thanks guys 

kelli-: it was fun 

dirtyrpgirl: tieing the sash of the robe to my waist 

mylstoknowhere: noooooo thank you dirty smilesssss 

ghost_rider_1976: kelli it was our pleasure girl..........damnnnn whew................ 

kelli-: picking up our clothes 

dirtyrpgirl: yesssssssssssssssss it was...giggles 

kelli-: I know how 

mylstoknowhere: and thnk you tooooo kelli smilessssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: taking my clothes from kelli....folding them and putting them behind the bar 

kelli-: putting mine there as well 

dirtyrpgirl: and bending down to the cooler and taking out 2 bottle waters 

dirtyrpgirl: here ya go hun......smiles and hugssss you as i hand you a bottle of water 

D r a z: puts the oxygen maskon ethan .........breathe 

kelli-: thanks dg.. taking one of the bottles  

dirtyrpgirl: whew...that was nice....smiles 

kelli-: mark was awfully quiet  

kelli-: takes a long drink 

 

Dirty with Robin 

dirtyrpgirl: slides down from the stool................... 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding my feet slowly as i sashee to the edge of the bar...shaking my hair so it 

hangs over my right eye 

head.....mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

mm 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my butt shake in the tight little black dress...as i walk to the steps of 

the stage 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles....looking back to my baby 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting my foot to the stage step................letting the dress slide up my 

backside as i start to ascend the steps 

D r a z: watchs dirty as she climbs the steps slowly   



trisha_29: grins....my babygirl always is sexy and hot and a huge turn on 

dirtyrpgirl: stopping at the top of the stage steps........facing the curtains...........as i 

spread my stance............rolling my hips.....................runniing my hands in my hair 

sweet_rodeo_girl: tries not to look at dirty but my fingers have crackes  between them  

Bee_passionately_blue: laughing that is adorable rodeo. 

D r a z: grins watching  dirty as she moves seductively  

dirtyrpgirl: then moving my hands to my body........rubbing them up and down the front 

of my long tall body 

dirtyrpgirl: spining around to face the crowd..................... 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh no peekin rodeo wink 

dirtyrpgirl: now give me alittle spanking....................... 

dirtyrpgirl: ohh boy is that all you got......ohhhhhhhhhh baby dont play with 

meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

dirtyrpgirl: steps back from the front of the stage as the tune changes 

sweet_rodeo_girl: blushs as i see dirtys sexy ass as she moves to the new rhytum  

joewillie12: :0 

dirtyrpgirl: thrusting my right arm in the air....flexing my long legs....kicking my right leg 

back 

dirtyrpgirl: skipping back to the pole now 

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles at the look wil just got on his face  

dirtyrpgirl: the black suede heels kicking and draggin to the stage floor as i grab the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: facing the pole as i hold it and let my ass wiggle in the tiny black dress 

D r a z: smiles watching the wriggle  

dirtyrpgirl: rocking on my left leg as i slide my right leg to the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my shoulders.................stroking my hands up and down the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying and swing my hips to the new tune 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding my hands down the pole as i shimmy down....feeling the black dress 

riding up my body....the lower i go................the higher it rises....... 

mylstoknowhere: eyeing the dress a rising 

D r a z: smiles watching the dress ride up the tanned thighs 

dirtyrpgirl: my black lace panties begining to show more and more................until.......my 

whole but is exposed as i hold to the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: jerking my head back...letting my long dirty blonde hair flip back 

joewillie12: you go dirty girl! 

dirtyrpgirl: slowly..i start to grind and rub my crotch to the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: letting the dress ride up above my hips 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling my wet panties to the pole....................... 

joyful lia: watches intently 

trisha_29: blinks my eyes wide watching the dress ride up  

D r a z: smiles as i see the damp patch  on dirty'spants  

dirtyrpgirl: closing my eyes as my head arches back and sways left to right as my hands 

hold tight to the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: sits on the stage on my panty clad ass...facing the pole as i lay on my back 

trisha_29my eyes never leaving my babygirl...watching as her gorgeous body moves  



dirtyrpgirl: lifting my long legs and letting the climb up the pole as i lay back 

Bee_passionately_blue: settles in and watches. 

dirtyrpgirl: my hips begin to thrust and roll....making hunping motions in the air  

mylstoknowhere: ooooh my what a look sexxxy legs climbing the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands gliding over my belly and to my breasts 

Will 158: gasping as I watch dirty bump and grind.  

dirtyrpgirl: as i open my legs in a wide scissor kick 

D r a z: watching those hands as they climber all over her body  

dirtyrpgirl: letting them almost drop to the floor at my sides 

mylstoknowhere: stands and grooves to the beat watchin her hips hump air 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands roam back down my tummy 

joyful lia: smiles sipping my drink watching all the sexy  ass's moving in lab 

trisha_29: breaths in deeply...exhaling slowly...watching 

dirtyrpgirl: pulling the front of my dress higher above my hips as i let my fingers roll to 

the front of the lace panties 

dirtyrpgirl: as i lift my legs back up slowly.......closing them as the rub to the pole 

D r a z:  mmm looks at dirtys  fingers as  she  moves  to  the blues  

dirtyrpgirl: rolling to my left......................layinf flat on my tummy...looking out to the 

crowd.................... 

RobinBarnes87: watches dirtygirl 

dirtyrpgirl: boucning my crotch to the stage floor...letting my exposed panty covered ass 

lift and lower 

dirtyrpgirl: sretching my arms out...and crawls on my tummy on the floor..................... 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles seeing robin......looking into her eyes from the stage...................sliding 

on my tummy closer tothe edge of the stage 

dirtyrpgirl: licking my ruby red lips................ 

RobinBarnes87: grins as my eyes lock with dirtys 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding to the edge of the stage................then rolling my body and sit on the 

edge of the stage.........the bottom of the tiny black dress high above my hips as i sit at 

the edge of the stage 

RobinBarnes87: takes my drink and moves closer to the stage 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding down from the stage...keeping my eyes gazed into robins 

eyes..............holding the skirt above my hips as i walk over to her.....letting her see the 

black lace panties as i get closer and closer 

RobinBarnes87: sets my drink down, watching those sexy hips sway showing me her 

sexy panties 

dirtyrpgirl: than just after she finds a chair and sits down ....i sit in her lap, facing 

her...my hands on her cheeks as i lean to her and kiss her deeply 

dirtyrpgirl: grindingmy hips and crotch to her as the kiss deepens and lingers 

mylstoknowhere: 2steps backwards over to lia plops down next to her says wow she sure 

puts on a show doesnt she !! 

dirtyrpgirl: hi sweetie...............smiles 

RobinBarnes87: slides my hands over dirtys hips as the kiss deepens 

joyful lia: smiles,she sure does 



RobinBarnes87: hi sexy, smiles back 

Will 158: Ooooo how do women get their hips to move they they are on roller bearings?  

dirtyrpgirl: biting your lower lips softl and tugging it some as my hands move to run 

through your hair... 

joyful lia: thats like 2 or 3 great shows i have seen today..points to the puddle pad under 

me,grins 

RobinBarnes87: laces my fingers around your tiny waist, purrrrring against your lips 

dirtyrpgirl: as the tune plays i grind my body to robins lap...........my bare legs at the sides 

of her hips..............pressing my lips back to hers...kissing her passionately 

RobinBarnes87: sliding my hands over dirty's thighs, stroking up and down, our tongues 

doing a sexy dance 

dirtyrpgirl: my hand grips a handful of robins hair as i sloftly jerk her head 

back.........................and let my tounge roll down her chin...to her neck and down to the 

cleavage exposing from her sexy top 

RobinBarnes87: purrrrrrrrrrrrrrrs with pleasure, rolling my shoulders while my hands 

caress dirty's thighs...thumbs teasing as they slide upwards 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my tounge roll to her collarbone as her shoulder is showing and then 

to her ear as i whiper...unzip my dress...............pleaseeeeeeeee 

RobinBarnes87: purrrrrrrrrrrrrs at the whisper against my ear, moving my hands around 

to unzip...slowly pulling it down, pushing the fragile fabric down her arms 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm yessssssssssssssssssssss...the 

lace bcup black bra showing as i stand up smiling at you....letting my long index finger 

trace to your lips..........swaying my hips as i stand between your open thighs 

sweet_rodeo_girl: cups the tea in both hands warms my lips and dips the tip of my tongue into the hot tea  

dirtyrpgirl: looking into your eyes as the blues overcomes us 

mylstoknowhere: whipsers to lia have any extra puddle pads ?wink 

joyful lia: giggles...mmhmmm...raises up to offer you one 

RobinBarnes87: tugs the dress down over your hips and down your legs, your sexy black 

lace bra showing...mmmmmm licks my lips 

mylstoknowhere: thx dont need it quite yet but dang those rising the temp UP in here 

dirtyrpgirl: stepping out of the dress..tugging the black lace panties up some kicking it 

behind me with my left foor as i give you your very own.....semi private lap 

dance...................shimmieing down between your thighs......ny hands falling to 

them...watching your eyes the whole time....those deep sensuous eyes.........oh my god 

RobinBarnes87: stills my hands gazing back at dirty, eyes darkening with desire while 

you shimmy between my thighs 

dirtyrpgirl: snapping my head between your open legs...letting my hair fall to your lap 

covering my face..................letting my right cheek rub to your left inner thigh...my nahs 

squeezing your upper thighs 

RobinBarnes87: fingers tangling in your hair, tugging gently 

dirtyrpgirl: lifint my head , my hair in my face.................as i slowly rise..............arching 

my long body...in just bra and panties as i push my legs back and hold my upper body up 

with my hands on your long legs.......then...................i roll in and back slowly............ 

RobinBarnes87: eyes glaze over with pleasure as I watch your body arch and roll 



sweet_rodeo_girl: starts to scream breath at dirty but she moves and bucks with the beat  

RobinBarnes87: reaches over and takes a drink of my cherubs cup not quite feeling like 

and angel at the moment... 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my long mostly bare body slither up to yours.............sliding my feet 

under me as i stand..................letting finger trace to your lips and face as i dance to your 

side...then behind you..............my hand moving to your soft sexy hair...as your top hangs 

off of your left shoulder..............wiggling my hiney in the panties as i bend down and kiss 

and nibble your bare shoulder 

RobinBarnes87: smiles feeling your hand in my hair and your lips on my shoulder 

dirtyrpgirl: stepping my feet back.....arching my body...my butt pushing out as i lean to 

your body behind you.....my tounge licking your soft tanned skin.............as my hands fall 

to your breasts...cupping them over your loose top 

RobinBarnes87: leans back against your arching body, your hands cupping my breasts, 

soft purrrrrrrs sliding from my lips at your touch 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmm damn you are sooooooo sexy robin !!!.....letting my tounge lick 

from your shoulder to your right ear................snaping my hips left to right to the the 

tune................as i dreag my hand into your hair.....mussing it and letting some hang into 

your face as i dance back in fron of you 

RobinBarnes87: throws my head to the left as the hair flies from my face, smiling and 

licking my lips while my eyes roam up and down her sexy body 

dirtyrpgirl: dancing back in between your legs again.............leting my body get closer and 

closer to you...putting my hands to your head....pulling your face to my 

tummy...................lick meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee...i moan loudly 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my hips to the tune as i rub your face to my bare skin 

RobinBarnes87: grins and licks her tummy, then suckles at the soft skin 

dirtyrpgirl: dancing in between robins legs....in my bra and panties as i look down at her 

face buried to my tummy 

joyful lia: grins..see you do have some dance moves 

dirtyrpgirl: dancing to this tune..........love it !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to rodeo...laughing 

sweet_rodeo_girl: good tuneeeeeeeee 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhh myls...smiles' 

mylstoknowhere: she rocks!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: lets give em something to talk about !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1 

sweet_rodeo_girl: sings along and sways nice and slow left and right 

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hiney in the panties 

D r a z: smikles watching  duirty giveing them something to talk about 

dirtyrpgirl: spinning around and shaking my panty clovered ass to robin 

dirtyrpgirl: bending at my hips with my hands on my knee 

RobinBarnes87: slaps that panty covered ass 

dirtyrpgirl: slets give em something to talk about baby !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

dirtyrpgirl: this would be a good karoke song !!! 

RobinBarnes87: kisses dirty's red ass with a grin 



dirtyrpgirl: woohoooooooooooooooooo robin !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy cool......were trying to 

give robin a new karoke song to perform 

dirtyrpgirl: but right now....i want to turn her on !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

RobinBarnes87: (she has already done that) 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my right foot to robins chair...............letting the crotch of my panties 

get so close to her face as i move to the tune 

RobinBarnes87: breathes in deeply with a wicked grin 

dirtyrpgirl: ( yes i have....but i havent gotten to YOUR goal sweetie !! giggles) 

Bee_passionately_blue: Hi ethan 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands in your hair as i move my hips.....so close you can smell my sexual 

desires 

dirtyrpgirl: bouncing my hips rocking myself closer and closer 

RobinBarnes87: licks my lips as the sexy scent drives me crazy 

dirtyrpgirl: my hand pulling your hair again....letting your head fall back and your face lift 

up to mine as i kiss you deeply 

RobinBarnes87: sucks your tongue as we kiss 

dirtyrpgirl: whispering to you as we kiss.........you know what i want you to do.................. 

RobinBarnes87: mmmmmmmhmmmmmmmm I know what you want me to do.... 

dirtyrpgirl: dropping my hand putting it under your short skirt 

dirtyrpgirl: cupping my hand to the front of your panties to see how wet i have made you 

RobinBarnes87: rolls my hips against your hand 

dirtyrpgirl: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh my god robin !!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

dirtyrpgirl: pressing my tounge into your mouth as we kiss 

RobinBarnes87: suckles your tongue, grinding my hips to your hand 

dirtyrpgirl: my long fibger tracing the front of the wet fabric 

dirtyrpgirl: my hand tugging your head back by your hair 

dirtyrpgirl: tugging at the fabric......twisting it to my fingers 

RobinBarnes87: dark eyes gazing back at you as my hips rock against your hand 

dirtyrpgirl: noding to you as our kiss gets so passionate 

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmyessssssssssssssssssssssssss...yesssssssssssss 

robin......NOWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW 

sweet_rodeo_girl: ducks under the blanket 

mylstoknowhere: huh ? what she say? 

joyful lia: NOWWWWW 

dirtyrpgirl: pulling away from the kiss as i rub my breast to yourssssssssss 

ooooooooohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh...mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm....gigglessss

sssss...yesssssssssssssssssss robin 

RobinBarnes87: mmmmmmmmmmmmm yessssss 

dirtyrpgirl: shimmies back down to your lap...smiling at you.................oh my 

god..............now THAT was a lap dance.....whewwwwwwwwwww 

RobinBarnes87: pulls you down onto my lap and hugs you tightly 

RobinBarnes87: purrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrs  



dirtyrpgirl: kissing all over your face........soft pecks to your cheeks....your crinkly 

nose...and your eyes...........omggggggggggg 

RobinBarnes87: giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: just cuddles to robin....wow...girl !!! 

RobinBarnes87: giggles and cuddles with dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: damn..i anm soo glad you love the blues 

Bee_passionately_blue: you two and sensual and adorable, thank you robin and dg. 

RobinBarnes87: mmmm so am I, dirty 

RobinBarnes87: ty Bee 

dirtyrpgirl: whew !!!....giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: tries to hide my huge smiles and grin 

 

 

Dirty Lap dances Bee 

 

dirtyrpgirl: shakes my ass real good to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: my arms between my thighs......bopping my head left to right to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: bending over...letting my ass bounce and jiggle 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my hips........snapping them left 

dirtyrpgirl: then right................... 

dirtyrpgirl: y'all talk amongst yourselves......i am havin fun !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

lovingsakada: lol 

dirtyrpgirl: dont stop the parrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrty !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

andrea_33: giggles  

andrea_33: oh never do that  

dirtyrpgirl: hey Max ?......guess where the party is !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!...giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting my dress up high...pointing to the front of my 

panties<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<right here !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: looks around the room...........heyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

hazzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz !!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: too bad................ 

dirtyrpgirl: heyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy bee !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Bee_passionately_blue: hi sexy dg, how goes? 

dirtyrpgirl: my baby said i cant take ya upstairs............but...........she dint say i couldnt 

give ya a lap dance !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: want one? 

joyful lia: lol 

Bee_passionately_blue: Sure!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: saking my hiney as i dance in place 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles and dances over to bee...................wearing a dark blue floral print 

sundress...............and you'll see what panties......in a minute....giggles 



Bee_passionately_blue: Admires the beauty of your figure that is shown off so beautifully 

in that dress. 

dirtyrpgirl: stopping in front of bee..............my arms high in the air.....................swaying 

my hips slowly........looking down at you as you sit in the chair 

Bee_passionately_blue: looking up at you, admiring your hips, the sway of your breasts 

and your long arms that elongate you and show off how feminine you are. 

dirtyrpgirl: waits for the next tune 

lovingsakada:    

dirtyrpgirl: spinning around slowly....looking over my left shoulder......a pouty look on my 

face as i lick my lips...........shaking my hiney as my hips sway more 

Bee_passionately_blue: The beauty of your ass captivates me as I watch you shake 

seductively 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my hands from my breasts down my tummy and to the bottom of the 

sundress 

Bee_passionately_blue: meeting your eyes as you caress the hem of your sundress. 

dirtyrpgirl: bending over slowly....feeling the hem of the dress riding higher...........smiling 

at you as you get a little peek of white lace on my butt 

 

Bee_passionately_blue: the beauty of the lace is so enticing - as I smile only getting a 

hint of what is hidden beneath. 

Bee_passionately_blue: bye lia 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hands slowly ,move down to my knee's as i bend over 

more...............flexing my legs muscles....making each of my buttcheeks pop to the 

rythum 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo sakada...test tube floreplay !!!!!...lmaoooo 

lovingsakada:    

dirtyrpgirl: letting my shoulders move to the drum, beat as my hair hangs in my 

face...............more and more of the white lace panties exposing to bee 

dirtyrpgirl: and prolly the whole room too..............giggles 

al_olderguy: yep.. we all see and are enjoying.. 

Bee_passionately_blue: seeing the lace being exposed more. I grin  and whisper, god 

that is a beautiful sight 

dirtyrpgirl: rolling my body..............pushing my backside out..and belly 

in....................almost like a surpent.................... 

dirtyrpgirl: letting the music take me over 

Bee_passionately_blue: the serpertine movements seduce me - and cause me to smile. 

dirtyrpgirl: thats right...and angelina too 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps up..................throwing my feet out and opening my legs as my arms 

thrust to the air forming my body in an X...as the song changes........snapping my head 

back....flinging my hair back 

Bee_passionately_blue: staring up your frame to admire how your body moves in such 

co-ordination  

dirtyrpgirl: pivoting on my right foot...........spinning around as i fall to my knee's.........in 



between your open legs 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning back.......................way back...........resting on my knee's feet under 

my butt.........as my shoulders touch the floor behind me.....and i start to hump and gyrate 

my hips to the ac/dc tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

lovingsakada: dirty doing the dirty u go girl     

andrea_33: she a going ..........  

lovingsakada: lol 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my long arms stretch down to my thighs as i scrape my fingernails 

lightly to my skin ...slowly tugging up the hem of my sundress 

Bee_passionately_blue: staring down and watching your eyes respond the power of song 

and down wards to admire the clef of your breasts 

dirtyrpgirl: shaking the hem of my skirt as my hands grip the material....................my 

body bent way back........................ 

dirtyrpgirl: letting you get a perfect glimps of the crotch of my panties..................the thin 

fabric stretching tightly over my bald mound 

Bee_passionately_blue: The sight seductive and sensual - I feel my body respond to your 

sex being exposed in that way. 

dirtyrpgirl: as i kick out form my knee's and lift my long legs high in the air.the skirt 

falling to my belly my panty clad ass up off the floor...................... 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my legs scissor out and back closed to the new beat................ 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles okies,brent 

Bee_passionately_blue: admires the sultry movement that shows off your hips and your 

long legs 

dirtyrpgirl: looking frrm between my legs at bee...smiling 

dirtyrpgirl: winking..... 

Bee_passionately_blue: meets your eyes and peeks at the beauty of your treasure hidden 

by your panties. Returns to your eyes. Showing you that I am awed. 

dirtyrpgirl: just as i spin around on the floor.letting my legs fly back..............and ending 

up on my right knee...............with my left leg bent and calve behind.............. 

lovingsakada: our dg putting on a show~~ we might as well set up a cover charge at the 

door & make some money ppl  

andrea_33: shes a top draw anywhere  

dirtyrpgirl: snapping my fingers to the beat as i rock my head....looking diretcly into your 

eyes.................. 

Bee_passionately_blue: holding your gaze as you show off how the magic of the music 

stirs you. Grins. 

lovingsakada: agree andrea  lol 

dirtyrpgirl: then i slowl sway as i stand up................and just falling gracefully into your 

lap...my hands on your knee's.....my head rubbing to your tummy,as i wiggle and shake 

my ass 

dirtyoldman23: give the girl the bottle, and now! 

Bee_passionately_blue: The silk of your hair caressing me as I watch you tease me with 

these movements - heat radiating from me because you are so fucking hot. 



dirtyrpgirl: as i hold to your knee's..sliding my legs back behind me...............strteching 

out into your lap and with my head in your lap now...............i spin over and look up at 

you.........smiling 

dirtyrpgirl: running my head back and forth into your lap...........and just smiles and winks 

Bee_passionately_blue: Allowing my eyes to be mesmerized by you, as you tease so 

knowingly. 

dirtyrpgirl: reaching my arms up to your and softly cups your face into my hands 

dirtyrpgirl: falling down your legs as i squat my back facing you............shaking my 

shoulders seductively 

Bee_passionately_blue: Watching you with chestnut brown eyes that are smoldering 

because of your erotic dance. 

dirtyrpgirl: slowly standing again...and bending at my hips.....rubbing my hands down my 

legs as i let my butt show from under the sundress again..................bouncing my butt to 

the new tune 

Bee_passionately_blue: Feels you pulling me with some magnetic force - I am arching 

almostoff my chair. Realizing this is a lap dance and returns to settle back into the back 

of the chair 

lovingsakada: <<<hands Bee some very cold water before he passes out lol 

andrea_33: laughs  

dirtyrpgirl: my hands at my 

ankles................heyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyeahhhhhhhhhhhhh were just 

blowing............smoke 

andrea_33: sees his youknow what straing to burst out of his cheap bangladeshi jeans  

Bee_passionately_blue: Takes a sip of the water and dounces the rest of it over my head. 

Still awed by the sight of you dg showing off that sexy ass. 

dirtyrpgirl: stands back up and spins and leans down and kisses bee's 

lips.......................whispering....i hope you enjoyed this.....................smiles and stands up 

and skips away................singing 

lovingsakada: andrea is ready with the first aid kit lol 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo andrea 

andrea_33: laughs  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: wonders if anyone passed out 

dirtyrpgirl: i'm just blowing 

smoke...............heyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

andrea_33: claps loudly at dgs fab performance  

Bee_passionately_blue: I stand and walk over to you dg - and I give you a hug, and touch 

your cheek with a peck. Thank you so much for teasing. I appreciate it. 

al_olderguy: hand the blood pressure equipment to Andrea.. 

dirtyrpgirl: i thought you did hazz...............that was your dance bee just got....laughs 

al_olderguy: great dance dg 

Bee_passionately_blue: I let you go, can I get you anything? 

dirtyrpgirl: your very welcum bee.....smiles 

lovingsakada: lol andrea 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: lol i guess i will get the pleasure another time 



dirtyrpgirl: hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm?...ya know what ?.....a cpt morgan with a 

splash of coke wouldnt be bad about now....smiles....thank you 

dirtyrpgirl: ty al...smiles 

al_olderguy: well you know the routine.. look after yourself before attending to others... 

lovingsakada: don't need it dirtyold~~I been known 2 start a heart or two~~been 

known 2 stop them also  lol 

dirtyrpgirl: ty andrea !!!runs over and hugssssss you soo tight 

Bee_passionately_blue: I walk around the counter of the bar and pours out a generous 

amount of cpt morgan, and then adds the cock with just a splash for good measure. I put 

out a lab coaster infront of your seat.  

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww thank You bee.......cock? 

huh....giggles 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: think yoearned that one dg you have been a dancing queen today 

Bee_passionately_blue: Well, you did a nice play on me - I am still dealing with shaky 

fingers 

Bee_passionately_blue: adds coke 

dirtyrpgirl: kisses bee's cheek.......and sips the 

drink..........mmmmmmmmmmmmmyummy 

dirtyrpgirl: lol bee...is okies sweety !!! 

Bee_passionately_blue: laughing 

dirtyrpgirl: and thank You too hazz.............smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: desiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiire !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: yw dirty 

lovingsakada: well I try not 2 al~~but u know how it go's lol 

dirtyrpgirl: tapping my foot to the bottom rung on the barstool to the tune as i sip my 

drink 

Bee_passionately_blue: goes to get a cold shower 

al_olderguy: I'm always too careful for my own good dirtyO 

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww beee....sorry......i hope i dint cause you any 

discomfort?....giggles 

Bee_passionately_blue: what is that queen song - pain is so close to pleasure? 

Bee_passionately_blue: or something like that 

lovingsakada: lol Bee 

dirtyrpgirl: it was just a lil loe lap dance.....smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo bee 

Bee_passionately_blue: well - lap dances are supposed to excite and cause freudian 

thoughts? lol 

 

 

 

 



Gabriela  

Gabriela92: slinks across the room toward Dirty.... 

dirtyrpgirl: sits back in the chair now.....watching gabi....smiling as i clutch the bills in my 

hand 

Gabriela92: places my hands on her knees as she sits 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmm.........i have missed me some gabi !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: this oughta be an interesting tune to dance too gabi !!! 

Gabriela92: steps in between dirty's knees.... 

Gabriela92: turns to the left and rubs my tushy against her left knee.... 

dirtyrpgirl: watching gabi...... 

Gabriela92: both hands grasping her left thigh... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm damn gabi !!!!....... 

Gabriela92: slides the back of my skirt up and down dirty's leg... 

dirtyrpgirl: wow gabi !!!..seeing your panties peek as you do 

Gabriela92: turns my back to her, sitting down on her left knee... 

sweet_rodeo_girl: now this is a song to grind too  

Gabriela92: straddling it, facing outwards... 

dirtyrpgirl: bouncing my knee up and down seeing your body move 

Gabriela92: grinds around in a circle on dirty's knee.... 

dirtyrpgirl: yw's....smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: damn !! gabi.......that is one hot butt !!! 

Gabriela92: then rocks my hips, sliding my crotch up and down the thigh an inch or two 

in each direction.. 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting up your skirt as i tuck 2 bills into the back of your panties 

Gabriela92: letting my right hand rest on dirty's right leg.... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmm that feels good gabi 

dirtyrpgirl: i see why guys like lap dances now !!! 

Gabriela92: slides my fingertips lightly up and down the top of the thigh.... 

sweet_rodeo_girl: sorry was counting my money  

dirtyrpgirl: lol rodeo 

Bee_passionately_blue: wohoo!! 

Gabriela92: rolls my shoulders side to side, snapping my head at the end of each slide... 

Gabriela92: leans back into Dirty, pressing my shoulder blades against her chest.... 

Gabriela92: rocking back and forth across the front of her.... 

Gabriela92: gn, Roadking 

dirtyrpgirl: omggg..i read that as boobs !!!...rodeo ...omg..i was thinking...why the hell 

does she need more boobs !!!!...lmaoooo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles at dirty my boobs are big enought ty  

dirtyrpgirl: holds my hands to gabi's tight tummy rubbing softly over her top as she leans 

back 

Gabriela92: tilts my head back, brushing Dirty's face with my hair... 

dirtyrpgirl: taking in the scent of your hair....... 

dirtyrpgirl: kissing your cheek as it passes my lips 



Gabriela92: scoots my bottom further up her leg... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm..moving my hands down from your tummy and 

lightly letting them rest on your inner thighs 

sweet_rodeo_girl: now when i breath it almost cums untied  

Gabriela92: reaches back and puts my hands on the back of Dirty's head.... 

Gabriela92: turns my head and shoulders and pulls her mouth to mine.... 

dirtyrpgirl: loving looking at you as you stretch out...then softly kisses your lips 

Gabriela92: lingers in excruciatingly delicate contact with Dirty's lips... 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hands slide the hem of your skirt higher as we kiss...exposing your 

panties to the room 

Gabriela92: the kiss feeling so light and soft that there's almost an electric charge 

between our lips.... 

dirtyrpgirl: my nails gently dragging to your skin as i do 

Gabriela92: shudders a little.... 

dirtyrpgirl: looking into your eyes .....my tounge darting in justa bit, then back into my 

lips 

Gabriela92: lets my knees drift a little further apart... 

Bee_passionately_blue: laughing, I think they prefer you without it then and just in your 

skin. 

Gabriela92: feels the wet flicker of Dirty's tongue...like a tiny serpent testing and probing 

its environment.... 

dirtyrpgirl: my long fingers moving higher.......lightly touching your panties as your skirt 

rides up to your hips.....tracing the lace tops of your panty...asi kiss you deeper...pressing 

my lips to yours 

Gabriela92: involuntarily twitches my hips forward, increasing the pressure of Dirty's 

touch... 

dirtyrpgirl: then after puliing from your lips...i kiss your nose...smiling at you as you lay 

back on me  

sweet_rodeo_girl: sways and lets my eyes look at gabi and dirty while they move with the music 

Gabriela92: giggles at the kiss on the nose, scrunching it up just a little. 

dirtyrpgirl: you know...you are such a sexy thing.......smiling more 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles as it looks soo cute 

Gabriela92: grins back at dirty, my eyes closing part way, dreamily... 

Gabriela92: takes Dirty's arms by the wrists... 

Gabriela92: gently lifts them and places her hands on the front of my ribbed yellow tank 

top... 

Gabriela92: moves them up and down a little.... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm  lets my hands rub softly.......feeling your 

tight body unerneath 

Gabriela92: causing me to draw in a slow, deep breath, expanding my rib cage and 

thrusting my breasts out a little... 

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles and shakes my finger in the mirror  

Gabriela92: tilts my head slowly forward and back 



dirtyrpgirl: as i look down from over your shoulder...seeing your breasts slowly heav....i 

move both hands to cup your soft but firm breasts 

Gabriela92: gasps and bites my lower lip... 

Gabriela92: giving a soft, low whimper.... 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling to you........then kisses you again....little pecks....softly as i move my 

lips to yours 

sweet_rodeo_girl: sits on the bar so no one blocks my view and winks at gabi and dirty 

Gabriela92: meets the kiss, then moves a few millimeters away, running my tongue softly 

around the outside of your lips... 

Gabriela92: moves my head in a figure 8 to the beat, grinning over at Rodeo... 

dirtyrpgirl: takes gabi's hand in mine and giggles as i wave her hand to christine.... 

sweet_rodeo_girl: sticks my tongue out and lets my young body move with the song but keeps my eyes on 

the two of you  

dirtyrpgirl: nibbles on gabi's ear as she moves her head slightly 

sweet_rodeo_girl: this is my song  

D r a z: winks at rodeo  

dirtyrpgirl: then...dance for us rodeo !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: wb JT.....smiles 

mylstoknowhere: bk 

dirtyrpgirl: wb myls !! hugsssssssssss 

Bee_passionately_blue: hi myis 

Gabriela92: pushes up off Dirty's lap, turning back around and leaning forward to kiss 

her... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm kissing gabi as she stands ...my hands on her 

hips...then i take a 100 bill hidden in the bunched up bills and tucks it into her skirt's 

waistband 

dirtyrpgirl: thank You so very much gabi !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: omg..that was incredible !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya ghost !!!! hugssssssssssssssss n kissessssssssssssssssssss 

Gabriela92: rests my palms flat on dirty's thighs, and rubs noses with her. 

D r a z: great dance you two 

sweet_rodeo_girl: claps for dirty and Gabi  

D r a z: hugs  you both 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles and rubs gabi's nose to mine...kissing her softly 

Will 158: nods in appreciation to gabi and dirty 

mylstoknowhere: was amazin dirty & gabri applauds hoots and whistles 

dirtyrpgirl: smacks her ass over her skirt....damn you are soo sexy !!!!! 

Gabriela92: tugs my skirt hem back down, smoothing the fabric. 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you ALL.....it was a lovely uhmm lap dance....giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: and THANK YOU gabi  

Gabriela92: saunters over toward the stage and mounts the steps, turning at the top and 

nodding a mouthed "You're welcome" to Dirty... 

dirtyrpgirl: sits back and adjusts my jean skirt as i stand and walk over to the 

bar...getting a better look at the stage 



mylstoknowhere: sexxxy mouthed Gabri  

Gabriela92: bounces my left knee as the song starts.... 

dirtyrpgirl: blows gabi a kiss 

sweet_rodeo_girl: tosses a peice of ice at dirty as i wiggle on the spot on the bar  

dirtyrpgirl: woohooooooooooooooooooo gabi time !!!!! 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss at Gabri 

Gabriela92: swivels my hips as I lift my hair up off my shoulders.... 

sweet_rodeo_girl: tugs some money out of my right boot waves it in the air well there goes those boots  

Gabriela92: does a slow, exaggerated walk down one side of the stage.... 

Gabriela92: tossing my hair with each step.... 

dirtyrpgirl: shake it gabi !!!!! 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at Gabi and lets my hair sway with my shoulders  

mylstoknowhere: smilesss at the Gabri strut 

Gabriela92: turns on my heels at the far end... 

dirtyrpgirl: love just looking at gabi's sexy legs !!! 

Gabriela92: walks slowly back down the length of the stage, swinging each foot well 

across the other as I step.... 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles to rodeo..hugssssssssssssssss too !!! 

sweet_rodeo_girl: slips some bills between my big boobs as dirty called them and winks at the room  

Gabriela92: bumping the hips out to each side as the foot lands... 

mylstoknowhere: << head jerks with each bump 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi !!!! 

Gabriela92: at the front end of the stage, turns my back to the crowd... 

dirtyrpgirl: here she goes !!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Gabriela92: places my hands flat on each butt cheek, fingers pointing downward.... 

sweet_rodeo_girl: whistles and shimmys my shoulders  

D r a z: watches gabri as she  dance  

mylstoknowhere: grrrrrr's at that butt 

Gabriela92: spreads the fingers wide... 

Gabriela92: presses the palms firmly against my buns.... 

dirtyrpgirl: watches as her fingers spread to her ass  

Gabriela92: claws the fingers deep into the fabric of my black knit miniskirt.... 

mylstoknowhere: grrrring at her hands wishin they were my hands  

Gabriela92: kneading the round curves underneath.... 

Gabriela92: grinds my hips horizontally... 

dirtyrpgirl: wow gabi !!!...so hot !!! 

Gabriela92: slips my fingertips down to the hem of my skirt... 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm gabri 

sweet_rodeo_girl: tilts my head smiles at dirty and rocks with the tune as Gabi heats the room up 

Gabriela92: daintily grasps it, straight down my hip socket.... 

ghost_rider_1976: walks over to myls and lifts his jaw up 

Gabriela92: bumps my hips left and right to the beat.... 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles at rodeo.....licks my lips at her.....smiling 

ghost_rider_1976: dayum 



Gabriela92: slowly lifts the hem up.... 

D r a z: woo hoo  gabri 

dirtyrpgirl: then is mesmerized by the way gabi moves her hips 

Gabriela92: exposing my almost-tanned buns... 

Gabriela92: lifting a little more.... 

ghost_rider_1976: smiles at Gabi..........looking sexy and gorgeous as always 

dirtyrpgirl: woohooooooo yells out as that panty clad ass is exposed more and more !!! 

Gabriela92: bends forward until the thin lemon-yellow back strip of my thong starts to 

appear between my cheeks as they part a little from the bend forward... 

D r a z:  upto me neck in dirty thoughts 

mylstoknowhere: was hopin for a thong YAY Gabri 

sweet_rodeo_girl: while no ones look wads up some bills loads my slingshot and shoots it over Gabis head 

as she dances around money floats down around her where did that come from? 

Gabriela92: holds the skirt up with my left hand, and firmly slaps my right butt cheek 

with the right hand.... 

dirtyrpgirl: omggggggggggggggggggggg gabi !!! damnit girl  

!!!.....wooooooooooooohoooooooooooooo 

ghost_rider_1976: applauds Gabi 

ghost_rider_1976: whew.........the heat is on! 

Gabriela92: turns my head, looking back over my right shoulder with a sultry pout... 

mylstoknowhere: winks at her as she turns 

Gabriela92: puckers my lips.... 

D r a z:  winks back at gabri 

Gabriela92: kisses the fingertips of my right hand... 

mylstoknowhere: oooooh my hotttttttt 

Gabriela92: moves the fingertips to my right butt cheek, rubbing the kiss into the place 

where it stings from my slap.... 

dirtyrpgirl: squirms at the hand print on gabi's ass cheek 

mylstoknowhere: lol rodeo 

Gabriela92: reaches to the back of my skirt's waistband... 

mylstoknowhere: Gabs mite need an ice cube to cool the sting heh heh heh 

D r a z: eyes on gabris waist band  

Gabriela92: lowers the zipper, tantalizingly slowly, exposing the waistband of the 

thong... 

dirtyrpgirl: watching intensely as the zipper slowly cums down 

mylstoknowhere: << needs an ice cube to cool off 

Gabriela92: lets the loosened skirt fall to the stage, kicking it over into Will's lap.... 

dirtyrpgirl: wooooooohoooooooooooooooooooo gabi  

Gabriela92: sways and swivels in my yellow tank top and yellow thong.... 

Will 158: Picks it up and smiles   ... folding it and putting the skirt on a chair 

dirtyrpgirl: looks around the room at the sudden, wood growth....smiling 

ghost_rider_1976: lmao  

Gabriela92: dances down the stage to Myls' seating position.... 

mylstoknowhere: sways and swivels on my barstool followin Gabri's lead 



Bee_passionately_blue: Oh, I was looking at the beautiful pool of wetness on this end dg 

mylstoknowhere: grins at Gabs 

Gabriela92: gets down on my knees in front of Myls.... 

D r a z: wow yeah ............shes a dirty little girl ....dont care about her reputation 

mylstoknowhere: grinsss get bigger 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhh rodeo ...winks 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers up and through my hair.... 

mylstoknowhere: smilessssss ear to ear  

Gabriela92: then snaps my head around in a circle, throwing my hair around in a wide 

loop.... 

mylstoknowhere: cant take my eyes off u girl !!! 

Gabriela92: takes Myls drink from his hand... 

mylstoknowhere: grinsss 

Gabriela92: rubs the ice-cold condensation on the outside of the glass all over the place 

on my right butt cheek where I slapped myself... 

dirtyrpgirl: another wet spot !!!...wooohoooo 

Gabriela92: decides to continue, smoothing the coolness over both buns.... 

mylstoknowhere: oooooo yesssssss 

Gabriela92: sets the drink down on the bar in front of Myls and gets down on hands and 

knees, letting my cleavage stretch my tank top downward... 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmm lookin straight down the cleavage licks my lips 

Gabriela92: holding my hair off to one side, I lower my mouth to Myls' glass.... 

Gabriela92: looking into his eyes, I lap up some of his drink like a dog drinking from a 

bowl.... 

Gabriela92: leans forward and licks Myls' chin and nose.... 

trisha_29: hugssssssssssss my babygirl and feels up on her perfect booty ! 

dirtyrpgirl: watches as myls squirms in his seat 

mylstoknowhere: smilesssssss and grinssssss good puppy !! 

ghost_rider_1976: lmao myls 

Gabriela92: leans back onto my haunches and stands, strutting over to the pole... 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoooooooooooooo..i'll take 2 of them baby !!! 

mylstoknowhere: wooooohooooo's !!!!!! 

Gabriela92: grasps the pole at waist level.... 

sweet_rodeo_girl: jumps off the bar skips to the end of the stage looks back over my shoulder and waves 

at Gabi to come here for a minute 

Gabriela92: moves my feet apart... 

Gabriela92: looks over at Rodeo and smiles, striding over... 

mylstoknowhere: was more than squirming dirty wink 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles , babyyyyyyyy 

dirtyrpgirl: ohh i can imagine myls...winks 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles up shakes my hair and puts a 50 between your lovely breasts with my lips and 

shakes my head so you slap my cheeks  

trisha_29: slides my hand down over dirtys ass and squeezes slowly 



Gabriela92: puts my hands on the front of my thighs and leans down to Rodeo, accepting 

the cash... 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks and blows you a kiss as i turn skips ands shakes m y ass at you 

Maxillary_Nerve: *whoa*  

ghost_rider_1976: throws roses over toward Gabi's direction and winks at her 

Gabriela92: gives that sweet little ass of Rodeo's two thumbs up as she skips away... 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs the back of the barstool....arching my body back...pressing my butt to 

my baby's hands...looking over my shoulder...mmmmmmmmmmmmmm i do like me 

somea dat !!! 

Maxillary_Nerve: *settles into a seat*  

Gabriela92: stands and slowly rolls my head around my shoulders to the start of the new 

song.... 

Gabriela92: letting my hair drape down.... 

dirtyrpgirl: this is a gabi dance song !!!...woohooooo 

trisha_29: grins....drags my nails over the curves of your ass slowly...giving the panties a 

tug up a bit 

Gabriela92: gets ready... tapping my foot.... 

Gabriela92: swivels my right knee around my foot... 

dirtyrpgirl: bites my lip as i ffel the panties ride up into my buttcrack 

Maxillary_Nerve: *eyes them as i kick up my feet*  

Gabriela92: rolls the bottom of the tank top up, showing my bare, taut, tanned tummy.... 

dirtyrpgirl: watches my face in the mirror behind the bar...as trish stands behind 

me....then flings my hair as i look to the stage at gabi 

mylstoknowhere: ooooy yummy 

D r a z:  woo hoo gabri  

trisha_29: glances at max...winks....draws my hand back and smacks it down against 

dirtys perfect ass 

trisha_29: rubbing that smacked spot and giving it a deep squeeze 

Maxillary_Nerve: winks back and grins, nodding in approval  

Gabriela92: pulls the loosened fabric into a clump above my navel and twists it into a 

knot.... 

dirtyrpgirl: shudders as i feel the hand slap and sting my ass...then the tender rubs as my 

knees feel weak 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks to never mind just being silly 

Gabriela92: runs my hands up and down my tummy from my boobs to the top of my 

thong.... 

mylstoknowhere: dont drop the pins rodeo 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmm such a sweet tummy 

sweet_rodeo_girl: i will only drop them once  

trisha_29: slides my hands to dirtys hips...grins and just presses up tight against her ass 

Gabriela92: drops my head... 

mylstoknowhere: winks at rodeo 

Maxillary_Nerve: *shivers.....shifting his weight in his seat*  

Gabriela92: lolls side to side to the funky beat... 



dirtyrpgirl: omggggggggggggg baby....my head snaps back as i wiggle my body to 

yours.......my nipples beging to poke from my top more 

Gabriela92: interlaces my fingers and puts my hands on the back of my head.... 

mylstoknowhere: oooooh nice Gabs 

Gabriela92: pulses my pelvis forward and back to the beat of the song... 

Maxillary_Nerve: *glances at the bar, looking from the glass rack to the foot rail, grinning 

to myself*  

trisha_29: snakes my fingers around to your tummy...spreading them and caressing 

against your skin..easing them up to brush just under the swell of your breasts..pulling 

you back against me 

Gabriela92: bumps and grinds my hips 

mylstoknowhere: eyes followin each and every bump and grind closely 

Gabriela92: turns my back to myls and slowly swivels downward, bending my knees until 

I'm squatting... 

dirtyrpgirl: my body arching more...trying to steady my legs by sliding my stance 

open.....looking down between my arms at your hands...as you pull my butt tighter to 

your body 

Maxillary_Nerve: watches them closely....  

Gabriela92: then slowly stands again... 

mylstoknowhere: oooooooh my watches that butt tighten as she squats  

dirtyrpgirl: my hair sin my face as i look up at gabi dancing......then back to the mirror , at 

trish behind me 

Gabriela92: glances back at Myls... slowly pushes the back of the thong down over the 

curve of my ass.... 

mylstoknowhere: winks & grinssss  

trisha_29: sliding one hand out from under your top..snaking my fingers in your 

hair...tugging your head gently to the side...whispering in your ear....... 

Gabriela92: holding the waistband across the bottom of my buns... 

mylstoknowhere: grrrowls buildin from my belly 

dirtyrpgirl: my breathing so elevated as i listen................ 

mylstoknowhere: throaty grrrrrrowls  

Gabriela92: then slides it back up and over my buns to my hips again.... 

D r a z: grins watching gabri  

mylstoknowhere: sees the handprint on her right cheek 

dirtyrpgirl: omggggggggggggggggggggg yessssssssssssssssssssssssss 

Maxillary_Nerve: gulps  

trisha_29: grins...holds tight to your hair...pulling you back tight against me 

D r a z: red hot non stop ........sexon legs  .........when shes bad shes better 

dirtyrpgirl: moans as my hair is pulled back...............my butt pressing so tight to 

you.......my body on fire 

Maxillary_Nerve: watches close..... bead of sweat on my brow,  

Gabriela92: Hey, Will took off with my skirt!!! 

trisha_29: grins and nips at my babygirls shoulder...licking over the nip mark 

dirtyrpgirl: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh gawd baby..i am !!!!!!!!!!!!! 



Maxillary_Nerve: shifting his weight in his seat...  

dirtyrpgirl: my legs just quivering as i feel your mouth at my shoulder.....omg...you know 

what that does to meeeeeeeeeee baby !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: dont stop !!!!!...omg..omggggggggggggg babyyyyyyyyyyy 

yesssssssssssssssssss 

Gabriela92: runs the hands up my sides from my hips to the ribs... 

trisha_29: grins and holds her tight with one arm...kissing against her 

shoulder...whispering softly...mmm such a good babygirl 

dirtyrpgirl: looks at my crazed lust filled eyes in the mirror...then to yours 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you baby !!!...barely audible whimper as i feel what you are ding to me 

D r a z: watches  gabri and sings ,.,.,.,.dont be shy,.,.,.take it off  

D r a z: cummon  cummon ,take it offf 

Gabriela92: laughs at Draz, tossing my head back and letting my hair cascade down my 

back.... 

dirtyrpgirl: my hips starting to move ......making gyrating movments....feeling so 

wet...soo aroused !!!..omg baby !!!! 

Gabriela92: reaches to the knot in my tank top and pulls it loose... 

Gabriela92: crosses my arms in front of me, grabs the bottom edge, and peels the tank 

top up and over my head.... 

Gabriela92: swings it around overhead and flings it at Bee... 

kelli-: watching Gab 

trisha_29: growls in your ear..............NOW babygirl 

Bee_passionately_blue: I catch the tank top and admires the beauty of the skin that has 

been revealed.  

dirtyrpgirl: screamssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss as my body 

shuddersssssssssssssss..........oh god baby gawdddddddddddddddddddd...... 

dirtyrpgirl: uhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooofuckkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk 

Bee_passionately_blue: mouths the words, "you're hot!" 

Maxillary_Nerve: good. god.  

Gabriela92: crosses my arms again and runs my fingertips up and down the opposite 

upper and lower arms.... 

dirtyrpgirl: hanging my head down hair in my face as my hands grip the back of the 

barstool 

Gabriela92: then down my chest... over the bra cups... 

D r a z: the girls got rythmn 

dirtyrpgirl: omg baby !!!!!!!!!!!! 

Gabriela92: cradles them.... 

trisha_29: mmmmmmmmm perfect babygirl....brushes your hair back...kissing the side of 

your neck softly..grinning 

Gabriela92: lifts slightly.... 

mylstoknowhere: watchin her fingers closely 

Maxillary_Nerve: *groans and takes a swig of the bottle*  



dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands back to the back of your neck......thank YOU baby 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!...omggggggggggggggg 

Gabriela92: pushes a little of the flesh up and out of the bra cup, swelling in my grasp.... 

trisha_29: smiles and kisses my babygirl 

dirtyrpgirl: kissing the the side of your cheek....trying to get to your lips...as i feel all 

tingly 

dirtyrpgirl: uhmm what day is it? 

Bee_passionately_blue: cum day? 

trisha_29: laughs....its THAT day! 

dirtyrpgirl: whew.................why are there stars all in the cieling? 

mylstoknowhere: offically hump day here dity wink 

Maxillary_Nerve: chuckles  

dirtyrpgirl: yessssssssssssssssss it IS babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

dirtyrpgirl: omggggggggggggggggggg 

trisha_29: grins 

Gabriela92: waves a flattened hand rapidly in front of my face, fanning myself.... 

mylstoknowhere: wave this way too Gabri 

dirtyrpgirl: now ..i have to think?.....that bodyshot was so fucking hot !!!! 

Bee_passionately_blue: Admires gabi, did you want some chilled water? 

Gabriela92: gives Myls a wave and nods to Bee... that would be great, please. 

dirtyrpgirl: but THAT!!!..................well fuck what can i say about THAT !!!!...oh .............my 

.....god baby !!!! 

trisha_29: giggles....like that did ya babygirl? smirks 

dirtyrpgirl: drops my hips down some giggling as i turn around and hug my baby soo tight 

mylstoknowhere: thx Gabri i needed the cooling off wave !! 

dirtyrpgirl: uh uhhhhhhhhh...i did...i did !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: soooo unexpected too !!! 

trisha_29: hugsssssss my babygirl tight 

Gabriela92: walks down off the stage and plops down on the stool between Myls and Bee. 

Bee_passionately_blue: I walk to the bar and retrieves a already cold bottle of water 

from the cooler. Pours it into a tall tumbler filled with ice. I leave it on a LAB coaster at 

your spot and a small note. you are fucking incredible as a tease. 

mylstoknowhere: stands claps LOUDLY wooooohooooooo Gabri !!!!!!!!! 

trisha_29: mhmmmm....im full of good ideas so you been warned lol 

Bee_passionately_blue: I wander back to where I was sitting. 

dirtyrpgirl: squirms some....getting my wet panties to move around some 

D r a z: clapssssssss  loudly for gabri ............well done 

mylstoknowhere: hands you ur skirt and whispers in ur ear very sexxxxxxxy girl 

dirtyrpgirl: holding tight to you.........duly noted baby !!!....smiles.......and kisses you 

deeply 

trisha_29: giggles and kisses you back deeply...mmmmmmm 

Gabriela92: thanks Draz, Myls, Bee. 

dirtyrpgirl: thinks back.....damn Fntony had NO idea !!!!...lmaooooo 



Gabriela (cage ).....very hot  

Gabriela92: closes my eyes and lets my head loll around on my neck.... 

Gabriela92: bumps the hips left and right to the beat, turning slowly as a I tip my beer 

up.... 

mylstoknowhere: a sexxxy tyke at that grinssssss 

Gabriela92: steps out to the corner of the dance floor, setting my beer on a nearby table. 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi !!! 

vesice: slam it gabri  

dirtyrpgirl: get ready boyssssssssssssss 

joyful lia: lol 

Gabriela92: tosses my hair to the early measures.... 

Gabriela92: swings it around my head.... 

vesice: and perfect music too  

Gabriela92: throws my head backwards, then snaps to the front.... 

dirtyrpgirl: go gabi !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

vesice: shake it gabri  

Gabriela92: puts my hands on the back pockets of my cutoffs, pushing on my buns.... 

dirtyoldman23: oh ya love the cut off 

Gabriela92: swivels my backside in a circle.... 

joyful lia: relaxes with driver..watching gabi dance,smiles 

vesice: oh the happiness in the room  

Gabriela92: slides my hands down the back of my thighs as I slowly bend forward.... 

RocketManFL: best backside circle in town!  

Gabriela92: down past my knees... over my calves.... 

Gabriela92: holds my ankles... 

vesice: lol.. my pockets spill out all the money  

Gabriela92: looks back between my knees, letting my hair sweep the floor.... 

D r a z: smiles looking at gabri 's face ,,yes thats it .her face  

vesice: oh yeah gabri  

Gabriela92: lets go of the ankles... places my hands flat on the floor.... 

Gabriela92: walks over into front flip, back to my feet... 

vesice: ummmmm anyone have this on 8 track?  

321driver: hands on Lia's hips, watching gabs move  

Gabriela92: one hand on my left hip, my left arm bent.... 

Gabriela92: right arm pounding out the beat, overhead, with my fist.... 

Gabriela92: bouncing my left knee.... 

RocketManFL: shaking fist in air mirroring gabri''s air stabs  

D r a z: watching  gabri as she gets thunderstruck  

Gabriela92: swings my arm in a circle overhead... 

Gabriela92: slides two strides to the right... 

vesice: i wanna invest in this club  

Gabriela92: short shuffle steps backwards.... 

Gabriela92: slow hip grind.... 



mylstoknowhere: go Gabs go 

Gabriela92: bends forward at the waist.... slaps my backside with both hands.... 

RocketManFL: sighs  

mylstoknowhere: grinssss at her slappin herself 

vesice: darn, and last call was 30 minutes ago  

D r a z:  woo hoo  gabri .sees  the handprint on that butt 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps as i hear that loud slap....turns to see gabi's ass 

Gabriela92: two skips... three running strides... and I leap up onto the stage.... 

vesice: too fun in here  

Gabriela92: cartwheel into a front flip, into the splits, then bounces back up..... 

vesice: jaw drops to the floor  

vesice:   

mylstoknowhere: wooooohooooooo applauds loudly 

vesice: lol.. looks for the cash machine  

Gabriela92: undoes the top three buttons on my blouse.... 

Gabriela92: tugs the shirttails out of my cutoffs.... 

Gabriela92: unbuttons the blouse from the bottom up, until just one button, level with 

the bottom of my bra, remains fastened.... 

D r a z:  smiles as we see the swell of gabris breasts in the shirt 

ratherbe: smiles  

Gabriela92: ties the front shirttails together in a knot, five inches above my belly 

button... 

vesice:   take a deep breath gabri  

vesice: pop that button  

D r a z: eyes on the slim belly  

Gabriela92: runs my hands down my neck... over my collarbones.... 

Gabriela92: gyrates my hips as I slowly turn in circles around my feet.... 

Gabriela92: lifts my breasts through the fabric of my blouse and bra.... 

D r a z: watches as gabri lifts the full breasts 

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips slowly around on the surface.... 

vesice: need some ice gabri?  

Gabriela92: drags my index finger down my sternum.... 

Gabriela92: through my cleavage... 

Gabriela92: slides both hands flat down my tummy.... 

RocketManFL: mm enjoys view of sexy gabri's cleavage  

joyful lia: oh hell..not the tummy,lol 

RocketManFL: << open lap  

joyful lia: whispers to driver..tummys you know are my weakness 

dirtyrpgirl: okies rocket !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: works my way through the crowd again 

321driver: whispers to lia, i know as i touch yours  

Gabriela92: slides my thumbs slowly across the waistband of my cutoffs.... 

joyful lia: purrss 



RocketManFL: nice cutoffs  

dirtyrpgirl: and as i get to rocket....jumps up on his lap as he sits on a barstool 

Gabriela92: pushes them inside at the hips... 

D r a z: watchs  the thumbs wishing  them into  the waist band  

Gabriela92: scoots them down my pelvis just a bit... 

dirtyrpgirl: doesnt she have a hot ass,rocket 

RocketManFL: in deed she does  

dirtyrpgirl: squirmming in your lap...trying not spill my drink 

Gabriela92: slips the hands into the back pockets.... 

Gabriela92: pushes them down a little more in the back.... 

dirtyrpgirl: slides back to you as i get cumfy in your lap 

D r a z: watches as the cut offs slip down  

mylstoknowhere: wants to slip my hands in er back pockets mmmmmmm 

dirtyrpgirl: leanng back to your chest as i kcik my feet to the stool next to yours 

RocketManFL: and gabris hands in pockets  

dirtyrpgirl: my head back to your shoulder as i sip my drink and watch gabi with you 

Gabriela92: beckons Lia over next to the stage with a crooked finger... 

dirtyrpgirl: go on lia !!!! 

joyful lia: shakes my head no..points to the duct tape princess , thati am 

RocketManFL: kisses forehead  

Gabriela92: giggles and shrugs at Lia... 

vesice: aww lia  

Gabriela92: let's see... Vesice... you're new; c'mon over here..... 

321driver: i hold onto lia's belly, keeping her close  

joyful lia: its not  a pretty sight im telling ya folks 

dirtyrpgirl: uhmmm i just got busy lia !!!...your on your own girl !!!!...laughs 

Gabriela92: struts up and down the length of the stage as I wait for Vesice to come 

over.... 

Gabriela92: gets down on my knees on the stage... my tummy even with Vesice's eyes.... 

dirtyrpgirl: running my hand softly to rockets face 

RocketManFL: psssssssst vsice, concentrate on gabri, you wont be sorry  

Gabriela92: swivels my abdomen... 

vesice:   rocket  

Gabriela92: unsnaps the top button on my cutoffs... 

RocketManFL: but gabri is soooooooooo sexy hot, who would blame ya  

dirtyrpgirl: pssssssssssssssssssst rocket........concentrate on dirty..or you WILL BE 

sorry....giggles 

joyful lia: holy moly 

RocketManFL: sssssssssssssst dirty, i am sweetie  

dirtyrpgirl: winks to ves 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers up through my hair as I grind my hips in the kneeling 

position.... 



D r a z:  watches as the top button comes  undone.......... mmm now we are getting the 

business end   

RocketManFL: how could I not????  

dirtyrpgirlGabriela92: lifting my hair up off my shoulders... 

velvetpurrs: sips her drink and watches everything going on around her 

dirtyrpgirl: i dont know rocket...i am all but sitting on your face here....laughs 

Gabriela92: leans forward and lets my hair fall in Vesice's face... 

vesice: smells great gabri  

Gabriela92: rocks my head left and right, brushing Vesice... 

Gabriela92: snaps my head back and hops to my feet, heading over to the pole nearest 

the end of the stage... 

Gabriela92: leans my shoulder blades back into the pole.... 

vesice: oh nooo gabri... grab the closer pole    

velvetpurrs: night lia 

RocketManFL: yeeeeeeeessssssssssss that wigglin, smiles and winks  

Gabriela92: bends my knees, slowly lowering my tushy down.... 

dirtyrpgirl: woooooooooooooooooohooooooooooooo gabi 

Gabriela92: when I reach a seated position, I slide back up, then down again.... 

RocketManFL: intense moment,s dirty wigglin on lap, seeing gabri pole dane  

RocketManFL: ooooh the humanity  

vesice: lol.. torture hmmm rocket?  

dirtyrpgirl: lifint up some.....pulling the back of the sundress up and sits back to your 

lap....the back of my lace panties on your jeans now 

Gabriela92: grinds my backside into the thick, stiff, upright...... 

RocketManFL: no not torture at all, quite enjoyable  

Gabriela92: brass.... 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm grrrrrrowls to himself watchin Gabri at pole 

D r a z:  grins wartching gabri  grinding against the pole 

RocketManFL: hmmmmm did it just get warmer in here???  

Gabriela92: turns to face the pole.... 

Gabriela92: scoots my cutoffs in closer.... 

Gabriela92: straddles the pole.... 

dirtyrpgirl: looks abck over my shoulder to you...prolly 

RocketManFL: winks and smiles at you  

dirtyrpgirl: damn gabi !!!!! so hot girl !!!!!!!!!!!!!! woohooooooooooooooooooo 

Gabriela92: grinds my zipper into the metal, sliding up and down.... 

RocketManFL: not the only one dirty  

mylstoknowhere: hears the metal to metal grind 

Gabriela92: unknots the blouse.... 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning foward some......watching gabi as i rub my panty covered butt over 

your jeans...both of my feet on the stoll next to ours 

Gabriela92: undoes the final button and shrugs it off... 

RocketManFL: ohhh my  



RocketManFL: whispers to dirty  

D r a z: watches gabri as the blouse comes loose and catches glimpses of  the swell of her 

breast 

mylstoknowhere: oooooh yeaaaaaa Gabri 

RocketManFL: or no lol  

Gabriela92: swings it around and flings it over into Driver's lap.... 

321driver: catches it swiftly  

D r a z:  smiles looking at  gabri   

Gabriela92: holds the pole over my head with one hand... 

RocketManFL: hands on your waste, leans in and kisses back of neck  

Gabriela92: the other hand sliding up and down the pole in my grip.... 

Gabriela92: wraps arms and legs on the pole and climbs up three feet off the stage.... 

mylstoknowhere: climb the pole girl 

dirtyrpgirl: oh my god......here it is gabi !!!!! 

Gabriela92: locks my legs around the pole and leans back... 

dirtyoldman23: yes but harder and longer than usual 

Gabriela92: my breasts almost spilling from the little black lacy bra cups.... 

mylstoknowhere: wooot wooooot Gabri lock them legs 

dirtyoldman23: wow, smiles as i watch 

Gabriela92: hanging horizontally over the stage.... 

greygriffin20: *whistles* 

Gabriela92: runs my fingertips slowly up and down my bare tummy... 

vesice: watches gabri's tummy muscles  

Gabriela92: leans backwards and puts my hands on the floor, flipping over onto my feet 

again.... 

mylstoknowhere: applauds loudly wooooohooooo Gabri 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhhh.....kinda funny....the tune......hard as a rock.........reminds me of 

sumpin...lol 

dirtyoldman23: such a smooth taut torso, he he 

D r a z: smiles watching the sexy  tummy and  the hands  

Gabriela92: bounces my hips violently to each side as I walk down one side of the stage, 

and back up the other..... 

dirtyoldman23: such novements 

dirtyoldman23: smiles oui oui 

Gabriela92: stands at the end of the stage....rolling my shoulders... 

dirtyoldman23: applauding gabi YEA 

Gabriela92: squeezes my elbows in, forcing my cleavage together.... 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss at the cleavage 

Gabriela92: struts to "Her Strut"... 

dirtyoldman23: and what a strut 

dirtyrpgirl: turns and stuffs something into rockets shirt pocket...smiling as i kiss his lips 

Gabriela92: tosses head left and right... throwing my hair side to side... 

velvetpurrs: thanks draz 

Gabriela92: holds the snap of the shorts.... 



D r a z: watches gabri strut  

Gabriela92: pulls down the zipper... 

321driver: watches the snaps  

D r a z:  mmmmmmmmm willing those shorts down  

dirtyrpgirl: turns and lets my legs drape across drape across your lap....shifting my butt 

to your lap...my arm over your right shoulder now.......... 

Gabriela92: folds the undone zipper down... 

RocketManFL: smiling at you, winks  

dirtyrpgirl: pushing the front of my sundress down in between my thighs 

dirtyoldman23: yes yes gabi 

RocketManFL: glances down for the great view  

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my shoulders..letting my breasts jiggle some in the sundress 

Gabriela92: folds the waistband down in back, letting the top of my lacy black boyshorts 

show... 

dirtyrpgirl: dayummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm gabi !!!!! 

yessssssssssssssssssssssssss !!!! 

D r a z:  smiles watching that pale butt in the black shorts  

greygriffin20: *woots* 

RocketManFL: catches glimpse of cleavage, very nice, very nice indeed  

dirtyoldman23: oh yessssssssssssssss gabi 

dirtyrpgirl: ohh you like that angle huh rocket?....giggles 

RocketManFL: oh i doo  

Gabriela92: grasps the bottom edge of the cutoffs in the back... 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhh...very nice for me...smiles 

Gabriela92: stands on the end of the stage, facing away from the crowd.... 

lostdad50: ok im ready to lose it lol 

Gabriela92: bends forward until my face almost touches my knees.... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmm leaning back..my back rubs to the bar as i feel your 

lips to my neck 

D r a z: mmm .such a view  

Gabriela92: tugs down the back of the cutoffs... 

Gabriela92: halfway down the buns... 

Gabriela92: 2/3... 

dirtyoldman23: mmmmmmm yessssssss 

D r a z: watches as the cutoffs edge down  

dirtyoldman23: more 

greygriffin20: *enjoys the tease* 

lostdad50: and there it appears perfection lol 

Gabriela92: 3/4.... 

dirtyoldman23: more 

mylstoknowhere: << checkin out those blacklace boyshorts and lickin lips mmmmmm 

Gabriela92: suddenly gravity overcomes friction, and the cutoffs fall to my ankles, letting 

my boyshort-clad backside come into full view.... 



dirtyrpgirl: slips off of rockets lap...quickly moving my hand to the back of my sundress to 

not let my hiney show....giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: extending my hand to you.....feel like a walk upstairs? 

Gabriela92: rubs the smooth skin exposed at the bottom edge...my buns and upper 

thighs.... 

dirtyrpgirl: Draz.....may rocket and i,have the keys to room 19? 

greygriffin20: *moves to seat closer to the stage* 

D r a z: winks and passes dirty the key  to room 19 

Gabriela92: watches Dirty and Rocket walk past, and I smile and wink.... 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling to rocket....ready? 

RocketManFL: so ready lol  

Gabriela92: swiveling to the erotic bass line of Stranglehold... 

dirtyrpgirl: leans to Draz as he stands by the end of the bar.......clutching the room 

key.....kissing your cheek...thank You Draz 

Gabriela92: running my hands up and down my torso... from thighs up to hips.... 

D r a z: smiling as we watch every  part of the tune reflected in gabri's  body 

Gabriela92: over my tummy... 

Gabriela92: up over the rise of my boobs.... 

mylstoknowhere: oooh thank goodness for bass lines 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles and waves and blows gabi a kiss..............you rock girl !!!!! 

Gabriela92: to the bare skin of my chest.... 

RocketManFL: she sure does  

D r a z:  kisses dirtys cheek vback ,,,,,,my pleasuredirty 

Gabriela92: winks and finger-wiggles a wave at Dirty.... 

   dirtyrpgirl: smiles to Draz as i take rockets hand...lets go 

RocketManFL: follows dirty up stairs  

Gabriela92: slowly swivels... turning in the spotlight.... 

Gabriela92: rubs my backside again.... 

Gabriela92: slides my hands back up to my shoulders... 

Gabriela92: pushes my bra straps down onto my upper arms... 

mylstoknowhere: O_0 eyes the lowerin of the bra straps 

Gabriela92: lets my fingers drift down to the top edge of my bra cups... then traces along 

the fabric... 

D r a z: mmmmmmm watchs the slow reveal 

Gabriela92: cradles the bra cups in each hand.... 

Gabriela92: lifting the flesh gently...a little bit erupting from the top... 

Gabriela92: beckons lostdad over toward the stage... 

D r a z: smiles as the breasts spill out  

Gabriela92: seeing if he's paying attention.... hee, hee. 

greygriffin20: *bites bottom lip with a grin as i watch the with keen interest as gabriela 

teases* 

Gabriela92: guess not.... LOL 

Gabriela92: c'mere, GG.... 

D r a z: shakes lost  by the ear ..wakey wakey  



321driver: his loss gabs  

Gabriela92: sit here by the stage, GG... 

mylstoknowhere: mite be payin attention to something else Gabri wink 

greygriffin20: hehe *moves with a grin, sitting as instructed* 

Gabriela92: kneels down by GG's chair... 

D r a z: smiles ........knowing gabri has the fire down below  

Gabriela92: lays my arms across the top of my head and sways my hips... 

greygriffin20: *raises an eyebrow watching intently* 

Gabriela92: kneeling, I begin to lean backwards until my head and shoulder blades touch 

the stage.... 

D r a z:  eyes drawn to the top pf gabris thighs as she leans back 

Gabriela92: rocking my pelvis, I scoot my bottom closer to the edge of the stage... 

greygriffin20: very flexible  nice *grins* 

Gabriela92: swinging my knees in and out, opening and closing my thighs.... 

Gabriela92: I swing my feet out from under me, draping my knees over GG's shoulders.... 

greygriffin20: *bites bottom lip as i get a close look at the movements, grinning as move 

over me* 

Gabriela92: my calves run down his shoulder blades, my strappy heels touching his 

kidneys.... 

D r a z: shes a real wild one  

Gabriela92: supporting myself on my shoulder blades and GG's shoulders, I pulse my hips 

up and down off the stage, my little black lacy boyshorts just inches from GG's nose... 

321driver: lucky guy GG  

Gabriela92: crossing my ankles behind his back... 

mylstoknowhere: very !! 

greygriffin20: *resists urge to move* 

greygriffin20: soo close 

Gabriela92: rubbing the fabric of the lingerie up and down on GG's chin briefly... 

321driver: whistles loudly  

greygriffin20: *bites bottom lip trying very hard to behave* 

Gabriela92: uncrosses my legs and scoots back onto the stage...stands... 

Gabriela92: scoops up my cutoffs and bounces my backside as I disappear behind the 

curtain.... 

D r a z: smiles watching  gabri return to the stage ,........ poursome sugar on us  

Gabriela92: peeks out... encore???? 

mylstoknowhere: stands and applauds LOUDY WOOOOOHOOOOOO !!!!! 

greygriffin20: allways 

greygriffin20: hah 

D r a z:  stands and appluads gabri ......MORE!!!! 

Gabriela92: smiles and skips out again.... 

mylstoknowhere: MORE !!! MORE!!!! 

greygriffin20: haha *claps as well just doesnt stand* 

velvetpurrs: *cheers gabi 

vesice: back  



Gabriela92: hands on hips... swivels the pelvis in a slow, erotic circle.... 

vesice: encore gabri  

D r a z: watches the hips as gabri swivels them  

Gabriela92: glances at the nearest cage... 

vesice: looks inviting  

vesice:   

Gabriela92: lays my index finger on my lips in a look of thought.... 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssss a wink in Gabri's direction 

Gabriela92: smiles back at Myls.... 

Gabriela92: towel, Draz? 

mylstoknowhere: wnt me to open the door for you? 

Gabriela92: throw one up here, please... 

D r a z:  passes a towel to gabri 

D r a z:   and unlocks the cage door 

Gabriela92: drapes the towel around my shoulders...  

Gabriela92: flips my hair out from under it.... 

Gabriela92: lets it fall forward over my chest.... 

Gabriela92: steps into the cage... 

vesice: .   

greygriffin20: *adjusts after finding a new seat* 

vesice: lucky cage  

D r a z: smiles as gabri enters  the cage and passes her  the key 

321driver: good control there GG  

Gabriela92: pulls the door securely closed... 

greygriffin20: it was very difficult towards the end there 

D r a z: walksover  to lost dad ..chceking  for any signs of life  

mylstoknowhere: gets up and finds a much better viewin spot by the gage 

Gabriela92: reaches up behind me and unclasps the bra.... 

321driver: not sure i could have done it gg, bravo, lol  

Gabriela92: lets it fall to the floor, my boobs covered by the draped towel... 

greygriffin20: if she kept going im not sure i could have.... 

D r a z: smiles as we see the bra fall  

mylstoknowhere: wishin for the towel to follow the bra heh heh heh 

vesice:   

321driver: lucky for you, or unlucky, lol  

Gabriela92: holds the ends of the towel, sliding it back and forth across the back of my 

neck.... 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm such a tease grinsssss & smilesssss 

Gabriela92: turns away from the audience, showing my totally bare back, from my 

boyshorts up to the towel.... 

vesice: yummmm  

Gabriela92: continues to slowly turn and swivel... 



Gabriela92: slides the edges of the towel a little to the front, exposing a glimpse of my 

boobs from the side.... 

vesice: sway it  

Gabriela92: takes my hands off the towel, and reaches under it to grasp my bare breasts 

with my hands.... 

vesice: sorry guys, pal keeps freezing on me  

greygriffin20: *bites bottom lip as i watch on* 

Gabriela92: kneading them with my fingers, enjoying my self-massage.... 

D r a z: smiles as   i watch the hands move under  the towel  

mylstoknowhere: watchin Gabri enjoy her touch 

greygriffin20: *smiles also enjoying her self massage* 

Gabriela92: lets one hand drift down my tummy.... 

Gabriela92: over my navel... 

Gabriela92: down the little line of peachfuzz below it.... 

Gabriela92: across the lacy fabric.... 

Gabriela92: lingering.... caressing.... 

Gabriela92: then down, touching my thigh... 

D r a z: smiles  watching thehandsliding    

mylstoknowhere: oooooooh myyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

greygriffin20: *bites tongue as i lean in watching intently* 

reforger2002: why is Mr D smiling? 

vesice: have a great night everyone... and thanks for the tunes and entertainment  

reforger2002: what did I wander in on? 

Gabriela92: gn, Vesice 

mylstoknowhere: tc ves 

mylstoknowhere: Gabri is in the cage 

Gabriela92: arranges my hair so that it drapes down in front of me, covering my boobs... 

mylstoknowhere: soooooo sexxxxxxxy 

Gabriela92: pulls on one end of the towel hanging around my neck... 

reforger2002: mmmm boobs 

D r a z:  smiles as the hair barely covers  he uplift of the perky breasts and the hard 

niplles  

Gabriela92: holds the two ends of the towel overhead, swaying my arms left and right.... 

Gabriela92: hangs the towel over one shoulder..... 

D r a z: smiles aseyesdriftall down gabrisbody  as sghestretches out her arms  

Gabriela92: digs my fingers into my hair over the other breast... 

Gabriela92: parts the hair like stage curtains, flashing my boob to the crowd.... 

mylstoknowhere: woooot wooooot  

greygriffin20: whoots 

D r a z: smiles  aswesee the barebreasts..  

Gabriela92: smiles.... 

daviddirects: seems like i picked the right moment to come in 

Gabriela92: puts my middle finger in my mouth, wetting it with my saliva and slowly 

drawing it out..... 



mylstoknowhere: uve missed quite a bit allready but still not a bad spot to come in on 

wink 

mylstoknowhere: oooooh myyyyyyyyyy watchin the finger 

321driver: lucky finger  

Gabriela92: touches the exposed nipple and slowly circles it with my wet fingertip.... 

Gabriela92: tilts my head forward and then snaps it back, flipping my hair up in the air 

and back over my shoulders, leaving my whole chest bare.... 

D r a z: smiles as   the breats  jiggle in the   lights  ..   

Gabriela92: swivels slowly.. 

mylstoknowhere: wow o wow !!! 

Gabriela92: runs both hands up and down the bare front of my torso.... 

Gabriela92: smoothly.... slowly... provocatively....my eyes moving from one customer to 

another with a smoldering, sulty expression.... 

D r a z: smileswatching thefingers  as  gabri caressesherself in thecage  

mylstoknowhere: grinssssssss at Gabri lookin around  

daviddirects: smiles..making eye contact with Gabi 

Gabriela92: winks at David... gives a little pouty pucker of my lips.... 

Gabriela92: swaying in the dim lights.... 

Gabriela92: holds one end of the towel in one hand at the center of my back... 

Gabriela92: bends forward and reaches between my legs to grasp the other end, hanging 

down to the floor.... 

mylstoknowhere: ooooooooh my goodnesssss grinssssss devilishly 

Gabriela92: tightens the towel between my legs, until I'm riding it like a fence rail.... 

D r a z: smiles as we watch the  towel  rub between thelegs  

Gabriela92: rocks my hips forward and back, grinding the crotch of my panties into the 

towel... 

Gabriela92: uses my arms to slide the towel back and forth against my rocking.... 

daviddirects: sits back...watching the sexy rocking 

Gabriela92: grinds my hips a little side to side, too.... 

Gabriela92: turns my back to the audience.... 

Gabriela92: lets go of the back end of the towel... 

Gabriela92: shakes my tushy... 

D r a z: watching  asthe toweldropsaway togive a full view  

mylstoknowhere: watches the shake of the tushy 

Gabriela92: then flexes one cheek and the other, alternating sides... 

Gabriela92: puts my thumb into the waistband in back, right at my tailbone... 

Gabriela92: pushes downward.... 

D r a z: smilesas my eyes wanderup theinsidesofgabris thighs and up  to  the thumbs  

mylstoknowhere: grrrrrrowls buildin inside me  

Gabriela92: feeling the knuckle of my thumb slide right down the crack between my two 

smooth, round, firm butt cheeks.... 

Gabriela92: bending slightly forward to let the boyshorts slip over the curve of my ass.... 

Gabriela92: until the fabric is gathered into a thin strip stretched across where my thighs 

meet my cheeks.... 



mylstoknowhere: ooooooooooo yesssssss sweet butt cheeks 

D r a z: smileswatching the  shortsslip down  .. and the   firm roundcheeks  

Gabriela92: runs my free hand around on my right bun.... fingertips caressing the smooth 

skin.... 

daviddirects: oh my 

mylstoknowhere: ooooooooh grrrrrrrrrrr's at you and ur hand wink 

Gabriela92: lays my hand on the cheek...  

Gabriela92: gently grasps the flesh... 

Gabriela92: pushes the cheek toward my hip ever-so-little, slightly widening the cleavage 

of my ass... 

D r a z: smiles watching the hhands and the  opening  cheeks  mesmerised  

Gabriela92: fingertips lightly stroking up and down the gap... 

Gabriela92: holding the towel tight to my belly button, I slowly sway and turn back to 

face the audience.... 

mylstoknowhere: totally lost in thought watchin the lovely Gabri  

D r a z: smiles at gabri as she turn to face us  

mylstoknowhere: winks at you as u turn 

Gabriela92: it hangs down the front of my tummy, between my legs... 

Gabriela92: grasping the top in my left hand, my right thumb pushes the boyshorts down 

my right hip.... 

Gabriela92: switches the holding of the towel from left hand to right.... 

Gabriela92: uses my left thumb to push the boyshorts down my left hip.... 

Gabriela92: they drop to my knees... 

mylstoknowhere: watchin intently 

Gabriela92: I move my legs slightly, and they fall to my ankles... 

Gabriela92: I close my eyes..... 

D r a z: smilesasmy eyesfocuson thetops of  gabris thighs  

Gabriela92: holding the towel in front.... 

Gabriela92: thinking to myself that I now have nothing on at all, except for earrings and 

shoes... 

D r a z: smiles as  i takeall of gabri in   

mylstoknowhere: not what im thinkin wink heh heh heh  

mylstoknowhere: but witin for towel to drop tho  

mylstoknowhere: waitin 

Gabriela92: reaches around behind myself and up between my legs to grab the bottom 

end of the towel, stretching it between my legs as before.... but now without any panties 

on... 

daviddirects: wow.. 

mylstoknowhere: grins as she stretches the towel again 

Gabriela92: rocks myself on the stretched towel.... 

Gabriela92: feeling the soft terrycloth rubbing back and forth on my most intimate 

parts... 

Gabriela92: glad that I shaved earlier today and am not snagging the towel.... 

D r a z: watches theexpression  on gabrisfaceand thetowelslipping in between herlegs  



mylstoknowhere: grinsssss at Gabs 

Gabriela92: and moisturized so that it slides smoothly... 

Gabriela92: rocks my head slowly side to side, my eyes closed and a content smile on my 

face.... 

321driver: so pretty gabs  

mylstoknowhere: smilessssss at the lovely Gabri and her content smile 

Gabriela92: comes back to reality and glances from face to face.... 

mylstoknowhere: winkssssss 

daviddirects: smiles.. 

Gabriela92: smiles at each of my wonderful LAB friends.... 

mylstoknowhere: smilessssss back 

D r a z: winks at  gabri and  takes in all of her  body   

 Gabriela92: pulls the back end of the towel... 

Gabriela92: tugging the front hand lower down my tummy... 

Gabriela92: belly button showing now.... 

Gabriela92: then the trace between my belly button and my crotch... 

Gabriela92: finally, there's nothing covering me in the front but my fist, grasping the very 

end of the towel..... 

D r a z: smiles  spell bound  looking at  gabri 

Gabriela92: I yank on the back end of the towel several times, coaxing my hand to bump 

into my mound... 

daviddirects: eyes locked on Gabi 

Gabriela92: rotating my wrist to the left and right several times, slowly, letting my 

knuckles knead into me... 

Gabriela92: then I suddenly pull the towel to the back, yanking it out of my front hand 

and throwing it to the floor behind me.... 

mylstoknowhere: woooot WOOOOOOTSSSSSS 

D r a z:   grins seeing the totally naked gabri 

mylstoknowhere: such beauty smilessssssss 

D r a z: wb dirty  hugssssssssssssss 

mylstoknowhere: wb stumbler 

Gabriela92: smiles shyly, but also thrilled to have several people watching me in such an 

intimate way... 

mylstoknowhere: just as thrilled if not more !! 

Gabriela92: swivels and grinds, arm folded across the top of my head.... 

D r a z:  smiles at gabri fully naked in the cage 

Gabriela92: runs my hand slowly down the front of my naked body, caressing myself with 

my fingertips... 

daviddirects: watching...taking in the sight.. 

Gabriela92: steps out of the cage... thank you, everyone. 

D r a z:  standsat thecagedoorwith a LAB   robe ,,,,,,,opens it and helps gabri into the robe  

.......... and down  

Gabriela92: tiptoes behind the curtain... 

mylstoknowhere: stands and applauds loudly !!!!! woooooohoooooo Gabri  



D r a z: applauds  gabri ............... woo hoo great dance  

Gabriela92: giving a final tushy wiggle just as I step out of sight..... 

dirtyrpgirl: that was great gabi 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!...wooohooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 

Maxillary_Nerve: nice work gabi!  

Gabriela92: ty, ty, ty, everyone.... huge fun! 

mylstoknowhere: much fun Gabs thank you 

 

Kelli  

kelli-: comes back out with a short LAB robe on  

kelli-: dances across the floor to the bar 

kelli-: puts my back pack away 

kelli-: Draz.. help me up onto the bar? 

D r a z: puts my arms on your waisr and lifts  you right up on the bar 

kelli-: smiles.. thankx 

kelli-: moves in a sweeping circle 

kelli-: the robe flys out 

Master_joe: mm 

kelli-: I better get some feed back from you guys 

Master_joe: watching 

D r a z: hd are  you here ? 

kelli-: earth to road 

hdroadking296: yep sure am just watching kellis super hot body saying  

kelli-: thank you 

hdroadking296: me to kelli  

kelli-: picks up the beat 

hdroadking296: ur welcome  

kelli-: ut oh 

kelli-: bad pre dick a ment 

kelli-: shakes my hiney  

D r a z: laffs  

kelli-: lets the robe sway 

kelli-: spins to make the robe fly out 

hdroadking296: takes a deep breath  

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: rob sags open on the top 

D r a z: watches the robe as it swirls out 

hdroadking296: hi sweet  

kelli-: wiggle wiggle wiggle to the beat 

kelli-: pushes my leg through the opening 

kelli-: splits open 

Master_joe: nice  



kelli-: takes the robe and swings it around to the beat 

hdroadking296: go kelli  

kelli-: bends 

kelli-: shakes my butt 

kelli-: robe rides up the back of my thighs 

hdroadking296: watches that soild sexy butt sway  

kelli-: smiles at the boys 

kelli-: hands high 

Master_joe: big smile back 

kelli-: rockin my body  

D r a z: winks at kelli 

kelli-: robe tie slowly loosens 

kelli-: starts to split open 

hdroadking296:   

kelli-: hands move down my body over the robe 

kelli-: pulls it open 

Master_joe: yess 

kelli-: facing the back of the bar 

D r a z: winks at kelle 

kelli-: lets it fall off my shoulders 

hdroadking296: smiles  

kelli-: leans forward .. shakin my butt 

Master_joe: shake it 

kelli-: ties the arms infront of my tummie 

kelli-: cropped tank top shows my tummie 

kelli-: hips swivel 

kelli-: robe split open but the arms cover 

Master_joe: such a nice swivel   

kelli-: legs dancing to the beat  

D r a z: eyes on the tummy   as the hips move 

kelli-: slowly turns toward you 

kelli-: smiles at the guys as the music switches 

D r a z: winks at kelli 

kelli-: takes one arm of the robe and spins it to the beat 

hdroadking296: drewls as kelli struts her stuff  

kelli-: left left right right 

Master_joe: ducking as u swing robe 

D r a z: we love to watch her strutt 

kelli-: struts to the beat 

kelli-: hips moving hard 

hdroadking296: long sexy legs yumm  

kelli-: forward then back 

kelli-: giggles at long 



Master_joe: is hat line "they do respect her, but .. or  

dirtyoldman23: hello 

kelli-: nothing on me is long LMAO 

Master_joe: they do respect her butt? 

dirtyoldman23: hi kelli 

kelli-: I'm 5'  3/4" tall  

kelli-: turns my back 

hdroadking296: still got nice legs kelli  

kelli-: the robe loosens 

D r a z: watches kelli as she strutts to the beat 

dirtyoldman23: nice back kelli, smiles 

kelli-: pulls off the robe and tosses it to Draz 

dirtyoldman23: wow eyes popping 

D r a z: catches the robe and folds and puts in her back pack 

kelli-: skin tight black boy shorts show the bottoms of my butt cheeks 

kelli-: strutts my stuff 

dirtyoldman23: so shapely and tight 

kelli-: plants feet 

D r a z: hugs wb lia  

dirtyoldman23: wb liaBB 

kelli-: flexes ass muscles 

dirtyoldman23: starts applause for kelli 

hdroadking296: hiya lia  

kelli-: hi dirtyO  

kelli-: hi LIA!!!! 

dirtyoldman23: hellooooooooooo kelli, smiles 

kelli-: cropped tank hangs from my boobs and the skin tight black boy shorts look painted 

on 

kelli-: rocks my hips to the beat 

dirtyoldman23: give me a brush 

kelli-: smiles 

Master_joe: mmm yess 

kelli-: hips thrusting side to side to the beat 

dirtyoldman23: puts my jacket over my lap, smiling  

kelli-: hips move in circles.. hands high 

hdroadking296: you could bounce a silver dollor of her rock hard tummy  

joyful lia: smiles..watching kelli 

dirtyoldman23: a sircle has never been so moving 

kelli-: plants feet at the edge of the bar infront of the boys 

dirtyoldman23: circle* 

kelli-: hands on hips 

Master_joe: got my attention 

kelli-: thrusting left left right right 

dirtyoldman23: yes yes yes 



kelli-: head moves to the beat 

kelli-: hands clapping over my head 

kelli-: smiles at the words 

D r a z: winks at  kelli ..........  

kelli-: body moving hard to the beat 

dirtyoldman23: watching ever move 

kelli-: lots of skin 

kelli-: hands in the air 

dirtyoldman23: more skin, smiles 

kelli-: hands shaking to the beat 

kelli-: legs lifting high 

D r a z: rocking the joint the way its meant to be 

kelli-: dancing hard  

Master_joe: yes 

dirtyoldman23: what flexibility 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: turns my back to you  

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: shaking ass hard 

dirtyoldman23: hi sweet 

joyful lia: puts on my pervin shades..rests back 

dirtyoldman23: oh yes shake shake shake, what a booty 

kelli-: skin tight boy cut short ride tighter 

D r a z: shake that booty  

kelli-: as my ass shakes hard 

joyful lia: smiles..watching 

kelli-: hair flying everywhere 

Master_joe: yess! 

kelli-: slowly turning 

kelli-: hands high 

dirtyoldman23: so much to enjoy and take in 

kelli-: boobs bouncing to the beat 

Master_joe: wheels u over to the action 

kelli-: beat changes 

kelli-: wb baby girl 

dirtyoldman23: kelli is a master of the beat 

kelli-: turns sideways to the crowd 

kelli-: knees bent 

kelli-: slinky moves 

dirtyoldman23: what a profile 

kelli-: hips moving to the beat 

dirtyoldman23: slinky slinky 

joyful lia: whispers to D..kelli sure has some moves 

kelli-: arms cross infront of me 



D r a z: she sure has lia ..........winks  

joyful lia: smiles 

kelli-: rips off the cropped tank and swirls it to the beat 

Master_joe: mmmmm 

dirtyoldman23: ooooooo yessssssssssssssss!!! 

kelli-: tight thin bandeau hids... nothing 

kelli-: hides 

joyful lia: snickers..watching the guys drool 

kelli-: obviously happy to be here 

D r a z:  slips the top in the back pack 

dirtyoldman23: takes out another hanky 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: leans forward..  

dirtyoldman23: such movement and intensity 

kelli-: shoulders and upper body move to the beat 

kelli-: head moves back and forth  

kelli-: hair swaying 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: to my thighs 

D r a z: eyes following the hands  

dirtyoldman23: smiling so much I can feel it 

kelli-: moves to my inner thighs 

kelli-: slowly rise 

dirtyoldman23: such smooth firm thighs 

kelli-: painted on boy shorts show a crease 

Master_joe: mm 

dirtyoldman23: smiles more 

kelli-: hips begin to thrust 

kelli-: hands stop where my legs meet my body 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

kelli-: push push push push 

dirtyoldman23: amazing 

kelli-: 1 2 3 4 

D r a z: rocks on my heels to the beat 

kelli-: drops to my knees .. apart on the bar 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hips bumping up and down 

joyful lia: moves to help D adjust his bartending apron..grins 

kelli-: to the beat 

kelli-: 1 2 3 4 

dirtyoldman23: lol lia 

D r a z: laffss lia  

kelli-: leans waaayyy back 

dirtyoldman23: 1 2 3 4 yes 



joyful lia: smiles 

kelli-: head  touches the bar behind me 

kelli-: hips move to the beat 

Master_joe: wow 

kelli-: hands cover my hard nips 

kelli-: collapse on the bar 

dirtyoldman23: the word beat is rather suggestive now 

kelli-: rolls to my tummie 

kelli-: up on all fours 

Master_joe: mmm 

kelli-: back arched down  

dirtyoldman23: oh yes 

kelli-: cat like crawl 

joyful lia: oh my..smiles watching kelli prowl 

dirtyoldman23: take care of your knees kelli  

kelli-: crawls over to Draz 

Master_joe: me wow 

kelli-: gets in his face as my body moves slowly to the beat 

joyful lia: smiles..ty  

D r a z: watches kelli approach  

kelli-: eskimo kisses as my eyes lock on yours 

dirtyoldman23: darn i want to tend bar 

D r a z: ssssmiles watching that body move to the beat clse up 

kelli-: inches from your face 

kelli-: slowly licks my lips 

kelli-: laying some provocative moves on the Draz man 

kelli-: lips in a curl .. snarllllllll 

D r a z:  grisn watching that hot slim body  close up  

dirtyoldman23: lucky bugger draz 

kelli-: snaps teeth 

kelli-: leans forward on my hands and knees and gently bites your neck 

Master_joe: be nice to kitty Draz 

kelli-: giggles.. at joe 

D r a z: smiles as i feel the wild cat ni[ 

D r a z: nip 

kelli-: tongue slowly licks your lips 

kelli-: kissssssssss 

dirtyoldman23: oh my 

kelli-: thanks for the tunes 

D r a z: kisssssssssss ............ stands with a LAB robe ready 

kelli-: slips the robe on 

joyful lia: claps...great kelli 

Master_joe: claps..mmm  

Master_joe: wow 



kelli-: thank you guys 

kelli-: high karate 

Master_joe: get her something to drink 

dirtyoldman23: applauds wildly, keli kelli KELLI! 

D r a z:  winks at kelli .....................and slides her down my body  to  the floor   

Bee_passionately_blue: wonderful kelli 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: bows toward dirtyO and smiles 

D r a z: bravo bravo kelli   

dirtyoldman23: smiles and enjoys all of the bow 

D r a z:  it was all for  you and you and you and you  

 

 

 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

kelli-: smiles .. nice crowd 

mark949: sits down 

kelli-: head picks up the beat 

RocketManFL: wtahces kelli get n bar  

kelli-: breaks into a hard dance 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: leaning forward.. hair flying 

D r a z: grins watching the little wildcat shake it out  

kelli-: body moving to the beat 

kelli-: workin my hips 

kelli-: round and round 

kelli-: flips my hair back 

RocketManFL: damn nice hp work  

kelli-: turns 

D r a z: watching the wild hips 

kelli-: legs bent 

RocketManFL: attached ot the wild child  

RocketManFL: winks  

kelli-: ass moving  

kelli-: hands up high 

kelli-: skin tight yoga shorts clinging 

RocketManFL: < enjoys the cling  

kelli-: clapping over my head 

kelli-: dancing around in a circle 

kelli-: rocking as the music ends 

ethan_ca_80: eyes on kelli's hips 



kelli-: half tank showing off my middle 

kelli-: legs moving my body back and forth 

D r a z: smiles watching the ripple of kellis tummy 

kelli-: hands move in a gesture  

RocketManFL: best middle eat of mississippi  

kelli-: shoulders and head sway  

RocketManFL: east nt eat  

RocketManFL: although......................  

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: drops to knees 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: leaning back 

kelli-: hips bounce to the beat 

D r a z: smiles watching the insatiable body sway  and bounce 

kelli-: leans waayyy back 

kelli-: stretching 

kelli-: on my back on the bar  

RocketManFL: like a cat, wow  

kelli-: arching my back up ,..  

kelli-: head on the bar 

kelli-: rolls to my front 

kelli-: hands straight out 

kelli-: hips humping up and down 

D r a z: mmm very sensual 

kelli-: ass flexing 

kelli-: tight yoga shorts  

kelli-: muscles ripple 

RocketManFL: mmmmmmm flexing is so hot  

kelli-: rolls up to my feet  

kelli-: eyes studying the guys 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: rolls hips to the beat 

D r a z: smiles as my eyes settle on kellys hips  

kelli-: hands move up my body 

ethan_ca_80: oh ya i am here ejoying kelli dance niceeee 

kelli-: through my hair 

RocketManFL: they get unstuck only to be locked onto hips and ass  

kelli-: flips my hair up 

mark949: stares trancelike at kelli 

kelli-: hands move high 

ethan_ca_80: eyes on kelli 

kelli-: right hand down my legt arm 

kelli-: left 



kelli-: hips roll to the beat 

D r a z: watches as kelli dances on the bar so sensual 

ethan_ca_80: eyes on kelli's hips 

mylstoknowhere: mmmm back in time to watch the hips rollin 

kelli-: watching all the eyes watch me 

mylstoknowhere: 0_0 

mark949: smiles 

kelli-: slowly dance  

kelli-: upper body swaying  

mark949: feels the beat 

kelli-: hands move over my body 

kelli-: spread out over my tummie 

mylstoknowhere: wishin they were my hands as i lick my lips 

kelli-: smiles and claps to the new beat 

kelli-: feet move to the music 

mylstoknowhere: grins to the new groove 

kelli-: slinky S moves 

ethan_ca_80: sexy as hell 

kelli-: turns sideways 

kelli-: shaking hips an d ass 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: keep turning slowly 

RocketManFL: what a move that S move  

kelli-: glancing back over my shoulder 

kelli-: ass moving to the beat 

kelli-: hips swaying 

mylstoknowhere: grins at glancing back 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm that ass 

kelli-: winks at the boys 

D r a z: winks back 

kelli-: smiles 

ethan_ca_80: head moving to the hips 

kelli-: extra shake in the hips 

mylstoknowhere: shake it good 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: hips move to the beat 

D r a z: shes a naughty little girl and she knows it and   ilike  it that way 

kelli-: breaks into dance 

kelli-: turns toward the boys 

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm she's a nawty little girl and she knows i like it that way !!! 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: swing hips 

kelli-: round and round 

kelli-: clap the beat 



kelli-: come on guys.. as I clap 

mylstoknowhere: claps with her 

mark949: claps to the beat 

kelli-: everyone 

ethan_ca_80: clapping to the music 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: plants feet at the edge of the bar 

mylstoknowhere: whistles  

kelli-: hands on hips 

RocketManFL: claps and hoots for kelli  

kelli-: hips moving left left righ right 

D r a z: smiles watching  the sugar and spice  

kelli-: claping with you 

mylstoknowhere: sweet and saucy 

kelli-: upper body shimmying 

ethan_ca_80: eyes on kell's hips as i clap 

kelli-: hips move in fast circles 

kelli-: thanks for the help guys 

kelli-: smiling huge 

mylstoknowhere: woohoooo thx for dancin for us 

ethan_ca_80: u welcome 

kelli-: eyes narrow 

kelli-: mouth slightly open 

D r a z: winks as kelli fils with the sexy music  

mylstoknowhere: ooooh my 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

ethan_ca_80: sexyyyyyyyyyyy 

kelli-: stop just below my cropped tank top 

mylstoknowhere: soooo slinky sooooo smooth 

RocketManFL: (fights nawty toughts)  

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: arms cross 

kelli-: pulls off the tank in one quick move 

D r a z: woo hoo  

mylstoknowhere: smilesssssss 

ethan_ca_80: niceeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

kelli-: tight thin bandeau  

mylstoknowhere: and grinsssssss 

kelli-: spins the tank and tosses it 

mark949: almost falls out of chair 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: shakin shoulders 

D r a z: catches the top and slips it under  the bar 

kelli-: hair moving to the slow beat 



D r a z: oooooooo  yes 

kelli-: hands move down to the yoga shorts waist band 

ethan_ca_80: woo hoo 

mylstoknowhere: good move Draz wink 

kelli-: hips thrust 

kelli-: feet at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: keeping beat with one leg 

kelli-: watching the boys 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh grrrrrrrrrr 

kelli-: swaying  

kelli-: fingers toy with the waist band 

ethan_ca_80: watching u 

kelli-: slowly turning 

D r a z: taps  my foot  to the same rythmn as i watch th swaying and the fingers 

kelli-: hips swaying to the beat 

kelli-: sideways .. profile 

kelli-: rolls the band 

mylstoknowhere: and what a profile 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssssss 

kelli-: hands move down the front of the shorts  

kelli-: down between my legs  

kelli-: to the inner thighs 

kelli-: turns back to you 

ethan_ca_80:  niceeeeeee 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: ass flexing to the beat 

D r a z: smiles as  watch the swaying but   

mylstoknowhere: grrrrrrowls at that ass !!! 

kelli-: working around to face you 

kelli-: drops to m y knees at the edge 

kelli-: body shimmy 

kelli-: leaning waaayyy back 

D r a z: woo hoo kelli  ....stands and applauds  

kelli-: thanks guys 

D r a z:  its all for  you 

D r a z: offers a hand and  helps  kelli off  the bar and into a LAB short robe  

ethan_ca_80: thanks kelli 

kelli-: lets Draz lift me down 

RocketManFL: claps widly and hoot n hollering fr kelli  

mylstoknowhere: grinssss and WooHoooooo's clappin loudly  

RocketManFL: wow so sexy a dancer  

D r a z: smiles sliding her  down and wrapping her in the robe  

kelli-: is this a large... ?? giggles as it hangs on me 

D r a z: laffs as wrap it tighter and tie it 



RocketManFL: no, but this is (blushes)  

kelli-: glances sideways at Rockeys pocket rocket 

RocketManFL: winks  

kelli-: giggles... going camping? 

ethan_ca_80: lol 

kelli-: the tents up 

RocketManFL: lol  

kelli-: sits down in my bar stool 

RocketManFL: slide further in to bar  

ethan_ca_80: kelli can I get u a glass of water 

D r a z: i like em when they scream  

kelli-: sure ethan 

mark949: i need some air after that show........... 

kelli-: would I scream? 

mark949: bb after i go outside a minute 

D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool water and pours into a tall 

glass over a twist of lemon ...slides it over to kelli  *winks 

kelli-: leaving us mark? 

D r a z: see  ya soon myls  

mark949: just going outside for some air 

mylstoknowhere: enjoy ur day Draz  

kelli-: leans over the bar and gives Draz a kisss 

kelli-: air... is that what they call it now? 

mark949: bb shortly 

 

 

kelli-: body moving left left right right in my chair 

kelli-: moves to the floor 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh? 

kelli-: boppin to the beat 

al_olderguy: watches kelli bopping 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: you guys up for it? 

al_olderguy: ummmm what? 

mylstoknowhere: only thing that'll keep my eyes open 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

D r a z: to watch kelli 

mylstoknowhere: woohoooooo 

kelli-: snapping my fingers to the beat 

mylstoknowhere: moves to the bar for a close up 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: stompin the nice beat 

al_olderguy: goy supple hips dat girl... 



kelli-: hips moving to the rhythm 

mylstoknowhere: stomp it girl 

kelli-: head moving, shoulders follow 

mylstoknowhere: eyes followin those sweet hips  

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: smiles at the boys 

D r a z:  winks at kelli  

mylstoknowhere: grinsssss at kelli 

kelli-: moves hands up my body 

kelli-: skin tight boy pants don't hide much 

al_olderguy: wishing they were my hands 

mylstoknowhere: hide to much wink 

D r a z: woo hoo hoo 

kelli-: half tank leaves much skin showing 

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm sees her navel 

kelli-: turns .. bunns hanging out the bottoms 

al_olderguy: wonders again if those boy pants are not body paint... 

kelli-: you guys like these? 

D r a z: are  you watching lost ? 

mylstoknowhere: would luv to pinch whats hangin out 

kelli-: eys close 

kelli-: eyes 

D r a z:  love those pants  kelli 

kelli-: facing up 

al_olderguy: love the contents.... 

kelli-: hands slowly rise 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: legs keeping time  

kelli-: breaks into dance 

kelli-: body swaying 

mylstoknowhere: feet tappin while eyeing her  

kelli-: hips back and forth 

mylstoknowhere: keepin close look at that ass 

kelli-: tiny cropped tank top rising 

D r a z: eyes on those hips 

kelli-: hips swaying 

kelli-: hands high 

al_olderguy: sneak a glipse of the underside of her breasts 

mylstoknowhere: grrrrrrowls buildin in belly 

kelli-: dancing in a circle 

al_olderguy: loves the curves of her body as she moves 

kelli-: leans forward. .. back to you 

kelli-: hands on upper thighs 

mylstoknowhere: checks out that tigh ass yum yum 



kelli-: flexing ass muscles to the beat 

al_olderguy: curvy ass... 

D r a z: smiles watching the legs and  sweet butt as kelli  swirls  

kelli-: hips move as I straighten up 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: hips swivel 

kelli-: turn toward you 

kelli-: hands move to hips 

al_olderguy: head swaying as kelli's body sways 

kelli-: leans back 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssss at her as she turns 

D r a z: insatiable for  you 

kelli-: hips thrust 

kelli-: mmmmmmmmm 

al_olderguy: mind wanders with those thrusts 

kelli-: tosses hair back 

mylstoknowhere: head jerks back as she thrusts her hips 

kelli-: hips move left left right right 

kelli-: hands on body 

kelli-: moving to the beat 

D r a z: pulsing   to the beat as i watch kelli dance 

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: over the boy shorts 

kelli-: to my thighs 

mylstoknowhere: thinks how sweet it would be to have my hands on those hips  left & 

right 

kelli-: slowly moving back up my inner thighs 

al_olderguy: imagines my hands on Kelli's thights 

kelli-: as my hips sway to the beat 

mylstoknowhere: such a nice area the inner thigh 

al_olderguy: hmmm 

kelli-: hands follow the contour 

kelli-: hips thrust 

al_olderguy: and a nice contour it is.... 

kelli-: dancing harder now 

kelli-: hands up  

mylstoknowhere: << almost falls backwards off stool 

kelli-: legs bent 

D r a z: taps out tyhe beat on the bar watchig 

mylstoknowhere: watches her top rise hehee 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: gives the boys a profile 

al_olderguy: once agin.. hopes for a clothing malfunction 

mylstoknowhere: woohooooo'ssssssss 



kelli-: hips sway 

D r a z: smileswatching  kelli turbn sideways on  

al_olderguy: eyes following Kelli's beautiful curves 

kelli-: hips move hard to the beat 

kelli-: slinky S moves 

kelli-: to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: legs move to the beat  

kelli-: shoulder shimmy 

D r a z:  grins watching  as kelli moves  to  the edge  

al_olderguy: enough to make a grown man weak at the knees... 

mylstoknowhere: sittin right her at edge of bar grinssssssss 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

mylstoknowhere: right under 

kelli-: looks down at myls 

kelli-: flash the bottom of the cropped top 

mylstoknowhere: lookin up grinninng 

mylstoknowhere: oooh my yum 

D r a z: smiles watching  the hands  as they  move the top up   

kelli-: tight little flesh colored bandeau  

al_olderguy: sees myls squirming uncomfortably... 

kelli-: barely cover 

kelli-: flash again 

mylstoknowhere: oooh im comfy 

mylstoknowhere: wooohoooo 

kelli-: hips move in big circles 

kelli-: turns to profile 

mylstoknowhere: grrrrr's at that look oooh my 

kelli-: looks down at the boys 

kelli-: smile 

mylstoknowhere: ooh she nawty heh hehheh 

al_olderguy: who's eyes are on the girls.. 

kelli-: slowly lifts the top 

al_olderguy: hmmmm 

mylstoknowhere: licks lips in anticapation 

kelli-: hips rocking front to back .. rolling 

D r a z: shes very naughty  and welike it that way 

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm 

kelli-: pulls  up the top .. over my head 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: rolling my hips and ass  

caramel cupkake: watches the movements and the seductive looks  

kelli-: hands on hips 

mylstoknowhere: heart startin to race ooooh yesssssssss 



kelli-: wiggle and jiggle the lil boobs in the tight bandeau 

kelli-: shoulders shimmy 

kelli-: thin material hides little 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh 

D r a z: grins at the naughty naughty girl  

al_olderguy: watches Kelli's body as she shakes 

mylstoknowhere: very little as i see the nips very hard 

kelli-: toes the edge  

kelli-: feet apart 

caramel cupkake: someone is going to have to go to her room and not come out for two 

days after this.... 

kelli-: rolls my hips 

mylstoknowhere: lookin straight up cranin my neck 

kelli-: giggles at caramel 

caramel cupkake: giggles back.... 

mylstoknowhere: i volunteer for 2 days 

kelli-: leans forward  

caramel cupkake: oh hush you 

mylstoknowhere: want to reach up 

kelli-: looking straight down at myls 

mylstoknowhere: lookin straight up 

al_olderguy: who is in her room i wonder..... 

kelli-: folds the bottom of the bandeau up slightly 

mylstoknowhere: raises hand to al 

mylstoknowhere: oooh yea nice fold 

kelli-: lower edge .. round and firm 

al_olderguy: nice mounds under the fold... 

mylstoknowhere: aaarrrrrggggg 

kelli-: pulls it up slightly 

mylstoknowhere: show me ur wicked way baby 

kelli-: rolls down the top edge 

kelli-: thing band hiding hard nips 

Will 158: Wanders in and sits at the bar.  

kelli-: thin 

mylstoknowhere: such a tease as i lick my lips again and again 

al_olderguy: see's daylight up the middle between Kelli's breasts 

kelli-: smiles at the boys and leave the bandeau  

kelli-: small band 

caramel cupkake: Hello Will 

mylstoknowhere: smilessss back 

kelli-: hips pick up the new beat 

al_olderguy: yep.. very small.... 

Will 158: Evening cupcake   .. how are ya?  

kelli-: turns my back 



caramel cupkake: Quite well thank you, and how are you ? 

kelli-: the bandeau loosens 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder and winks 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh's 

Will 158: Im good  ...  <smiles> thanks for asking ...  what are you drinking?  

kelli-: pulls it off and twirls it in the air 

D r a z: watches kelli a s she teases so well 

al_olderguy: Draz.. how's the view from your side of the bar? 

kelli-: shimmies my ass 

mylstoknowhere: woohoooo'sssss 

kelli-: pulls the bandeau around  my neck 

kelli-: hand move down  

kelli-: winks over my shoulder 

mylstoknowhere: oooh yessssss 

kelli-: puts it back on 

kelli-: very thin 

kelli-: hips begin to rock 

mylstoknowhere: winks back at the tease heehee 

D r a z: winks at kelli as she rocks  to the tue  

kelli-: forward and back 

kelli-: hands high as my body turn to face you 

mylstoknowhere: shake it girl 

kelli-: explodes to the music 

kelli-: moves to the edge 

kelli-: shimmy 

kelli-: hands out 

kelli-: shoulders move to the beat 

kelli-: hands move to the waist band 

kelli-: eyes watch the boys 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh grinsssssssss 

D r a z: grins watching the   shoulders and hands  

kelli-: fingers roll the low band 

kelli-: hips gyrate 

kelli-: rolls again 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: hips moving in circles 

kelli-: all the way around 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

mylstoknowhere: oooh yeaaaa  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hips thrusting 

D r a z:  grinsas  kelli kneels  and watches the thighsb  

kelli-: hands down my tummie 

mylstoknowhere: stands as she leans back fora better view 



al_olderguy: those boy pants sure are tight... 

kelli-: grasps my extreme upper thighs 

kelli-: thrust  

kelli-: thrust  

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust 

mylstoknowhere: oooh myyyyyyy 

kelli-: leans waayyy back 

kelli-: head on the bar 

D r a z: mnmmmmmmmm  wow 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

al_olderguy: eyes drawn to her crotch 

al_olderguy: (but boys will be boys) 

kelli-: looks at Draz 

D r a z: winks at     kelli 

D r a z: well done kelli  hugsssssssssss 

kelli-: rolls up to my feet 

kelli-: slow lil dance 

mylstoknowhere: clapssssss loudly 

al_olderguy: woo Hoo 

mylstoknowhere: whistlessssss and wooohoooo'ssssss 

kelli-: slowly toward the back steps 

al_olderguy: applauds... 

kelli-: shaking my ass as I dance  

mylstoknowhere: kelli kelli chant 

kelli-: step toe step toe 

mylstoknowhere: shake it baby 

kelli-: winks over my shoulder 

kelli-: plants my feet 

kelli-: leans forward 

D r a z: claps  to the beat as kelli dances  

mylstoknowhere: grinsss at the wink 

kelli-: ass moving around and around 

al_olderguy: those rolled down pants don't leave much to the imagination 

kelli-: giggles as I move down the steps 

mylstoknowhere: woohoooo'sssss louder 

kelli-: good thing I shaved Al LOL 

D r a z: laffsssssss 

mylstoknowhere: hehee 

al_olderguy: lol true 

kelli-: takes the small short LAB robe from Draz 

al_olderguy: but it would still be sexy of you hadn't 

D r a z: smiles and kisses  kelli on teh cheek  ,,,ghreat dance kelli  

kelli-: smiles and huggzzz Draz 



D r a z:  hugsssssssssssss 

mylstoknowhere: whistlessssss and thank you kelli  

al_olderguy: Well done Kelli... 

kelli-: thank you guys 

mylstoknowhere: very nawty and sexxxxxxy!!! 

kelli-: hope I got a rise out of everyone 

mylstoknowhere: and such a tease wink 

kelli-: moi? 

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm 

mylstoknowhere: yoi 

kelli-: giggles 

mylstoknowhere: !!! 

D r a z: mmmmmsuch a tease  kelli  

kelli-: DRRAAZZZ!!!! 

kelli-: would I tease?? 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh see i told ya wink 

kelli-: flashes you with the robe  

D r a z:  laffs kelli  you are best one at it 

kelli-: moves to a vacant seat with the boys 

al_olderguy: <sees that flash... lol 

kelli-: pulls the collar up so that only my eyes show and looks at each guys 

mylstoknowhere: walks over to the dancers tip jar and drops a new 100$ winks at kelli 

good nite sweety  

kelli-: myllllsssss... 

al_olderguy: only eyes... it is a short robe... 

mylstoknowhere: kelliiiiiiiiii 

mylstoknowhere: ? 

kelli-: huggzzzz myls .. thank you 

D r a z:  smiles as i see  the eyes   peeking out 

mylstoknowhere: huggzzzzzzz and a kiss on the cheek noooooo thank you !!!! 

kelli-: kissss you back .. but no cheeker 

kelli-: need to get that computer solved 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmm takes ur tongue in my mouth and nibbles on it as i grab 

ur bunssssss 

kelli-: would suck to lose you in the middle of that dance 

mylstoknowhere: no cheeker wink 

D r a z:  smiles at kelli  ........  would you like a drink? 

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm woulda !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

kelli-: just water please Draz 

kelli-: as you walk away .. I go PSSSTTT.. myls 

mylstoknowhere: yes? 

kelli-: flashes you 

D r a z:  laffssssssss 

mylstoknowhere: grinssssssss 



mylstoknowhere: u tease 

kelli-: thanx 

mylstoknowhere: runs for the door wink turns and winks ! then bends shows off my butt 

heh heh heh 

kelli-: flips up the robe and butts you back 

kelli-: HAHAHAHAHA 

kelli-: that was something else 

al_olderguy: nice view Kelli... 

D r a z: laffsssssssss 

kelli-: did you enjoy al? 

al_olderguy: is the pope a catholic? 

kelli-: I think so 

al_olderguy: yep... 

kelli-: Draz? 

D r a z: wow tha t was great kelli .......thannks 

kelli-: wages my finger for you to come to me 

D r a z: walks over  to kelli  

kelli-: puts my arms around your shoulders and begins to sway 

kelli-: please 

al_olderguy: <notices robe had fallen open... 

D r a z: hods kelli  tight tomme  as we sway to  the beat  

kelli-: looking straight up at you 

kelli-: swaying 

D r a z:  looksto kelli as i   we sway to  the tune  

kelli-: eyes locked on yours 

kelli-: smiles 

D r a z:  smiles and sswings round slowly  as we look at each other 

kelli-: thank you 

kelli-: huggzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 

D r a z: huggggggggggs  

kelli-: walks over to al 

kelli-: hand out 

kelli-: dance? 

D r a z: smiles and watches kelli walk to al 

al_olderguy: takes Kellis hand 

al_olderguy: sure 

kelli-: holds your shoulders  

kelli-: begins to sway 

kelli-: the robe is white but .. oh well  

kelli-: not red 

al_olderguy: hmm  tries my best to sway with her 

kelli-: smiles.. that fine al 

al_olderguy: and it's open... which is nice 

kelli-: places your hands on my hips 



al_olderguy: makes a nice view as i dance with you 

al_olderguy: loves the feel of skin on skin.. 

kelli-: puts a little extra sway in them 

al_olderguy: smiles as kelli's hips sway 

kelli-: watching your eyes  

al_olderguy: pulls you a little closer 

kelli-: a little more swing and sway as we dance 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: al... thanks  

al_olderguy: my hands sliding around you..... 

al_olderguy: as I pull you close 

kelli-: kissss 

al_olderguy: hmmm 

kelli-: smiles..  

al_olderguy: kisses back... 

al_olderguy: niiiicccceee 

kelli-: thanks for being a fan  

D r a z: smiles  

kelli-: and not holding a grudge.. you are a gentleman 

al_olderguy: it's not difficult... 

al_olderguy: stop Kelli talking by kissing her again 

 

 

kelli-: body starts to sway 

kelli-: spins .. the skirt flairs  

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: hips moving 

kelli-: left left right right 

ethan_ca_80: damn 

kelli-: hands move down 

kelli-: to my hips 

kelli-: rocking my ass 

gundamguy: ooooh 

kelli-: circles 

D r a z: watches the hips and legs  

kelli-: turns my back to the boys 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: rockin my body to the beat 

ethan_ca_80: ooh baby 

kelli-: picks up the new beat 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

gundamguy: watches the skirt sway 



kelli-: stop at my bare tummie 

kelli-: fingers wide apart 

D r a z: smiles as the hands caress and the body move to  the beat 

kelli-: hands to my hips... strutt 

kelli-: step step step step 

gundamguy: skin is always nice to see 

ethan_ca_80: damn kelli 

kelli-: hips shaking left left right right 

kelli-: hands move over my head 

kelli-: hips gyrate to the beat 

kelli-: spins.. skirt flairs 

kelli-: back to the boys 

kelli-: lean forward  

kelli-: ass bouncing to the beat 

gundamguy: lol you know how to tease 

ethan_ca_80: eyes on your ass 

D r a z: welove to watch hersrtrutt  ,.,.,.,. the petiet body in the swishing skirt 

kelli-: smiles at the boys over my shoulder 

ethan_ca_80: we smiling back 

gundamguy: *falls off his seat due to her cuteness* 

kelli-: dimple shows when I smile 

kelli-: at gund 

gundamguy: the dimples!! 

kelli-: moves sideways 

D r a z: grins as i see  the devilin all her cuteness 

kelli-: hands move over my body 

gundamguy: wooooooo kelli  

kelli-: looks down at the boys 

kelli-: hips swaying 

kelli-: in circles 

D r a z: smiles back up at kelli  

kelli-: air guitar 

D r a z:  feels  the devil in me   

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: skirt rides up 

kelli-: legs apart.. foot tapping out the beat 

kelli-: hands move to my hips 

kelli-: looking down swaying  

kelli-: contact everyones eyes 

D r a z: watches kelli as she eyes everyone 

gundamguy: is looking at kelli's hips 

kelli-: breaks into a hard dance 

kelli-: watching the boys watch me 

gundamguy: starts sweating 



kelli-: hands move over my body 

kelli-: hips working the beat 

D r a z: passes gundam a hot towel  

gundamguy: sweet 

kelli-: smiles.. ice bucket for gund 

gundamguy: throws it over my ace 

gundamguy: *face 

gundamguy: *shivers as ice gets in places they shouldn't 

kelli-: turns my back  

kelli-: hips swaying 

kelli-: arms cross infront of me 

kelli-: rips off the cropped tank top and swirls it around 

gundamguy: O.O 

gundamguy: there it iiiiiisss 

ethan_ca_80: damnnnnnnnnnnnnnn 

gundamguy: and the top is oooffff 

kelli-: tiny tight bandeau .. thin and white 

D r a z: smiles up s  the top  is swirled  

kelli-: tosses the top at gund 

kelli-: hits him in the head 

kelli-: giggle 

gundamguy: oof 

gundamguy: well this is going in the 'special collections' drawer 

kelli-: winks over my shoulder 

gundamguy: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: hips begin to rock with the beat 

gundamguy: i've only heard of a bandeau once before 

gundamguy: looks nice tho 

D r a z: watches as  thehips  rocks  

kelli-: tight strapless bra  

kelli-: slowly turning toward the boys 

kelli-: thin material in this case.. doesn't hide much 

kelli-: hips rocking as I turn toward you 

kelli-: hands move over my head 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: then in circles 

kelli-: figure 8s  

D r a z: marvelsat kellis  hips  

kelli-: bends over 

kelli-: giggles 

D r a z: lafffssssss 

kelli-: boobs bouncing to the beat 

kelli-: reaching high  

gundamguy: boooobss!!! 



kelli-: one arm across my body 

kelli-: other arm verticle 

kelli-: tapping my chin..  

kelli-: toe keeping time 

D r a z: smiles watching   kelli  giving all shes got 

kelli-: body explodes in dance 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: feet moving to the beat 

kelli-: body rocking 

D r a z:  rocking  the joint the way its meant to be  

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: slinky fast S moves 

i_am_maddy: beams n slides over I ethan... well ello....  

kelli-: smiles at the boys 

kelli-: anyone home? 

D r a z: winks back at kelli  

kelli-: toes the edge of the bar 

gundamguy: we all home kelli 

kelli-: infront of everyone 

kelli-: AIR GUITAR 

gundamguy: booobies!!! 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: spins.. short skirt flairs 

D r a z:   taps  the bar  to  the beat .watching  kelli 

kelli-: hips gyrate 

kelli-: blesses myself 

i_am_maddy: smiles  

kelli-: opens my mouth in a wide smile 

kelli-: hands out 

gundamguy: yeeee 

kelli-: left left right right 

D r a z: smiles watching  the mouth a nd hands  

kelli-: obviously excited about being here 

gundamguy: nice lookin' hands there 

kelli-: shaking my hands  

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: flairs 

kelli-: hips rocking 

kelli-: legs apart 

kelli-: leans forward 

gundamguy: that skirt is niiiiiice  

kelli-: hips move back and forth 

gundamguy: moves closer to kelli 

kelli-: looks back over my shoulder 



kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: slow .. nasty strutt 

gundamguy: lol nasty 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

D r a z: smiles watching as kelli  plays dirty 

kelli-: swaying to the beat 

kelli-: hands move down  

gundamguy: scoots closer tot he bar 

kelli-: down my legs 

kelli-: eyes lock on gunds 

kelli-: hands move up my thighs 

kelli-: the skirt splits 

gundamguy: =D 

kelli-: hands to the waist 

gundamguy: its hard not to stare at thighs 

D r a z: smiles envying the hands as we see  the split  

kelli-: pops the button open and swirls the skirt 

gundamguy: wooooooooo 

gundamguy: take it oooofff 

D r a z: watches as kelli swings her skirt  

kelli-: tiny thong .. tight and soooo small 

gundamguy: toooo seeeexy 

kelli-: hips move to the beat 

kelli-: strutts  

kelli-: shankin and shuddering 

kelli-: hits my knees 

kelli-: edge of the bar 

gundamguy: do thongs feel real comfortable? 

kelli-: arms out 

kelli-: shimming 

kelli-: leaning back 

kelli-: more 

D r a z: smiles as kelli kneeels  amd shimmies  

kelli-: more 

kelli-: way back 

D r a z: if you please  .......mmmm  

kelli-: head touches bar 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

kelli-: comes back up onto my knees 

kelli-: hands up .. shimmy 

kelli-: jumps up  

kelli-: lifts legs high to the beat 

kelli-: turns  

kelli-: back to you 



kelli-: shaking my ass to the beat in the tiny thong 

gundamguy: lol  

ethan_ca_80: happpy happy  

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the beat 

gundamguy: there's too much sexy packed into this girl 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: turns  

kelli-: hands up my body 

kelli-: cups my boobs 

kelli-: pulls the bandeau together into a thin line across my nipples 

D r a z: watches as kelli dances along  the bar  winks  

kelli-: hands out .. dancing to the happy song 

i_am_maddy: watches enthrall we  

gundamguy: lol 

kelli-: lifing legs high 

D r a z: woo hoo happy  girl  

gundamguy: kelli's got a nice pair of boobies here 

kelli-: smiles as I walk to the back stairs 

D r a z:  stands and holds out a LAB robe for     kelli 

ethan_ca_80: whistles for kelli 

kelli-: turns .. puts my hands into the robe sleeves 

kelli-: kisss draz.. thank you  

kelli-: great set of songs 

D r a z: wraps keli in the robe ........kisses her cheek ............great dance kelli  

D r a z: robe ^ 

D r a z: smiles my pleasure  

kelli-: thanks ethan 

gundamguy: good job kelli 

kelli-: thanks gund 

i_am_maddy: claps n cheers excellent kelli. 

kelli-: sits with everyone 

kelli-: that's soooo much fun 

D r a z:  smies nice job kelli  

kelli-: thanks Draz 

 

 

 

 

 



Sweet Rodeo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: dances around in my bra ...thong and panties for  fun  

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at draz shakes my hair loose and lets the music move my lower half of my body  

D r a z: watches  the wriggling  as rodeo  smiles over  

Periandros: enjoys the view from the end of the bar  

sweet_rodeo_girl: takes a peice of ice..teases my skin as i move it around in circles over my tummy and 

makes my nipplles show threw my bra more  

D r a z: smiles as the ice does its work on rodeo ,,,seeing the damp trail it leaves a trail 

sweet_rodeo_girl: rubs the ice around and around as it melts too fast  

D r a z: smiles an makes surerodeo has plenty of ice 

sweet_rodeo_girl: slips some under my panties making me squirm as my fingertips vanish under my thong  

D r a z: watches for the melted ice  

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at peri ..as the lower half of my body reacts to the ice and my fingertips..bucks on 

the bar and lets the music move my hips side to side 

Periandros:  smiles at sweet  

sweet_rodeo_girl: rolls onto my back smiles and lets my feet slide on the bar as i sway to the music  

sweet_rodeo_girl: runs my small hands up and down my tummy and thighs teasing my panties and by 

tugging them down my hips some  

D r a z: smiles at rodeolays back infront of me as those hips sway tto the beat 

D r a z: eyes on the rippling tummy andthe hands 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks as i slowly remove my panties to show off my creamy thighs and my brand new 

white thong as i slide them off down and off each long leg  

Periandros: watching rodeo move her body to the music...  

sweet_rodeo_girl: wets my lips with the tip of my pink fongue..smiles and spins them around on my finger 

an drops them onto the bar next to my head  

D r a z: winks at rodeo as she drops the panties  as i look all down ger nubile body  

Periandros: can't take my eyes from rodeo as she keeps teasing  

sweet_rodeo_girl: archs my back smiles and lets the music make my hips sway over the bar as my hands 

run through my hair and tugs  

sweet_rodeo_girl: rolls my hips left and right as my feet push my hips up..smiles and lets the music fill the 

room  

D r a z: smilesas my eyes run down over rodeo's swaying body ......  

sweet_rodeo_girl: my small firm body pushing my bra up more while my fingertips tease the straps on my 

bra to see who's watching as my lower half sways left and rioght over the bar  

D r a z: eyes watching fingers and the bra tease  

sweet_rodeo_girl: sways more and lets each strap slide off my shoulders as i move with the music letting 

my hips move over the bar more  

D r a z: smiling as the  bra slips a little to show  the breast swell 

sweet_rodeo_girl: pushs up with my feet as my small body moves over the bar with the music using my 

shoulders to arch my back more and rocks my head side to side  

D r a z: grins watching rodeo  as she rocks on te bar 

captsteve40: jaw drops open  



sweet_rodeo_girl: grabs a bottle of water smiles at the guests as i let it drip all over my chest so my bra 

clings to my skin an lets the straps slide off each of my shoulders more  

D r a z: smiles watching as the bra slides to show  the swell of  the young breast  

sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles on the bar as my younge breasts cling to the bra more as i unclip it smiles and 

lets the water do it's jib as i move with the new beat  

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at Peri rolls my hips as my fingertips tug my thong down my hips sopme but not 

to far as the bra becomes see threw letting my pink nibbles be seen under my bra  more  

hdroadking296: licks his lips 

D r a z: watches   the swee tbreasts rise and fall 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at king while the top half of my body moves with the music  

hdroadking296: perfect mouth full hey Draz 

Periandros: drools as i watch rodeo teasing us 

sweet_rodeo_girl: cups m y breasts in my small hands smiles and tugs the bra up just a bit to show off how 

yongue and firm they are as the house lights make them shine from the water dripping down them  

D r a z: watches those hips move  to the beat    and the swollen breasts  

hdroadking296: hot dam sweet ur smokin hot 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at king rolls my hips side to side more while i squeeze my breasts letting the thin 

straps slide down my arms so the bra falls into my hands  

hdroadking296: smiles back 

sweet_rodeo_girl: shimmys my shoulders as each strap slides off my arms..winks and keeps my hands over 

my breasts so the bra stays in place as sits up and sways witht he music  

sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles on the bar as my small hands squeeze more letting king get a good look at my 

creamy thighs as they open and close with the beat of the song  

D r a z: hi Ivan 

sweet_rodeo_girl: dancing so great  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Can't be bad. 

hdroadking296: so sexy sweet cream thighes to kiss and lic 

D r a z:  watches rodeo tease so  well  

Ivan_Skavinsky: She's excellent at it. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: archs my lower body and rolls my hips side to side while my small hands hold my bra 

inplace to tease the room more 

Periandros: she is great at it  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hello, King. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: slides my hands up winks and lets the bra fall onto my lap giggles as my hands cover my 

breasts  

D r a z: smiles as we see  the swell  of breast barely held in the bra  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Not quite quick enough, Rodeo. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks as i sway left and right on my knees  

sweet_rodeo_girl: opens and closes my fingertips as my body rocks with the beat and winks at draz  

D r a z: smiles at sweet as i see the sexy young body writhe to thebeat  

sweet_rodeo_girl: tosses my head back as my body movebs witht he rhytum letting the whole room see 

my creamy thighs now but doesn't break any rules by keeping my tits covered with my hands as i sway side to 

side  

Ivan_Skavinsky: And very erotic the dance is too. 



D r a z: grins at rodeo  as she moves so erotically to the beat  

sweet_rodeo_girl: rehooks my bra behind my back smiles and runs my fingertips down my tummy and 

thighs to tease you more  

sweet_rodeo_girl: parts my legs and rubs each thigh with my fingertips as my small body moves with the 

music 

Harold_Rarius: smiles at rodeo girl..  

hdroadking296: winks at rodeo 

D r a z: grins as rodeo moves to the beat .....   

sweet_rodeo_girl: closes my eyes and bucks with the beat  

hdroadking296: ride me sweet 

Harold_Rarius: sits at the bar ... and enjoys rodeo's moves 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Rodeo is quite a mover. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: squeezing my thighs as my fingertips pulls my thong away from my wet skin  

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles one more gone 

D r a z: laffs rodeo 

Ivan_Skavinsky: But more keep coming in. 

Harold_Rarius: grins as my eyes trail rodeo's curves ..such seduction in those curves  

Ivan_Skavinsky: I think word has spread, Rodeo. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: sways on my knees tugs my thong down some and smiles as the top half of my body 

sways with the beat  

D r a z: watches rodeo as the    beat drives her body  

sweet_rodeo_girl: tugs one side down rolls my hips then pulls it back up to my waist  

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's an incredibly sensual swaying motion. 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and watches the moves.. what a wonderful way to start the day  

sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my hair down my back as my hips sway with the beat of the song letting my 

younge breasts move under thew slamm wet bra  

D r a z: winks at rodeo  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Rodeo has a figure to die for and knows how to use it to advantage. 

Harold_Rarius: completely engrossed in rodeo's dance .. those seductive curves and young skin..  

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles as my fingertips tease my thong some as it shows off my creamy thighs as i pull 

it up and down while swaying side to side on my knees  

sweet_rodeo_girl: looks around the room slides off the bar and moves around to give each watcher a kiss 

for being so sweet  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Eagerly waits my turn. 

D r a z:  smiles seeing how the thong clings to you  

sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles my tits in their faces as my hands squeezes there shoulders and smiles  

Harold_Rarius: smiles.. and watches the beauty.. enjoys the extra pampering 

D r a z: grins  at rodeo ........    as she comes by me 

Ivan_Skavinsky: My glasses are steamed up now. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks and moves from one to the next  

Ivan_Skavinsky: I take them off.  I don't need them for close up. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: pulls Ivans hair as i spin around to fog his glasses more  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hold out my arm to try to catch Rodeo. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles at HR while my yongue body rubs against his while i kiss his cheek  



Harold_Rarius: smiles and enjoys her body and persona 

sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around letting my bra show off more as i move back to the bar smiles and take a 

big drink of water  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Enjoys the lingering waft of her perfume. 

D r a z: smiles at  rodeo as i refill her glass with ice cold water 

sweet_rodeo_girl: ty for the music draz 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I think the rest of the room need ice cold water after watching Rodeo. 

Harold_Rarius: applauds the dance...  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Joins in the applause. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles sips my cold water as it helps cool me off 

 

 

sweet_rodeo_girl: faces the bar and sways my ass with the beat as i look into the mirror  

sweet_rodeo_girl: letting my hair sway back back and forth just above my butt 

karate820: watches the swaying hips 

D r a z: smiles as i watch rodeo sway  her hair 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles and rocks my hips with the beat and runs my small hands up my chest in my hair 

and back down as my hair falls down the center of my back  

sweet_rodeo_girl: pushs off the bar winks and tosses my head back then forward making it fly over my 

head than back with a big grin on my red lips  

D r a z: watches as rodeo  dances   flips her hair sensually  

sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around facing the room rocks my hips and runs my small hands up under my 

breasts squeezes each one an makes my hips rock left and right rubbing my ass against the wooden bar  

D r a z: winks at  rodeo as she  teases to the beat  

kate3000: woohoo sweet 

karate820: watches as the music infuses her 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles as the cool air makes my top look smaller while my nipples form under it shakes 

my head with the beat and keeps my hands just under each breast so the room can see them as i dance against 

the bar  

D r a z: wild nights and wild days cant slow us down  .........eyes glued  on rodeo 

karate820: watches eyes locked on the sexy woman dancing 

sweet_rodeo_girl: sticks my tongue out at draz rocks my hips left right and left again as i cup my young 

breasts making them push my top up my tummy and shimmys my shoulders so my hair falls around my 

shoulders  

D r a z: smiles lookig at the little pink tongue and then the firm breasts as rodeo 

shakesand shimmies 

karate820: smiles...loving the hips  

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles as i unbutom my white shorts rolls my hips making circles as my hair sways 

against my back an winks at karate and kate if she is here 

karate820: winks back...nodding in approval 

D r a z: definitely  rodeo   awakens  the devil in me............  



sweet_rodeo_girl: tugs my zipper down spins around  rocking my ass side to side more than normal smiles 

into the miror and lhooks m y fingers between my shorts and my boy shorts under them  

kate3000: so hot rodeo mmmmmm 

karate820: watches with baited breath...smiling softly 

sweet_rodeo_girl: tugs them down just enought to show off my white and pink bot shorts as my hips move 

to the new beat as my hair swings side to side  

D r a z: watches   as rodeo  swings  that hairside to side 

kate3000: so alluring rodeo 

karate820: smiles at the view 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Are you being pendulous again, Rodeo? 

kate3000: mmm rodeo sooooooooooo seductive mmm 

sweet_rodeo_girl: hello Ivan rocks my head an turns back to face the room hops up onto the bar letting my 

top slide up my tummy more and takes it off as my long hair covers my tits  

D r a z: rodeo is danceing Ivan 

karate820: wohoo...rodeo 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's hot in here, Draz.  Do you think you could turn the fans on. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: tosses it at him smiles and shimmys my shoulders as my hips move with the beat  

D r a z: turns all the fans on and puts water on the bar 

kate3000: so hot in here ivan phew 

sweet_rodeo_girl: no fans lol 

karate820: what? might get to nipply for you rodeo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my head cover smy boobs as the fan blows my hair of them an glares at the boss 

D r a z: my my oh my ............. winks at  rodeo  

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's all your fault, Draz. 

  D r a z: as usual 

sweet_rodeo_girl: yes it is giggles and sways on the bar with my hands on each breast  

kate3000: ur one sexy gal rodeo 

Ivan_Skavinsky: She certainly is, Kate. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: dances around to let the fans blow somewhere else and lets my hair cover my breasts  

D r a z: smiles watchin rodeo avoidin the gusts of air from tefans 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I don't think I've ever seen a fan dance like this. 

karate820: grins 

kate3000: lol 

sweet_rodeo_girl: runs my fingertips across my tumy and creamy thighs to tease kate i stop infront of her 

smiles and hooks my thumbs in my waitsband tugs one side down them the other as i rock side to side  

kate3000: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

kate3000: such a tease mmmmmmmm 

D r a z: watches  the rodeo  tease 

kate3000: so damn cute and sexy 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's captivating. 

karate820: smiles as rodeo teases kate 

sweet_rodeo_girl: shimmys my shoulders letting my pink nipples be seen between my hair smiles and 

moves just a bit closer so she can get a closer look as beads of sweat drip down my breasts and thighs from the 

heat this dance is giving off 



Ivan_Skavinsky: That heat is radiating everywhere, Rodeo. 

kate3000: let me lick up those beads rodeo yum 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I can feel it here. 

D r a z: woohoo  rodeo ............. watching  the trail  ofsweat and the hips 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at kate kisses her on her soft lips as my hair covers my boobs while my lower 

body moves with the rhtyum of this song  

D r a z: rodeo dancing  got us hypnotised  

sweet_rodeo_girl: hello joe and round 

kate3000: kisses rodeos sweet lips with a passion mmmm 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles and runs my fingertips up kates arms and shoulders as mine shimmy with the 

song and lets her see what the heat in the room is doing to my young body as i rock side to side inches from her  

kate3000: let me spank that pert ass of yours rodeo woohoo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks as the room starts to get filled cups my breasts in nmy small hands again and 

skips around and into the dressing room as the song changes 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Round of applause for Rodeo. 

karate820: claps and applauds 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at graice as i move by her  

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles an gets dressed after cooling off some in the shower  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Full of exotic moves. 
D r a z: welcome back  rodeo  hugs ,.,.great dance 

 

sweet_rodeo_girl: stands up shakes my head and moves around the chair grey is sitting on letting the 

music move my hips and hair  

sweet_rodeo_girl: pulls his head bacdk by the hair smiles and nips on the nape of his neck  

sweet_rodeo_girl: spins the chair winks sits back down so your back is to the room shakes my hair loose 

and bounce with the beat as my top slowly comes unzipped  

    

sweet_rodeo_girl: yanks your head back smiles and preses my tits to each side of your face shakes my hips 

and lets the music move my ass  

greygriffin20: *bites softlty with a light laugh* 

sweet_rodeo_girl: i sure am lol 

D r a z: good to see  rodeo back to strength 

trisha_29: she sure is will 

sweet_rodeo_girl: feels grey move under me makes me sway my head and boobs more as my tummy 

grinds against his and looks acros the room at Will and trish  

sweet_rodeo_girl: wets my lips with the tip of my pink tongue as the new beat makes my young body rock 

side to side and winks as grey behaves the best he can  

sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks left and right kisses greys neck as my small body makes the chair move under us  

greygriffin20: *holding rodeo's waist as i enjoy her lithe body on my own, leans in and 

nips her other ear* 

sweet_rodeo_girl: ppuursssssss in your ear and tugs your hair as my ass squirms and bucks with the music  

greygriffin20: *i run my fingers up lightly touching, nails scratching softly as i wink* 



sweet_rodeo_girl: catchs  my breath smiles at grey leans back letting my hair touch the floor at your feet 

using my feet to hook the chairs legs and rocks with the music closes my eyes and lets you and the room see my 

young body arch band sway inches off the floor  

greygriffin20: *grins widely as i watch* 

sweet_rodeo_girl: slides my hands down my tummy across my tits caresses them and bucks with the new 

beat making my ass bounce on greys lap while he holds my hips to keep me from sliding onto the floor 

trisha_29: lol its true...we would break the damn bar draz....lol 

sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks side to side letting my top unzip on it's own as i smile up at grey while he grips my 

hips tighter and lets my hair brush against the floor as i look around the quiet room  

greygriffin20: *still holding rodeos waist with one hand i runs the softly up her stomach 

tracing just below her breasts* 

greygriffin20: *hand moving back to your waist as i wink when our eyes meet again* 

sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmm grey winks and lets the sweel of my young firm breasts be seen as m,y top 

comes unzipped all the way smiles and slides my hands up under my top so not to break the rule 

D r a z: looksover at faith .........what do yu  think of  yourdrink ? 

sweet_rodeo_girl: shimmys my shoulders so it falls off them and down my arms ...looks at you an lets the 

music rock me on your lap as my small hands cup my breasts a as you get a good look at my tanned tummy and 

creamy shoulders  

mylstoknowhere: << bangs head on desk top  

greygriffin20: *bites my bottom lip as i take in the sights* 

sweet_rodeo_girl: shimmys my shoulders right and left faster making my hair fly around my face and help 

cover my tits from all the eyes  

greygriffin20: *blows some of the hair out of the way so i can still get a view with a grin* 

sweet_rodeo_girl: bounces and shakes my hair in greys face while i make the chair bang against the wall 

from all the rocking my lower body is doing  

sweet_rodeo_girl: slows my hips smiles and rocks my head so as not to break the chair someone might get 

hurt  

sweet_rodeo_girl: turns my head winks at gabi ohhhh yeaaa an rocks nice and slow in circles to see if grey 

can keep up 

sweet_rodeo_girl: sways left and right lets my fingers open and close on my boobs to tease grey as i feel 

his eyes on them as i rock back and forth  

Will 158: night driver  

greygriffin20: *bites bottom lip with a smile* 

mylstoknowhere: tuneeeee 

mylstoknowhere: play them bluessss 

Gabriela92: This is "Hootchie Kootchie Man" by Steppenwolf. 

mylstoknowhere: who hasnt done hoochie kootchie man? lol 

mylstoknowhere: i didnt know steppenwolf did tho lol 

Gabriela92: I don't know.  They're the only ones I have a version from, but I'm still trying 

to build a library. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: sways smiles and helps grey bite his tongue as i tug on his bottom lip and crushs my tits 

against his chest an whispers ty for the dance 

sweet_rodeo_girl: kisses your cheek stands and smiles and i turn to the room with my small hands still 

cuped on my chest smiles an skips to the back room 



mylstoknowhere: tc rather 

 

 

 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles hops up onto the bar lets my hair down...unbuttons 4 buttons on my top and sits 

cross legged in a spot on the bar  

sweet_rodeo_girl: helllo rather 

D r a z:  smiles seeing rodeos big breasts jiggle in the top  

sweet_rodeo_girl: returns the hug  

sweet_rodeo_girl: sways with the music letting my boobs move around under my top  

kennyw_3: I did notice rodeo has undone a few buttons 

ratherbe: watches sweet sway to the music  

paul32aus: Pays attention , knowing that buttons are undone  

sweet_rodeo_girl: rebuttons one button as i sway m ore so i wont fall out  

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks and lets my hair cover my chest as my shoulders shimmy with this song 

sweet_rodeo_girl: rockin my hips and head right and left as my ass shines the bar top 

D r a z: smiles watching the shine develop 

dirtyoldman23: loves that  shiney bar 

dirtyoldman23: and oh what an ass, smiles 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at DRaz waves my hands over my head making my top open up more and rocks 

side to side  

dirtyoldman23: so much to enjoy 

D r a z: winks at rodeo 

dirtyoldman23: too bad rodeo's font is not blue, smiles and smiles 

sweet_rodeo_girl: rolls onto my knees smiles into the mirror and lets my small tight ass move with the 

new beat and runs my hands down my chest to keep my boobs where they belong  

dirtyoldman23: smiles as i watch intently 

kennyw_3: waits for the great boob escape of 2014 

sweet_rodeo_girl: sorry dirty i am wearing white..pink today  

dirtyoldman23: well no need to be sorry, it was just a thought, smiless 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks rolls my hips with ther music.....squeesesz my tits as they frim up and blows a 

kiss into the mirror  

dirtyoldman23: such movement 

sweet_rodeo_girl: moving my young body left and right on my knees letting my hair sway and my hands 

waving to the beat 

dirtyoldman23: leans in closer 

D r a z: smiles watching the sway   of  the young body  

sweet_rodeo_girl: juggles two lemons and smiles as all the eyes are on my bouncing tits while i shimmy on 

my knees  

dirtyoldman23: i have never enjoyed juggling so much, applauds 

dirtyoldman23: hi rocket 



sweet_rodeo_girl: tossing eachone as my hips move winks and bounces them off each of my young breasts 

to show draz what i learned  

D r a z: wow its impressive rodeo ....winkssss 

dirtyoldman23: such an artist 

sweet_rodeo_girl: my tits and the two lemons bounce with the beat giggles as i rock my shoulders to keep 

from dropping them  

RocketManFL: mm nice, talented 

sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around winks and catches them one in my right hand and the other between my 

young boobs  

D r a z: grins watching rodeo as she keeops  them moving 

sweet_rodeo_girl: lets see draz do that 

D r a z: laffs not a chance 

sweet_rodeo_girl: dances around the room leaving the lemon so it can be seen as i move around  

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks and gives each guy a kiss on his cheek for being so nice to me  

D r a z: watches as  rodeo  dances round the room,, and waits my turn 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at Rocket as he looks at my boobs not the lemon while i squeeze it and rock my 

hips with the new song 

RocketManFL: wishes he was a lemon 

RocketManFL: smiles n wink at rodeo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles spins around drops onto his lap and wiggles my soft young ass side to side  

RocketManFL: mmm arm around rodeo so that she does fall off lap 

D r a z: watchs  those hips rock  as she sits on rocket  

RocketManFL: does not  

RocketManFL: great rocking hips, mmmmmm 

sweet_rodeo_girl: turns my head smiles and smiles at the Rocket as it grows with each wiggle i make 

RocketManFL: hehehe stage2 fueled completely, working on 3rd stage 

RocketManFL: smiles at rodeo, winks devilishly 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks jumps up and spins around ..wiggles my shoulders letting the lemon move 

between my breasts... then dances over to Draz seeing kenny isnt here  

D r a z: winks at  rodeo as she dances over  

RocketManFL: watches as rodoer shimmies over to Draz, enjoying view of ass 

RocketManFL: lots of things are popping out 

D r a z: lots of rooms have no sound and lag .............i had us moved to a better server  

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks an walks up the stairs into the d/j booth letting Rocket get a good look at my 

young ass as it sways  

RocketManFL: stares at that fine ass 

D r a z: winks as  i see rodeo sway  up  

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at draz stops infront of him wiggles the lemon and lets it bounce some  

D r a z: smiles  tries  to conecntate on the lemon in between the breasts 

sweet_rodeo_girl: blows a kiss back to Rocket as the lemon falls onto draz's lap while my hips sway with 

the new beat  

RocketManFL: valiant attempt Draz, but its no use 

D r a z: looks down at  the lemon and then where it came from 

RocketManFL: the breasts and ass are just too fine to not stare at 



sweet_rodeo_girl: turns and straddles the d/j 's lap wiggles and lets my small body move on his lap smiles 

and sways my hair side to side 

D r a z: grins as i watcch the wiggling andjiggling  .........adjust my tie  

sweet_rodeo_girl: leans in an whispers while my body moves with the beat  

D r a z: smiles seeing  the cleavage  close up and breathes deep  

sweet_rodeo_girl: tugs his tie free as my hips and shoulders move with the beat  

RocketManFL: enjoying the view form here 

kennyw_3: does is smell like lemon lol 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles as i pull the tie from around your neck winks and loops it around my neck rocks 

back and lets my breasts push my yop open  

RocketManFL: gets glimpse of cleavge thorugh moirror behind Draz 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at our new visitor hello wolf 

D r a z: smiles  looking down at the swollen breast and feel the rwiggle on my  lap 

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles as i feel something makes me move onto my knees and rock up and back  

D r a z: woo hoo 

RocketManFL: gets good view down rodeos top as she grinds draz 

sweet_rodeo_girl: wooooooo hoooooooo never knew a mic could grow  

D r a z: laffs ,.........wonders of modern technology  

RocketManFL: lol 

sweet_rodeo_girl: slowly turns my back to you smiles at the room an rocks side to side nice and slow  

D r a z:  watches as  rodeo  moves so slow  

RocketManFL: smiling back at rodeo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks and lets my top open more while i move with the beat rocking side to side on 

draz's lap  

D r a z:  smiles as i see   the breats  move 

RocketManFL: mezmorized by rodeo's open top view 

RocketManFL: wait, i thought she was facing me not you, lol 

sweet_rodeo_girl: bounces and lets my hair sway as my young body rocks with the beat letting my 

fingertips tease the two buttons still buttoned on my top 

mtnlobowolf: smiles as i keep glancing  at sweet 

sweet_rodeo_girl: pushs back against draz an lets the room see my tummy as my top gets tugged open  

RocketManFL: enjoys view of rodeos tummy 

RocketManFL: no drunks? 

D r a z: smiles feeling  the  rodeo leaning back as she slis the top up  

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at wolf while i rock back and forth letting you feel my soft ass grind a bit harder 

while my young creamy breasts shine from the lights  

RocketManFL: kelli, no drunks on the 4th? 

kelli-: drunks every day  

kelli-: neighborhood alcoholics 

RocketManFL: lol I guess so, I would have assumed higher % on holidays 

kelli-: we are in a small town  

RocketManFL: ah that must be it 

D r a z: smiles feeling the grind back and watch es over  rodeos shoulders  

kelli-: we weren't nearly as busy as we thought we would be 



RocketManFL: huh interesting 

sweet_rodeo_girl: unbuttons my last button smiles blows a kiss out the open door and lets droplets of 

sweat drip down my tummy as i move on the bossses lap  

RocketManFL: mmm nice frontal view, glistening skin rodeo 

D r a z: smiles feeling  the dancing rodeo on my lap 

kelli-: watchin rodeo dance 

kelli-: smiles 

sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmmmmm ty Rocket shimmys my shoulders to show off more an closes my eyes  

RocketManFL: stares more intently 

sweet_rodeo_girl: letting my top slide off my shoulders as i rock with the music and moves side to side  

D r a z: watching  the top slide down   

RocketManFL: shifts in seat 

mtnlobowolf: mesmorized  at the beauty of Miss Sweet 

sweet_rodeo_girl: moanssss as i feel draz move under me makes me shift onto my knees more and rock 

my head  

RocketManFL: daaaaaaang rodaeo 

D r a z: watches as rodeo shake her hair 

sweet_rodeo_girl: omg draz  

sweet_rodeo_girl: you need to empty your pocket 

RocketManFL: hehehehehe 

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles and rocks my head as my top falls down my back and rocks my tits  

D r a z: pulls out the flashlight 

RocketManFL: probably not his pocket contenst bring issue 

RocketManFL: orrrr maybe so (yea right) 

D r a z:  so sorry had to go  to the cellar . winks  

RocketManFL: good cover draz 

kelli-: that would just move the bulge 

RocketManFL: lol kelli 

sweet_rodeo_girl: looks down at the clingy white bra as it grips my young breasts while i wink at wolf and 

rock side to side making the lights make my skin shine more 

RocketManFL: mmmm clingy loooks so good 

D r a z:  smiles as  i have best view of  the bra  

mtnlobowolf: such beauty 

RocketManFL: as does rodeos shimmering skin 

sweet_rodeo_girl: tilts my head winks at draz and lets the top half of my body move with the beat while 

the bottom half barely moves  

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at draz stands up and shakes my hips keep my shirt for me  

RocketManFL: a learing moment, what was understands infraction earning redot? 

Will 158: G'day A/all  

sweet_rodeo_girl: skips down the stairs and over to wolf smiles as i lean over shakes my young tits inches 

from his face  

D r a z: smiles hands on sweet hips 

RocketManFL: hey will 

Will 158: g'day Rocket  



D r a z:  watchs as rodeo skips to wolf  

mtnlobowolf: smiles   and  says hi miss      

mtnlobowolf: looking at nice tits bouncing 

sweet_rodeo_girl: rubs the tip of  my nose to yours smiles and places my hands on your shoulders 

RocketManFL: enjoys view of rodeos sweet ass 

mtnlobowolf: so nice    as i see tits closer 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks back at the room as i roll my hips side to side and shakes my tits at wolf more 

letting my fingertips squeeze his shoulders  

D r a z: watches  the hips switch side to side 

Will 158: my eyes sparkle as I watch rodeo. 

mtnlobowolf: as i enjoy the closeness   and view 

sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks the lower half of my body with the fast beat ..smiles at wolf as he tries to sit still 

while my bra barely keeps my boobs covered  

mtnlobowolf: as hands shake 

RocketManFL: Smiles at Rodeo , claps ty lady great dancing 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks sits down and smiles while my long legs wrap around the chairs legs and bounces  

sweet_rodeo_girl: do come back Rocket 

sweet_rodeo_girl: bucks and shakes my hair loose while the chair moves under us..winks and whispers to 

wolf as my fingertips slide and tug his hair while the music moves me  

sweet_rodeo_girl: awwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 

sweet_rodeo_girl: thats 2 

D r a z: really  not  your fault 

D r a z: the whole room frozeearlier  rodoe .i had to have it moved 

Will 158: thanks draz  ... run me a tab please and Ill settle up at the end.  

kelli-: are your IMs open?  

sweet_rodeo_girl: i had that happen to me will  

Will 158: no kelli  .. I think they are set to friends only    .. I should fix that .  

sweet_rodeo_girl: i would be typing to one person and it would go to someone else 

D r a z: that sounds more liek a file transfer than a IM  

kelli-: could be 

 

 

sweet_rodeo_girl: ties my shirt to hide my chest an wlaks around the room to let everyone see my chaps 

and white boyshorts  

karate820: smiles in admiration 

D r a z:  walks over  to the bull and oils the  parts recommended and  wipes it down 

looking overatrodeo  

mylstoknowhere: stares at the chaps grinssssssssss 

sweet_rodeo_girl: thse tanned chaps sure show off my shorts 

mylstoknowhere: cant hide that chest with a tie winks at rodeo 

karate820: they show off something for sure 



sweet_rodeo_girl: *spins around and bumps hips with the tables while my buttonless top barely stays in 

place * 

websterace3: watches Rodeo wooo hooo 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh's at those bumpin hips 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *skips around behind the brb Trisah leand over and pretends to whisper into her ear but 

licks the nape of her neck ...mmmmmmm,,moves infront of her wiggles my ass at her and grabs my knees 

letting my hair hang down my back as the music moves my hips left and right* 

mylstoknowhere: oooooooh that lucky brb trish grinsssssss 

websterace3: sucks on a ice cube 

karate820: lol 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *tossses my head up and back an smiles at the men in the room while my shoulders 

rock with the beat and looks back at her afk body * 

websterace3: smiles back 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssss at rodeoooo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *drops to my knees shakes my head while i rock side to side letting my hair slap her 

legs and archs so my top almost falls open again while i wave my arms over my head and the lower half of my 

body rocks with the new beat* 

websterace3: woooooooooo hoooooooooo 

websterace3: shake it girl 

D r a z:   watches as rodeo  goes wild  to  the beat ............  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *winks falls onto my hands and crawls across the floor letting my hips ands shoulders 

rock with the beat as my ass sways more than needed* 

mylstoknowhere: rock it girl  

websterace3: watches Rodeo rock 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh my crawl baby 

Brentd13: Needed the tunes! Thanks  

karate820: watches the ravishing rodeo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *stops between webster and where rocks my body an smiles as my top opens letting my 

boobs come into view some an wets my lips with the tip of my pink tongue* 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmm hot hot hot 

websterace3: looks down at Rodeo enjoying the lovely view 

mylstoknowhere: licks my lips at that view of boobs and that pink tongue 

D r a z: my my yeah ,,,,,,,,,,,,  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *rocks back onto my ankles rocking my shoulders left rightg and left..as my hands rest 

on my thighs letting them open and close while i tug on my shorts letting my back arch and bounce on my 

knees * 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm nice 

D r a z: they call her rodeo ,................ oh ............got the repuation .sticky situation ....... 

shes a bad habit  thats too good  to give up ......they call her rodeo 

mylstoknowhere: stares down at the lovely rodeo and her tuggin on her shorts 

grinsssssss 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh Draz  

mylstoknowhere: wow 0_0 at her archin her back grrrrrrowls from the belly 

karate820: continues watching as she gives the two guys their money's worth 



sweet_rodeo_girl: *winks at draz rocks back and forth letting my top show off more but keeps my chest 

out of sight of the horney men as i crawl around the room letting my ass move with the different beats and my 

tits sway side to side in my top  

D r a z: watches that hiney  .,come on come on    

websterace3: keeping quiet 

mylstoknowhere: ooooooh my horny isnt the word right now winks at the slinky rodeo 

crawling around and ooooh my those boobs a swayin !!!  

websterace3: weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

karate820: watches and appreciates the show 

D r a z: looking so hot ,,,,,,hotter than  sin.............shes hotter than hell 

websterace3: yes she is makeing it very hot in here wooo hoooooo 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmhhmmmm she sure is grinsssssss devilishly 

sweet_rodeo_girl: looks over at karate jumps up and turns my back to him shakes my white boy shorts at 

him as my small hands slide up under my top and smiles at draz as he hides in the d/j booth 

karate820: wohooo 

karate820: smiles 

karate820: show us what you got  

D r a z: winks at  rodeo as I  watch the hotter than hell dancer  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *spins around and around as i move over to the quiet brent stops and smiles facing him 

..cups my breasts under my top as i rock my hips left and right showing offf what he missed as i slowly turn my 

back to him winks and thrusts my ass up and back  

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh rodeo 

mylstoknowhere: he says he only needs some music tsk tsk the big dummy wink 

D r a z: winks at  rodeo   ......... i think brent is at work .........  enjoys  the butt  bucking 

justas much  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *tosses my head squeezes my breasts as my hips thrust with the beat and winks at who 

is watching then..while my chaps make my white boy shorts show off my creamy thighs and firm ass as i move 

around in hopes no one seees the wet spot i have  

mylstoknowhere: winks back ooooooh im watching girl !!!! 

D r a z: smiles cant help seeing  it .............. watching the thighs and the chaps  

mylstoknowhere: looks for the wet spot toooo wink 

karate820: smiles at the dancing girl 

D r a z: rodeo on the bull and  dancing  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *hops onto the bar ..smiles and opens and closes my legs as the top half my body rocks 

with the beat * 

mylstoknowhere: smilesss at rodeos and eyes those legs openin and closing  

D r a z: winks as i watch the sexy rodeo  ,.,,,,,,,,,, snads and appalud the sexy assed  

dancer 

D r a z: you look  like heaven and feel like sin , rodeo    .............  

mylstoknowhere: sent from heaven to us devils heh heh heh  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *kicks one long leg up..sways my shoulders and lets my hair brush against the bar as 

my fingertips slide up and down thew back of my thigh letting my fingertips feel the sweat on my body while i 

rock back then winks into the mirror as i let my feet kick up and down making my ass bounce some* 

D r a z: more.moremoe more moremore 



mylstoknowhere: oooooooh myyyyyyyyy !!!!!!!! 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *hope you dont mind the mess draz lays back and grabs a bottle of ice water ..lifts it 

over my chest and lets it drip from the hole as it splashs onto my young body and lets it drip down my tummy 

and onto the bar as i lookout over the room * 

karate820: grins....damn 

D r a z: winks ,,,,,,,,,,,,,perfect .........hope it cools you off  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *winks it is helping* 

mylstoknowhere: and to think i only popped in to say hi hello and sweet rodeo does all 

this grinsssssss a thank you to rodeo !! 

mylstoknowhere: sssssssstttttttt im sure its not ice water any more wink 

sweet_rodeo_girl: yw where  

D r a z:  whistles and looks at rodeo  ........... welove it rodeo 

karate820: thinks i see steam rising up 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssss a wink to rodeo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: sticks my tongue out and rolls the neck of the bottle around puffin my cheeks out as my 

hips thrust up and down on the bar * 

D r a z: woo hoo rodeo    

mylstoknowhere: oooooooh dear me rodeo heh heh heh 

D r a z: hiya live wire  

livewire: hiya 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *pulls the bottle between my pink lips just using my tongue smiles slides my feet up the 

bar bending my knees as my thighs open and close with the new song  

mylstoknowhere: grinssssss devilishly at the sexxxxxxy rodeo tryon to cool herself ur 

tooooooo hottttttttttt girl 

D r a z: smiles watching  rodeo     ............ sizzzzzzzzling 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *wiggles the bottle around as it ever so slowly lifts as it getting hard and makes it stand 

up straight winks as it slides up and down ....mmmmm as the eyes get bigger and try not to stare at me* 

mylstoknowhere: pfffft girl im staring!!!!!! wink 

karate820: smiles...watching and enjoying the other guys' reactions 

D r a z: `walkin talking sex machine  

sweet_rodeo_girl: my cheeks puff out more as my throath and small mouth gets filled with whats left in 

the bottle bucks my hips as my tongue rolls around the neck making it lside up an down between my lips so i 

can swallow but some drips downn the corners of my lips and down my chin* 

D r a z:   looks at rodeo .............she has a fire down below 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh rodeo !!!!! 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *tilts my head to the left lets the bottle fall onto the bar gasps but licks my lips and 

swallows whats left before sitting up to face the main room again * 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssss and appauds rodeo woooot wooooot !!! 

karate820: applauds 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *runs the tip of my finger over my lips then between them to make sure i got all the the 

liquid sucks on my finger and winks at the men in the room* 

karate820: wow...rodeo...you know how to get the room going 

asianloving1112: sure myls 



D r a z: stands and applauds rodeo .........phew  girl great show  .............first  the bull ride 

then the dance ,,,,,,,,,,,thanks 

 

 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *sits on the bar stool..rocks side to side and enjoyes the song* 

websterace3: looks over at Rodeo mmmmmmmmm nice 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *lol i am like this song...* 

nozzle3499: always good music here 

websterace3: keeps my feet still 

Will 158: mutters something under my breath  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *rocks my head and lets my hips shimmy making the bar stool bang against the bar as i 

sing into the beer bottle i found * 

websterace3: woooooooooo hooooooooo Rodeo 

nozzle3499: cute little thing she is 

Will 158: <looks up from my coffee at a jiggling Hiney and smiles>  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *stands ..smiles and spins around shaking my hiney at Will while i let my hair swing 

with the music and blows a kiss into the mirror * 

websterace3: wooooooooo hoooooooooooooooooo 

Will 158: claps for the great tune and winks at rodeo   .. nice tush 

D r a z: winks at  the reflection of rodeo in the mirrir 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *sings and rols the tip of my tongue around the lip of the bottle .....letting my shoulders 

rock side to side and snaps my hips with the new beat..making the chair almost fall over* 

nozzle3499: you just have to love the entertainment here 

D r a z: there ought to be a law ........... watching rodeo as she rocks  

nozzle3499: im ok with lawlessness 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *winks pushs up onto the bar ..winks and drops to my knees rockin to the beat as my 

butt touchs the wooden bar and sucks the bottle between my lips ..waves my arms ovebr my head to see if i can 

fog up the mirror * 

Will 158: Oh my    ...  bites lip  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *bounces and rolls my butt left right and looks around as everyone runs out the door* 

Will 158: not everyone <smiles and then leers looking at the nice hips>  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *turns to face the room shakes my head and my ass grinds on the wooden bar..tugs my 

sundress up my thighs some to enjoy some air as i rock with the rhyum smiles at Trisha as my boobs move my 

dress while my shoulders shimmy * 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *blows Her a kiss as my thighs show more..rocking my lower half of my body right left 

and right ..as i shine the bar with my white boy shorts* 

trisha_29: blows a kiss back to rodeo 

D r a z: smiles watching rodeo  ...............we love to watch  you   

sweet_rodeo_girl: *opens and closes my thighs letting my dress slide up and down my creamy 

thighs..snaping my fingers and rocks my head with my eyes open wide* 

Will 158: <watches Trisha watching rodeo>   <smiles and thinks   >  Yup definitely lust  

<grins>  



D r a z: grins watching the dress slide on creamy  thighs  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *slowly stands winks and spins around.......reachs down and sighs as the back of my 

dress slides up over my ass thinks for a minute if i should wait* 

D r a z: whistles ......... and wipes  the bar innocently  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *looks down at draz can i have an empty beer bottle plz?* 

Will 158: *opens eyes wide*  

D r a z: reaches into the empties bin and pulls out a beer bottle and hands it to  rodeo  

docjon: LOL i think we know the answer to that  

sweet_rodeo_girl: ty ****** dont try this at home folks...winks and rubs the beer bottle up and dopwn the 

front of my body ..between my tits and then slides the bottle behind my back as the room stares more.....winks 

at Ivan and pushs the bottle between my ass cheeks pushing my shorts between them and lets go of the bottle 

as i rock to the new beat not letting the bottle slip * 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's getting hot in here already. 

Will 158: <breaks into a strange grin>  oooo my  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *shakes my ass now now guys the bottle is upright you perves* 

D r a z: bottoms up rodeo  

Will 158: lol draz 

Ivan_Skavinsky: LOL 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *winks at Draz as i strut up and down the bar shaking my boobs as the beer bottle stays 

between my firm butt cheeks while i spin around on the bar and lets my hands cup my breasts and continues to 

dance* 

Ivan_Skavinsky: OK so gravity has been suspended in Lady Ann's 

D r a z: winks back at rodeo ............... attention drawn to the hands  

Will 158: nods Quantum Effects most promninent near a "black hole"  <chuckles>  

sweet_rodeo_girl: *spins around lifts the front of my sundress ..rockin my hips in circles to show off the 

cute yellow and red flowers on my shorts as the beer bottle drops to the bar oops .... look what you did ivan* 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You can't blame me for that, Rodeo. 

Will 158: <ducks and lets Ivan take all the blame>  

D r a z: catches the bottle ............keeps a hold on it .........strangely very warm 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *winks as i spin around lets my dress fall back down over my back as my hips sway with 

the song and waves wb to andrea* 

sweet_rodeo_girl: *jumps down ..runs over hanna hugss gives her cheek a wet kiss * 

 

 

 

 

 


